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SUMMARY

This thesis has arisen out of research undertaken for the centenary

history of the South Australian School of Mines and Industries/South

Australian Institute of Technology (SASMVSAIT), published in July 1989.

Of the many themes and issues that emerged during the course of the

three-year project, one of the most important concerned the role of

SASMI/SAIT in the freld of higher education. The relationship that

developed with the University of Adelaide influenced the direction of the

School's glowth, the extent of its freedom and independence of action from

the state government, and the part it played as a provider of education to

the general community. In addition, the unparalleled cooperation with

the University in the teaching of engineering and the applied sciences

distinguished SASMVSAIT from other technical colleges/schools of mines

in Australia.

The development of the School was also affected by events occurring within

the state-controlled education sector and the relationship with the

Education Department. Another factor which marked out SASMI's

distinctiveness, in Australian terms' was its maintenance of an

extraordinary degree of autonomy and freedom from state interference'

This freedom was partly assisted by, and also contributed to, the ongoing

relationship with the University of Adelaide which aided SASMI's status

as a tertiary institution.

Ilowever, while emphasising its higher-level work in technical and

technological education, SASMI successfully fulfrlled its self-appointed

function as a 'People's University'. The Schoot did this, not by catering

predominantly for the working classes, but by enabling a broad spectrum
V



of the Adelaide metropolitan population to have access to a variety of

educational programmes, from certifrcates at the Adelaide Technical

High School through single-subject technical and industrial classes to

associate diplomas and degrees of the University of Adelaide. Before the

large-scale expansion and diversification of higher education, SASMI

played a key role as an educational provider in areas not covered by either

the University of Adelaide or the Education Department. Although other

such multi-purpose institutions existed, SASMI/SAIT's independent

status and particularly its joint agreement with the University was not

repeated elsewhere in Australia.
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INITRODUCTION

The main purpose of this thesis is to chart the origins and development of

an unusually long and successful relationship between two distinctly

different ed.ucational bodies, the South Australian School of Mines and

Industries/South Australian Institute of Technology (SASMI/SAIT) and

the University of Adelaide. Based on the need to share scarce resources'

the two institutions managed to maintain an effective joint agreement for

eighty years. Such an arïangement \À¡as unparalleled in the history of

Australian higher education; indeed, it was modelled more upon British

experience than any domestic examples of cooperation. The j oint

agreements between SASMI/SAIT and the University of Adelaide in

engineering and the applied sciences showed that institutions could work

together if they were compelled by external pressures and for the sake of

mutual self-interest.

Although regarded as separate, if not sometilnes antagonistic,

educational institutions, they both served the needs of capitalist industry

which exercised 'a major influence on the character and structure of the

education system'.1 In addition, despite their apparently different

educational missions, the University did not cater exclusively for the

social elite and the school for the working classes. There was a

significant middle-class component to the student body at both places.

That is, their clientele was not mutually exclusive. This'overlap also

applied to the respective curricula of the two bodies. At the bottom of the

University's and at the apex of SASMI's professional work were the

engineering and applied science courses which attracted sons of the

bourgeoisie and the skilled working classes. Lacking adequate funds,

however, both institutions could not separately offer facilities in these

aïeas and they ryvere therefore forced to combine their resources. This



sharing of resources also suited a state government unable and unwilling

to support the development of two fully competitive institutions.

While some competition between SASMI and the University could not be

prevented, the joint agreement muted it and allowed them to avoid

engaging in a destructive rivalry. When pressure to expand technological

education in South Australia increased after the Second World War, the

relationship between the two bodies not only survived but, in fact, entered a

ne.w era. For pragmatic reasons and with the example of successful

cooperation in Britain, SASMI and the University of Adelaide established

a jointly administered faculty of technology which existed from 1957 to

lg77 . The University of Adelaide also decided to give its weight to SASMI's

transformation from a multi-purpose educational body, offering a wide

variety of courses and subjects, to an institution concentrating on

technological training, This support, while important, was mainly

intended to prevent the establishment of a university of technology which

could develop into a full-scale traditional university, as happened in New

South Wales in the late 1950s. Cooperation between SASMVSAIT and the

University was never altruistic or even idealised; it was always fi.rmly

based on the practical and the possible.

As neither the nature nor the development of the joint agreement between

SASMVSAIT and the University of Adelaide has been documented before,

it is essential to describe this relationship in some detail. (Fôr this reason

and as a supplement to the main text, previously unpublished material is

included in the appendices.) This is particularly so as research into

technicaVtechnological education in Australia has been largely confined

to the eastern states and especially to the period up to the First World War.

Indeed, most emphasis has been given to the overall pattern of

d.evelopment of technical ed.ucation and little research has been
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undertaken into specific aspects apart from a few studies such as Andrew

Spaull's work on education in the Second World War.2 Also, systematic

examinations of trends in Australian higher education as a whole during

the current century are virtually non-existent. This is partly due to the

sheer magnitude of the task, comparative work being difficult even within

a relatively homogeneous country such as Australia. However, the

absence of sufficient research in this field is significant because the issues

surrounding technical/technological education are strongly intermeshed

\Mith the development of higher education in general.

The relationship between SASMI and the University of Adelaide

illustrates the nexus between technical and higher education, not only

during more recent periods but from the rise of technical education itself

in the latter hatf of the nineteenth century. The linkages bet\Meen

technical and higher education are often obscured, particularly in studies

with a broad scope whose main objective is to show the wide range of

influences and factors affecting the development of technical education.

Few articles or monographs have been written on the changing nature of

the relationship between tertiary and technicaVtechnological education in

Australia. Either this subject is ignored altogether or assumptions are

made regarding the direct borrowing of overseas models, most notably of

course from Britain. As a consequence the freld is still relatively

unexplored and has its own set of problems including lack of primary

research and the suitability of various methods of approach. A survey of

various contemporary Australian works was useful in that it provided

general background information on overall trends in technical and higher

education, but there was little help in evaluating the importance of the

relationship between SASMVSAIT and the University of Adelaide. The

primary basis of the thesis rests on the author's o\Mn research and a

comparative study was not considered applicable given the lack of similar
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situations in Australia. Instead, it was thought necessary to document in

depth an important relationship which has not previously been described

elsewhere and which appears to be either unknown or forgotten.

Adaptation to local conditions allowed the South Australian situation to

diverge significantly from patterns interstate, and even offered an

example of freedom and innovation which other technical institutions

would have liked to emulate.

On the other hand, the relationship between SASMI/SAIT and the

University of Adelaide is also representative of wider trends in higher

education. The example of the joint agreement between the two

institutions is a reminder that questions of duplication, cooperation,

competition, amalgamation and mutual support against common foes

(often government) have been a continuing factor of major importance in

the history of Australian higher education. In addition, the role of

SASMVSAIT as an educational institution and its dealings with both the

University of Adelaide and the Education Department illustrate important

points about the nature of technicaVtechnological education in Australia.

Technical/technological education \Mas, and is, an area of particular

controversy because definition of the concept has been so broad and ill-

defined. Not only has technical education had an impact on a number of

educational issues (such as secondary education, the education of women,

vocational versus liberal education) but economic considerations have

always been of major importance. To add to the complexity, from the

nineteenth century social and economic factors intermeshed. This is

illustrated in the following article entitled 'The Meaning of Technical

Education', reprinted from tlne London Spectator íntheEduca,tion Ga'zette

of 1888. The article commented that:
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There is much vagueness and confusion in the
popular conception of 'Technical Education',
both as regards its ends and its means. By some
it is understood to mean that definite instruction
in special handicrafts which makes all the
difference between the skilled and unskilled
workman Other advocates of technical
instruction take a wholly different view of its
functions and aims. They say that, without
special reference to the claims of this or that
pãrticular form of industry, all scholars should
be trained to manual exercise, and to the right
use of their fingers and eyes ... There is a third
class of advocates of technical education, whose
real motive is founded on a deep distrust of the
intellectual instruction of the poor, and on a
wish to discredit it.

They think, though they hardly like to avow it
openly, that the children of working men are
being too well taught, that they ought to remain
as a class of 'hewers of wood and drawers of
water', and that any intellectual ambition
which might make the scholars in elementary
Schools formidable competitors with the
children of the middle classes in the race of life
should be severely repressed.3

As a result there has been a tendency to consider technical education as a

separate, special area of educational history both difficult and confusing to

master. Another hurdle to the exploration of certain aspects of technical

education is the influence of new trends in the history of education. The

'new' history of education, developed from the late 1960s, incorporated two

important approaches which had been absent from most work previously

und.ertaken; one related to the methods of research used by historians and

the other affected the choice of topics that weïe studied and investigated.

Previously a rather isolated area of interest, the history of education began

to be strongly shaped by new trends in the social sciences. The German

historian, Konrad Jarausch, writes in his 1986 article 'The Old "New

History of Education": A German Reconsideration' that 'the new research

shifted attention from the development of pedagogical ideas to the

relationship between education and society',+ and that 'much of the new
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use¿ social science concepts and became quantitative in order to get at the

mute masses'. In other words, the intention of the new history was to

reorientate what had been a very traditional approach, covering a limited

range of topics, with a much broader framework and range of ideas.

However, as Jarausch notes, in actual research practice 'the triumph of

the new history of education was never as complete as its protagonists

hoped'.; Older scholars continued to write as before and the reformers

themselves .were divided and did not produce any new comprehensive

theories. Most significantly Jarausch comments that:

scholarship on the universities remained
largely isolated from these critical impulses,
p"ifttþt because it was carried on more by
histo.ians than by educationalists.6

A survey of the literature on universities and higher education in general

in Australia confrrms Jarausch's remarks; it seems that primary and

secondary ed.ucation has received far more revision and investigation in

the social science format, including the use of quantitative techniques,

than tertiary education has undergone.

From Jarausch's article it becomes evident that, at least in respect of

higher education, the Germans have attempted more critical analyses of

varying types (composition of student body, political roles of tertiary

institutions and so on) than has occurred in Australia. In his review of

Jarausch's 1982 book, Stud,ents, Society ønd, Politics in Imperial Germøny,

Geoff EIey states that 'until recently, the history of education in Germany

has been an undeveloPed field' and:
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It was not until the 1970s that this picture
changed, with the field's explicit reorientation
towaid social history. We have an elementary

science theories and methods.T

Eley goes on to praise Jarausch's book for successfully using these

methods (with the reservation that 'the book's thematic progression ...

leads to an obscuring of chronology') and for making an important

contribution to the history of higher education in Germany 'and the

history of University education in general'.8

In Australia, the emphasis in the history of higher education has been

predominantly on government policy and administrative decisions' Most

existing histories of tertiary education institutions, including the 1987

history of the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and my own

forthcoming history of SASMI/SAIT, have not strgyed far from the

traditional model of an overview of the development of an individual

institution. There are several reasons for this, including the fact that

historians are not often commissioned to undertake such work. One

example is the 1983 history of the University of New South Wales, written

by Emeritus Professor A H Willis who, although a founder of the

University, is an engineer by training.e Another example is the history of

the Ballarat College of Advanced Education, also written by â former staff

member.ro In addition, the main purpose of these histories is to record, in

one place, the major details of the institution's history.

Other factors affecting the nature of these works are often a lack of sources

that can be quantified to reveal information, for instance those concerning

the socio-economic background of students, and the need to map out
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general outlines of development before processing to more detailed,

interpretative investigations. Although the absence of a social science

approach may be regarded as a flaw, incorporating a particular

theoretical model or approach before sufficient groundwork has been done

in some areas remains a major problem. There is an urgent need for far

more specialised work in aspects of both higher and technical education

which would illuminate important questions such as the relationships

between various institutions, between institutions and government, and

between institutions and the community.

The concept of exploring certain specific areas raises the problem of how

far the methodology of the social sciences should be incorporated into

historical research. The problem with a purely social science viewpoint of

higher education, for instance, is that the policy decisions of governments

and, of educational institutions themselves have usually been reached

without reference to client groups. The question of the role of history from

below should not be allowed to obscure the fact that,decision-making in

tertiary ed.ucation was not, and still is not, 'democratic'. Although all

decisions and developments occur within a wider social, economic and

political context, individuals have always played a crucial role. This was

most certainly true of the relationship between SASMI and the University

of Adelaide, which was greatly dependent on the influence of certain

people who were closely involved in the functioning of both institutions'

Harold Silver's Ed.ucation as Theory (published in 1893) includes an essay

entitled 'Policy as History and Theory" which opens with the statement

that

I



Educational policy and its roots in political and
social processes have not been a favourite
conceïn of British historians ... Policy studies in
general have a much more established place in
the United States, and their relationship to
history has attracted scholarly attention on a
much wider basis.tt

Silver makes extensive reference to a book called Unpopular Educatíon :

Schooling and Socíal Democracy in England since 1944 (and to which

Pavla Miller refers in her introduction to her 1986 book, Long Diuision : A

History of State Schooling in South Australia). Silver states that

Unpopular Education

is a reminder of the lack of serious and
sustained attention to the processes of education
in Britain since the Second World War in spite
of the large amount of sociologlcal, political and
even historical analysis of particular
educational events.l2

In this latter comment we seem to see a situation parallel with that in

Australia, where despite more than twenty years of continuous discussion

and appraisal of trends in higher education, resulting in numerous

reports and papers, actual historical research has been relatively limited.

Understanding of the processes of education and of the inter-relationship

with other factors in society still tends to be restricted to pragmatic

discussions such as man-power requirements, the need for increasing the

number of tertiary educated people and so forth. The generally superficial

dialogue in the current debates on higher education in Auslralia reflects

the low level of philosophical debate that has always existed within the

system. Silver continues in his examination of Unpopular Education to

speak about the need for a 'sensitive dialogue' between historical

evaluation and theory without which 'policy may be abandoned to

rhetoricians' (or politicians as currently).rs This cannot be achieved,

however, without 'close and detailed description and analysis, frrmly set
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in time and place and with continuity, change, crises and

transformation'.r4 It is hoped that the analysis of the relationship

between the University of Adelaide and SASMI is a close study that will

give an insight into a particular and little known aspect of tertiary

education in Australia. Despite some measured praise for Unpopular

Ed.ucation, Silver castigates it for failing to be the detailed historical

analysis that it ad.vocates as necessary, and for swamping the role of

individuals with its generalised 'from the top' view of post-war British

education, while claiming to use Marxian methods.ls

The methodology used by (Inpopular Education is explained in the fi.rst

chapter of the book, 'Perspectives on Schooling and Politics', by the

combined authors describing and then eschewing a number of other

approaches comrrronly used in the history of education. The flrrst

approach to be found wanting is that exemplifred by French historian,

Michel Foucault, who is found guilty of concentrating too much on the

'inside d.iscourses' of policy-makers who occupy the centre stage of debates

and decisions. According to the combined authors, it is necessary to move

away from the 'intimate connection between knowledge and pov/er', away

from the centre of the stage to 'take the side of the people'.t6 While the

aband.onment of this approach has its justification, particularly in some

areas of educational theory, the danger is, as Silver notes, the

d.isappearance of individuals as individuals and the loss of intimacy with

the decision-making processes. There is also validity in eÎamining the

centre stage and being close to it to judge the cut and thrust of events as

they happen, a point which (Jnpopulør Educatlon concedes. Two other

approaches criticised by the book is that of the traditional 'popular

struggle' history with which the authors have a basic sympathy but which

has a tend.ency to oversimplification, and the 'Marxist, neo-Marxist or

Marxist feminist' accounts which, although also in line with the authors'

10



views, have to be used with caïe or they become too predictable and too

pessimistic. What the authors propose instead is a rigorously updated or

'modernised' use of Marxism/feminism with such a range of 'buts',

'maybes' and 'what ifs' that it is extremely difñcult to envisage writing a ..

history which would satisfy all their criteria and requirements'lz

The approach used in this thesis avoids the use of ideology and does not

attempt to make sweeping judgements about broader socio-economic

factors and changes. Instead, the main aim is to produce a close analysis

of a particular aspect of educational history; albeit one that does have

broader implications. The pursuit of these implications is fraught with

diffrculties however, as Lawrence Stone states in chapter one of his

Schooling and, Society : Studies in th.e History of Education:

... to seek to reach the mutual connection of
education (whether narrowly or broadly defrned)
with'politics' or'society' as well as with
economic aspects of societal change presents
problems so difflrcult and concepts so elusive
ihat v/e can as yet barely sketch these
influences.rB

Comparisons with situations interstate or in Britain are discussed mainly

in order to explain their impact on the relationship between SASMI and

the University of Adelaide. While developments in Australian higher

education have, at times, been strongly influenced by events occurring

overseas, it is not the purpose of the thesis to undertake a comparative

study. Ind.eed, 'the obstacles to the comparative enterprise are daunting:

it requires a detailed knowledge of several systems and demands absolute

clarity about units of measurement and levels of comparison''te With

respect to south Australia, adherence to British patterns of education was

considerable but by no means complete and there was innovation in order

to meet local needs and requirements. The relationship between

11



SASMVSAIT and the University of Adelaide is an important illustration

of a response based on a particular domestic situation but nonetheless one

in which external factors also played a part.

The precise extent to which outside factors generally affected conditions in

Australia is, however, difficult to ascertain. It would be highly useful if

comparative studies which attempted to develop generalised theories \ryere

available. Research und.ertaken for this thesis strongly suggests such a

need exists, particularly in order to establish how closely the Australian

experience mirrored that of the British and to what degree it was or was

not influenced by other models of higher education, such as found in

Europe or in the United States of America. In addition, it is important to

find out how this varied from state to state and how it changed over time.

After the Second World'War, for instance, there appears to have been a

resurgence of interest in British educational policy, particularly in the

field of technological education. This new interest certainly played a part

in the further development of the joint agreement between SASMI and the

University of Adelaide and also had a more widespread impact on

Australian higher education.

In the chapter, 'Expectations of Higher Education: Some Historical

Pointers', of the book Ed,ucation o,s History, Harold Silver comments that

after the Second World'War, the universities in Britain:

compromised ... between the general E-uropean
modet of locating technology in high-status
separate institutions and the American model
of admitting technology into the universities.
The Britisti universities have sought to admit
technology on terms, and to differentiate
between-thei" approach to technology and.
applied science and that of 'technical' or
'technological' institutions.20

12



As in Britain, technology rü/as admitted to the University of Adelaide on

'terms', the terms being that courses such as engineering had to be taught

at a suffi,ciently high level, that is at degree level and above, to differentiate

them from courses that did not receive a University qualification but a

SASMI award. Teaching between the two bodies could be shared but

awards could not, and the attempt to distinguish between the more

academically able student (male) who could complete a degree as opposed

to the more practical student who was a candidate for the diploma of the

School underlined the need to differentiate between institutions and their

approach to technology. Just as importantly, this need to impose a

hierarchical structure on technolory and applied science - the distinction

between tradespeople, technicians and technologists - was not merely

confrned to local conditions but was a reflection of prevailing social

attitudes, which included the exclusion of females from the technological

arena. These attitudes, of necessity, influenced how institutions saw their

role and attempted to modify it in view of societal expectations and

government and industry demands. The study of the inter-relationship

between community views and educational institutions is undoubtedly

vital but also one of the hardest aspects of educational history to

ascertain.2l This is another area where much productive research in

higher education remains to be done. Attitudes of the general public,

employer groups, trade unions and so on had a signiflrcant effect on

administrators and legislators who have been (and still are) keenly aware

of community trends and pressures, even if these influences were not

always directly acknowledged.

Concerning \¡/omen, until recently the nature of gender relations in

western society effectively excluded them almost totally from technology

and the applied sciences. Commensurate with their status, women were

absent from the governing bodies of technological institutions such as

13



SASMI (first female Council member in 1960) and the Royal Melbourne

Institute of Technology (1978) and they formed only a small minority of the

teaching staff. At SASMI (see Appendix One), women's participation was

Iargely confi.ned to an enclave of sub-tertiary courses centred around the

domestic arts; they were virbually unrepresented in the engineering and

applied sciences until the 1970s. During the entire history of the joint

relationship between SASMVSAIT and the University of Adelaide, it was

evid,ent that women were not seen as a possible source of students for

engineering/technology or the applied sciences.22

The existence of an all or predominantly male student body was taken for

granted and. the notion of women taking courses in these areas and

quatifying as technologists was unheard of.23 The effect of such pressures

and expectations was to dissuade women from even thinking about such

courses and the absence of women tended to reinforce existing attitudes

and the sex-segTegated approach to technological education.

Another area in which community attitudes had an impact on higher

education, largely a result of the British legacy, was the distinction drawn

between pure and applied science, and between the role of applied science

within the universities and within the technical colleges (such as SASMI).

This was a result of a complex variety of factors which are difficult to

differentiate but which together form part of the explanation for the

evolution of higher education to its present state.2a Thé relationship

between the University and the School revealed the possibility for positive

interaction between two bodies with, supposedly, quite different

educational aims and. objectives. On one hand, the University was devoted

to the promotion of a liberal education but eventually acceded to outside

pressures to accommod.ate engineering and the applied sciences' This

was initially made more palatable because of the arrangement with

14



SASMI which had largely pioneered technological education in South

Australia. On the other hand, the School was a quintessentially

'practicaf institution, even more so than counterparts in the eastern

states, although the nineteenth century notion of 'self-improvement'

through practical training and instruction was part of its philosophy.2s

The respective histories of the University and SASMI refLect the

continuing debate of vocational versus liberal education (and its economic

repercussions) with the joint agreements being the intersection point at

which the needs of the two bodies in relation to technological education

met and coincided.

A last question to be resolved is whether the relationship between

SASMVSAIT and the University of Adelaide should be viewed within a

theoretical framework, or whether such a framework could be developed.

Without suffrcient comparative work, this is rather difflrcult although

various attempts at defining the role of class history of technical education

(and education) have been made. The complexity of the topic under

discussion, however, makes this type of analysis highly difficult. Harold

Silver in his discussion of the book (Jnpopular Educatior¿ states that

despite its various strengths, 'it became a case study in theory attempting

to use, or to be, history', and showed the way 'which history, theory and

radical rhetoric can co-exist without communication'.26

In terms of the overall development of technicaVtechnological education,

there is little doubt that class has played a vital role, and it would therefore

be relatively simple to construct an argument revolving around the

different social and ed.ucational positions occupied by the University of

Adelaide and SASMI/SAIT. However, the danger in this, apart from

oversimplifrcation, is the possiblity of overlooking the similarities and

common interests between the two bodies and the mutual self-interest
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which allowed them to work together. one of the main problems or

,drawbacks of superimposing Marxian analysis on the relationship

between the University and the School is that it would not be a full

explanation for the events that took place and would also tend to obscure

the role played by the individual institutions themselves. This has the

danger of minimising the significance and the power of vested interests

within institutions oveï such issues as autonomy and control, both of

which were continuing themes in the history of SASMI'

Here then is the dilemma for modern historians attempting to write about

any period or facet of educational history; they must be aware of the

pitfalls of a traditional approach and be witling to incorporate social

science methods, such as statistics, without letting these methods

overbear the historical analysis. The analysis itself must be detailed and

thorough, allowing for the role of individuals and local conditions, yet at

the same time must account for the part played by various groups and be

placed in a wider historical context so that prevailing conditions and

events can be understood. It would also be desirable to either create or

assist the development of new theoretical approaches to deal with the

information thus gained (avoiding the mistake of older approaches)

through research, as weII as engaging in possible re-interpretation. This

is indeed a tall order which the educational historian faces and it is not

surprising therefore that some areas, particularly the difficult ones of

technical education and higher education, have been relatively neglected.

The relationship between SASMI and the tlniversity of Adelaide and, to a

lesser extent that between SASMI and the South Australian Education

Department, indicates the complexity of relationships within higher

education. An unparalleled agreement \Mith a university and the unique

position of SASMI as an ind.ependent technical institution, was the
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prod.uct of a number of factors, special conditions and particular events.

By means of a chronological unfolding of developments, the various

interconnections in the history of the joint agreement are traced and

examined. What emerges is the picture of an institution, SASMI, that

was both innovative and conservative, flexible and dogmatic. It entered

into an arrangement with a university which, despite its diffrculties, was

highly successful and increased its status; at the same time, it

maintained its independence from the state Education Department

although almost entirely dependent on government revenue and support.

It strove to be a 'People's llniversity' not in a narrow class-based sense but

as an educational provider to the general South Australian community,

across a wide range of age and social groups (this is discussed in

Appendix One.)
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CIIAPTER, ONE

FOI'NDATTON OF THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF MINES

AND INDUSTRIES

TlreNational Scene

The rise of technical education to prominence in Australia during the

nineteenth century has been documented by a variety of historians, the

most well-known of whom is the late Stephen Murray-Smith, who

pioneered a systematic study of the fretd with his 1966 doctoral thesis 'A

History of Technical Education in Australia, \Mith Special Reference to the

Period before ]-974'.

Murray-Smith, as the title of his work suggests, concentrated on the

period up to the First World War and indeed this is still the period which

has received most scrutiny; witness Peter Ling's major work, Education

Policy in Australia 1880-1914, published in 1984. There seems to be

general acceptance that technical education went through a variety of

stages in d.evelopment and that it reached its apex, its 'flowering'

accord,ing to Murray-Smith, between 1880 and 1890.1 After that time,

pragmatic considerations and state intervention led to a change in the

view of technical education: from being a means of self-improvement it

was to become the producer of the skilled labour force required for

Australia's economic development. According to this view, therefore, the

establishment of the South Australian School of Mines and Industries in

1888-89 was part of the rapid progress of technical education in the

Australian colonies during the 1880s. It should have been primarily

motivated by:



a gro\iling concern for the development of
Australia's natural resources, tby] an
unnatural faith in technology and
industrialisation, and [by] a conviction that the
widest vistas of personal advancement could
properly be thrown open to t}r'e gaze of the
working man.2

Yet while this statement was as true for SASMI as, say, for the Melbourne

Working Men's College or any other of the senior technical colleges, it is
not a complete explanation of why the foundation of such an institution

\¡¡as so enthusiastically supported in a small non-industrialised colony.

In fact from the start of the process that led to the establishment of

SASMI, it was pragmatism, not moral or social ideals which played the

leading role. Economic issues were uppermost in the minds of many of its

supporters. Concern for the education of the working classes played a

relatively minor role despite the rhetoric, and the influence of events

occurring both interstate and overseas was considerable and their impact

should not be underestimated. It could also be argued that the flowering

of technical education in South Australia did not take place in the 1880s

but rather after 1916, following the appointment of Dr Charles Fenner (a

much neglected frgure in educational history) as superintendent of

technical education and the promulgation of the Technical Education of

Apprentices Act of 1917. For SASMI, the years up to the First World War

constituted a formative period when foundations were established and an

identity created. This was then seriously threatened between 1911 and

1915 by, frrstly, the entry of the University of Adelaide into the field of

engineering and, secondly, the introduction of the Labof government's

Education Bill which sought to incorporate SASMI into the state

Education Department. Only after dealing \Mith the University's incursion

(and reaching the conclusion that its unavoidable entry into some areas of

higher technical education did not necessarily mean that the School's
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position would be usurped) and after averting the threat of a governrnental

take-over, did the School settle down to a steady period of growth.

The position in the late nineteenth century in South Australia was similar

to, but not identical with, that in other colonies, particularly the more

industrialised ones. It is therefore important to examine the nature of the

period in the 1880s to understand how the decision to establish the South

Australian School of Mines and Industries was reached.

SouthAustralia

In the 1870s and 1880s South Australia was different from its more

populous eastern neighbours, Victoria and New South Wales, in several

significant respects. The most important of these, perhaps, was the role of

Ad.elaide, which had a more pervasive infuence over its rural hinterland

than the larger capitals of Sydney and Melbourne had over their respective

rural regions. This is not to say that there was no independent country

life in the colony separate from Adelaide's sphere of infl.uence but,

nevertheless, it was true that '... during the years 1870 to 1917 the

proportion of the population in the metropolis lAdelaide] was the highest

or second highest in Australia, and the development of secondary towns

was extremely limited'.3 Adelaide, by virtue of its dominant position,

tended to monopolise the political, intellectual and social life of the colony.

This had a signifrcant effect on areas such as education, and technical

education in particular, which was supported by interests in the capital

city as promoting agricultural and industrial development in the colony.

Indeed, technical education was not so much a product of economic

gfowth as an instrument used to promote it, anticipatory rather than

derivative.a
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Economic Badrgnound

The lack of secondary towns in South Australia was partly due to the fact

that until 1870 agricultural settlement was limited to 'a compact

hinterland' located close to Adelaide.s The remainder of the state was

locked up in extensive pastoral leases which prevented closer settlement

and the more intensive use of land. In 1869, however, \Mith the passage of

the Strangways Act, small farmers or would-be farmers could buy crown

land on credit.6 Responding to this new opportunity, an expansionary

push began toward.s the northern areas of the colony which, in a few

years, resulted in the creation of whole new farming regions and

townships. (It was a story which has best been told in D w Meinig's

classic, On the Margins of the Good, Earth.) With the opening up of

previously inaccessible country to agricultural development, the colony

received, a major economic stimulus and, in 1879, the population passed

250 000 for the first time.7 As well as agricultural expansion, there was

signifi.cant development and growth in secondary industry during the

1820s, particularly in parts of Adelaide. Factories and workshops were

established in areas such as Hindmarsh and Port Adelaide which,

although already industrial suburbs, now emerged as important

manufacturing districts.s Nevertheless, despite the fact that 'there \Mas a

broad spectrum of manufacturing in the colony', it essentially 'existed in a

service or ancillary capacity to the primary sector of the economy"e In

other words, South Australia, unlike the eastern provinces, had no strong

independ,ent manufacturing sector and it was not from here that the

initial support for technical education came.

The combined effect of agricultural and industrial development, however,

enabled Adelaide to increase considerably in size during the 1870s, and by

1881 it had approximately 91 800 residents compared with 51 103 in 1871'

Growth was rather slower between 1881 and 1891, with the city's
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population reaching L17 184 in the latter year.lo Part of the reason for

Adelaide's rapid growth in the late nineteenth century related to greater

job opportunities and a more comfortable \Ãray of life, the comfort

increasing as greater numbers of public utilities and amenities (piped

water, sewerage, horse-trams) were introduced. In addition, Adelaide

was a magnet for many people from the country because of the semi-rural

nature of much of the land between four and ten miles from the centre of

the city, a belt which \Mas ruïal until well into the twentieth century and

which 'had a dense ... population of farmers, orchardists, and market

gardeners to the east and south'.tr The steady development of Adelaide,

however, contrasted with the country areas, where the onset of depression

in the 1880s forced many South Australians to leave the colony to seek

employment elsewhere, for example in Broken Hill or Melbourne.l2

Agficultural E ducation

One of the reasons for the exodus related to serious problems in

agriculture which, along with mining (mainly copper) and grazing,

formed the three main ind.ustries of South Australia. In a colony almost

totally dependent on staples such as wheat and wool, the productivity of

the land was of crucial importance. From the 1870s concern grew about

the deteriorating condition of the soil, the low yields of the older-settled

aïeas and, later, the collapse of the northernmost wheat areas in the face

of drought. As a solution to the first two problems, the diversification of

crops and introduction of improved methods of farming rvere encouraged,

even by people not directly associated with the land. The South Australian

Chamber of Manufactures (established in 1869), for instance, was keenly

associated with the search for and promotion of new crops such as olives,

flax, tobacco and, vines.ls AlI this was part of the drive to introduce a more

scientific approach to agriculture, one of the major issues in Adelaide
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during the 18?0s and 1880s. It also, in an indirect manner, began the

debate on technical education.

At the heart of the scientifrc approach was the desire of many people to

promote intensive ag¡iculture and the closer settlement of country areas.

Critics were

not merely concerned for the colony's economic
well-being; they were also emotionally unable to
accept the way in which the country was
developing. Their ideal was the closely worked
fields of England and Europe, so South
Australia's country did not look like real
country.t+

One way to achieve this was to educate the poor 'dull-witted' farmer who

refused to listen to the advice of those who knew better.ls The question was

how best to do this and so, in t875, a Royal Commission was appointed to

enquire into methods of improving agricultural education in South

Australia. In its report, the commissioner recommended the creation of a

Department of Agriculture, a chair of agriculture at the University of

Adelaide, a model farm near Adelaide and experimental farms in various

parts of the colony.16 However, the government largely ignored the

Commission's report until pïessure was brought to bear from the Royal

Agricultural and Horticultural Society. Eventually, Thomas Playford, the

commissioner of crown lands, said he would support the establishment of

an agricultural college with an attached experimental' farm- The

gcvernment of the day adopted his suggestion and in 1881 the frrst

professor of agriculture was appointed. The following year a site was

acquired at Roseworthy for the proposed college, a building \¡¡as erected,

and classes began in 1885. The foundation of the college was not only a

major event in South Australia's educational history but was also the first

agricultural institution of its kind established in Australia.lT
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Another important step in the promotion of agricultural education was

the formation of the government Bureau of Agriculture in 1888 which had

as one of its main aims the organisation of local branches of farmers

throughout the colony's settled areas. Farmers rffere to have a chance to

discuss problems and issues at local branch meetings, while information

was disseminated through the Journal of Agriculture and through

annual congresses.ls Thus, in the same decade as the establishment of

SASMI, a programme of agricultural education was launched and a

college founded to give scientific and technical training to future farmers.

South Australian Ch arnber of ManufactuÍes

Although the Chamber of Manufactures strongly endorsed these

agricultural initiatives, it by no means neglected the development of the

industrial sector. On 20 July 1876, the chamber began a mechanical

drawing class but there was 'so large an attendance and apparently so

much interest evidenced in the matter, that your Committee lstanding

committee of the chamberl felt it desirable to endeavour to ... transfer the

classes to the Council of Ed.ucation'. The council took charge in October

18ZG and. the classes were held in the Grote Street Model School, which

had opened several years earlier in 1873. In its annual report, the

standing committee of the chamber also commented that it had received a

number of other requests to establish similar classes 'in other centres of

population' but was 'unable to comply with them'. The corrÍmittee stated

that it was its 'firm belief ... that there is a demand not only in Adelaide,

but in several suburban and country towns for the establishment of such

classes for apprentices, mechanics and others'.le At the same time, it

also looked. towards establishing classes in cookery based on information

gained from the Cookery School at South Kensington, which the president'

Samuel Davenport, had visited.
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Two years later, the committee noted that in regard to technical education

Victoria was 'very far in advance of our own colony, classes and lectures

being easily available in Melbourne and provincial towns''2o Over the next

few years, the Chamber of Manufactures continued its pressure on the

government to take steps to institute technical classes. In 1882, members

of the standing corrmittee visited the drawing classes given in the School

of Design at the South Australian Institute. While 'satisfìed with the

earnestness and. ability' of the instructor, Louis Tannert, they felt they

wanted another instructor who could develop 'the more practical branches

of mechanical, geometrical and architectural drawing'.zt They therefore

asked. the governors of the institute to appoint a suitable applicant from

England and in due course Harry Pelham Gill was chosen by a selection

committee in Lond,on. In addition, the 1882 annual report noted that the

committee had been collecting information 'bearing on the state of

Technical ed,ucation, in Great Britain, on the Continent of Europe, and in

the United States of America'.zz This process continued and, in 1883, a

member of the committee, Rowland Rees MP, set out to prepare two

papers on the topic of technical ed,ucation using the information which

had been gathered..23 Rees was already noted for his interest in

educational matters in parliament (he supported the abolition of fees for

elementary education) and was later appointed to the Technical Education

Board set up by the south Australian government in 1886.

Meanwhile, the chamber continued to voice its concern ovêr the lack of

classes in other ind.ustrial centres such as Port Adelaide, Gawler and

Kapund.a.za They were pleased, however, at the establishment of the

Agricultural college which they called 'another substantial step in the

direction of technical instruction'.25 Finally, in 1885, the chamber

pubtished a two-page memorandum in its annual report by the

subcommittee on technical ed.ucation. The memorandum was a strong'
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positive statement in favour of technical education and it also made

suggestions concerning a proposed technological muSeum.26 It

ïecommended that the government be approached to provide a building for

a technological museum, in which exhibits collected by the chamber could

be housed. The chamber would administer the collection until 'the

government makes provision for a permanent technological institution'

which would then become the home of the museum. If the government

was unwilling to provide a building, the subcommittee suggested that the

chamber use its own facilities to set up the museum.2? This is in fact

what happened, with the chamber transferring the contents of the

museum to the new School when it opened in 1889.

In 1886, the chamber reported the government's intention to introduce

drawing as a subject in the Teachers Training College (established f 876);

as soon as practicable, it was then to be included among the compulsory

subjects in the ordinary curriculum of primary schools.28 Nevertheless,

the chamber stated its hope that the minister of education (Dr J Cockburn)

would appoint a board to investigate the best means of extending technical

education to 'young people who have left school and are entering upon the

practical work of life'.2s Significantly, the secretary of the chamber,

Conigrave, had. delivered a paper on the New South Wales system of

technical education which, the annual report claimed, promoted public

opinion in favour of the subject. So confrdent was the chamber of

impending victory that it held a meeting to discuss the implementation of

a system of industrial education and 'several valuable suggestions were

offered for adoption by the government.'30

Board of bequiry into Teclmícal Education

Indeed., only three months later on 15 October the government did appoint

a board, to 'inquire into and report upon the best means of developing a
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general system of technical (including agricultural) education in the

province'.3r The nine members included the minister of education, Dr

John Cockburn; the vice-president of the Chamber of Manufactures,

Adam Adamson; the secretary of the chamber and member of the North

Adelaide Board of Advice, John Fairfax Conigrave; John Langdon

Bonython, who had been chairman of the Adelaide Board of Advice;

Professor Edward Rennie from the University of Adelaide; and four

members of parliament: Allan Campbell, Martin Basedow, Rowland Rees

and Theodor Scherk. Their fi.rst meeting was held on 22 October 1886 and

the following year, on29 July 1887, the board approved the draft of its fi.rst

report.32 The report concentrated on making basic recommendations that

could be introduced into the state primary schools. It supported the

compulsory teaching of elementary drawing for all classes and

instruction in elementary science for the higher years. The board also

recommended the introduction of manual instruction 'to develop a taste

for industrial pursuits' in pupils, and 'where practicable' cookery classes

for girls \ryere also be to be established.ss

The more substantial part of the board's work took place after the

completion of its frrst report. In August 1887, Theodor Scherk suggested

that representatives of the trades and labour societies should be

approached and invited to give the board the benefit of their opinions on the

subject of technical education.3a At the following meeting, in September

1887, the chairman (Dr Cockburn) reported that Richard Edward Elmore

Rogers, president of the United Trades and Labor Council (UTLC) and a

printer by trade, had been invited to give evidence before the board. Rogers

stated to the board in September that 'The members of the Trades and

Labor Council are in full sympathy with the highly-important subject of

technical education' but that 'we do not go with the board in its

recommendation that manual or workshop instruction should be
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imparted. in ordinary schools'. The UTLC was concerned that it could

interfere with 'ordinary school instruction' and believed that practical

instruction should be kept until 'after ttre boy has selected his trade, and

become apprenticed to the business which is to be his life's occupation'.3s

Apart from primary schools, however, he said that there \Mas no hostility

whatever on the part of the UTLC to technical education. In addition,

Rogers went so far as to recotnmend that the government issue certificates

of profrciency to qualified workmen who would then have preference in

public employment over unqualified men'

This reflected the old division between skilled craftsmen and untrained

workers, the craftsmen wishing to retain their old monopoly over skilled

labour in the community. At the same time, however, they wanted their

children (particularly sons) to have an education which would enable

them, if they desired., to move into less arduous and better paid white-

collar occupations.so They therefore did not want manual instruction to

interfere with the school's academic curriculum. Yet when it came to

safeguarding or improving the position of craftsmen within the

community, they \ilele generally in support of technical education.

Also at that meeting, the chairman read a letter from the minister of

education, (J C F Johnson) 'requesting the board to include in their

inquiry the question of establishing a school of mines in South Australia,

and make a recommendation as to the best method of establighing such an

institution.'3z The board decided to write to the goverrunent asking for

approval for its members to visit Melbourne and Sydney to inspect

technical institutions, particularly schools of mines. After the approval

was frnally received in November, preparations were made for the trip to

take place in the new year.
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On 13 April 1888 board members Adamson, Basedow, Bonython,

Cockburn, Conigrave and. Rees visited the Ballarat School of Mines. The

following day they proceeded to Geelong where they visited the Gordon

Technical Cotlege. On Monday 16 April they frrst conferred with the

Victorian minister of public instruction on the topic of technical

education, and then went to the Working Men's College in Latrobe Street,

Melbourne. They inspected the college buildings and equipment and

returned in the evening to view the various classes at work (the college did

not begin d.ay classes until 1899). On the Tuesday the board members met

at the sandhurst school of Mines where they inspected 'all the

classrooms, workshops, museum and the mechanics' institute'. Finally,

on Wed.nesday the board members went to the Melbourne Public Library

where they were shown by the president of the (Victorian) Technological

Commission over the schools of arts, the technological museum and the

chemical laboratory. As a record of the visit, a report was prepared and

incorporated in the minutes of the board. (The board did not go on to visit

Sydney.)

The nine-page report reflected the deep impression the visit had made on

the board's members, and also conveyed the sense of importance they

attached. to the success of the Victorian technical institutions. It stated

that:

The Mining Schools at Ballarat and Sandhurst
exercise animpottant influence, not only on the
mining industry in Victoria, but the mining
indusfry throughout the continent of
Australia[. f]hef also provide genelal
technical training, and special training for the
manufacturing industrY.Ss

Of the Melbourne Working Men's College in Melbourne it said, 'It

promises to be an immense success, and this is largely due to the

admirable constitution of the council controlling it'.es The board was also
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impressed by the technological museum under the control of the trusiees

of the Melbourne Public Library. It noted that it was a 'national' museum

and. was illuminated by electric light 'which had proved a great success'

and that the annual grant for the Public Library and Museum was

924,7 47.e

FTnâl Report of tlre Board

A draft of the final report of the board was submitted at a meeting on 12

June 1888, and on 20 June it was resolved that the report, as amended, be

adopted. It was signed on the following day by all the members, except

Rowland Rees who dissented on two paragraphs and submitted a

memorandum containing a number of his own suggestions'al The report

contained twenty clauses, of which clauses 11 to 20 were the most

important. Clause 11 recommended the establishment of a school of

mines in Adelaide by the government and clause 13 stated that as 'many of

the subjects taught at a school of mines are identical with those required

for technical training for manufacturers', it should be called "The School

of Mines and Industries", as at Ballarat and. Sandhurst ...'.42 This clause

also recommended that the school be controlled by a council of twelve,

comprising two members from the University of Adelaide, two from the

board of governors of the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery, and

two from the UTLC with the government 'for the present' appointing the

rest. Clause 15 stated that a technological museum in connection with

the school was required and shoutd be under the control o.f the council.

Finally, in clause 18, the board stated its opinion that the Roseworthy

Agricultural College be transferred from the control of the Crown Lands

Department, 'and placed under the same management as the School of

Mines'. In the end this did not happen but some interesting conflicts were

Iater to emerge when SASMI attempted to introduce agricultural subjects

and even proposed to offer a diploma course in agriculture. At one stage
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in 18g2, Professor Perkins, professor of viticulture, accused the School of

wanting to take over the college.€

Perhaps the most interesting recommendation of the report (clause 14)

was that concerning the training of apprentices, improvers (unindentured

trainees) and young workmen. It stated that they should be induced 'to

attend classes where they may obtain instruction in the scientiflrc

principles und.erlying their trades', the very notion behind George

Birkenbeck's classes at Glasgow in 1799. More importantly, however, the

board thought that such evening classes and some day classes 'could be

made one of the conditions of apprenticeship indenture'.e This concept

\Mas eventually put into practice but not until the Technical Education of

Apprentices Act became law in 1918. Rowland Rees, in his

memorandum, thought that masters should be compelled to send their

apprentices to evening schools, but considered that the support of both

employers and employees had to be secured. He rightly anticipated the

problems such an idea would have in becoming widely accepted when he

stated that 'No tangible results can be anticipated or hoped for unless

employers and. employed are mutually interested, and have one common

object in view'.a5 He also spoke of the proposed school as the 'Industrial

University' which might offer 'Associateships' to people who passed a full

three years' course of pure and applied science. He concluded his

dissenting memorandum by saying, 'I cannot sufflrciently deplore the

exclusion of females from the beneflrts of technical education'. He

commented that well-paid employment forwomen was available within

only limited areas and that:

To extend these areas is within our province
to recommend. This I desire to do, not in the
light of a favor, but as an inalienable right;
añ¿ \Mith this object, I am of opinion that to
exclude women frbm the benefits of industrial
education is a course foreign to the instincts of
all true lovers of their species.a6
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However, his statements fell on deaf ears and the only form of 'technical'

education available to females rvr/as in traditional domestic areas such as

cooking, designed to make them better and more efficient housewives, or

in occupations such as sewing or millinery, which would not put \Momen

in direct competition with males. Industrial education was designed to

educate and improve the skitled workman, not to elevate the position of

women in the workforce, nor to offer them the opportunity to develop life-

long abilities which could make them independent of marriage.aT llence

\¡¡omen rñ¡ere rarely given indentured apprenticeships. Any education

given to them, therefore, had. to fit within the universally assigned roles of

wife and mother, regardless of whether or not all women married-

Indeed, no-one noticed or commented upon the number of women who

weïe not able to marry and were forced to rely upon whatever income they

could obtain. The high level of spinsterhood forced many women into

poverty, and. it was not until the First World War created many widows

that any thought was given to the plight of the single rwoman with no

marketable skills.

Technical education then, except for a few opposing voices' was defrned

fairly conservatively in this report. The recommendations contained

nothing new or radical that could not be found within the generally

accepted. doctrines of the day. The need to combine theory and practice

was mentioned, technical education supplying the link, as was the desire

to develop the resources of South Australia, especially mining and

agriculture. Manual training, the training of the hand and eye, was

praised. and the role of technical education 'as a chief factor in

d.etermining the future relative ranks of nations' mentioned'.48 with this

mixture of thoughts and. recommendations, the government was given

some general direction in its pursuit of technical education for both the
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a native of Scotland, was a general practitioner and former Mayor of

Jamestown who became member for Burra in 1884. He was appointed

chairman of the new School of Mines and Industries on 30 November 1888,

a position he held until 15 July 1889 when he resigned to become premier

and chief secretary of a new government. Dr Cockburn, however,

remained premier for just over one yeal. until August 1890 when he was

ousted by Thomas Playford. Despite the fall of his ministry, he remained

active in the upper echelons of government, assuming again the role of

minister of education from 1893 to 1898.53 Cockburn rwas regard.ed as an

important supporter and friend of SASMI in its early years (he was a

member of the council until 1896) and his support was typical of the high-

level political patronage that the institution enjoyed for many years.

Downer's ministry fell in 1887 and. was replaced by that of Thomas

Playford which decided, in late 1888, to establish the School of Mines and

Ind.ustries as recommended by the Board of Inquiry irrlto Technical

Education. Although it was a time of economic depression with low

prices for all raw materials including minerals, the situation was not

uniformly dark. In 1883 the discovery of silver and lead at Broken Hill in

the Barrier Ranges near the border with South Australia sparked a new

mining boom (large scale mining began in 1886)55. Such was its impact

that the South Australian Chamber of Manufactures stated in its 1888

annual report that 'the history of mining in South Australia during the

past twelve months has afforded strong evidence of the absolute necessity

for the formation of a School of Mines ...156. Interest in mining was

intense and led to large-scale investment by South Australian speculators,

which continued into the 1890s when it was further stimulated by the

discovery of gold in Western Australia. The desire to assist the

development of the mining ind.ustry was one of the main reasons for
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government support for a school of mines. The fi.nal report of the Board of

Inquiry into Technical Education stated that:

The dissemination of information in mining
matters would do much to encourage the
legitimate investment of capital in mining
ventures. Although mining and speculation
are inseparable, it is in a community where
ignoranCe of mining prevails that rapidly
succeeding booms and collapses find their
congenial home.57

F.irct CouncilAppointed

As a result of the events outlined above, and with the support of South

Australia's political and economic leaders, there was little doubt that the

recommendations of the Board of Inquiry into Technical Education would

be accepted.. They were and on 21 November 1888 the frrst council of

SASMI was appointed. It consisted of the following twelve people:õ8

Captain John Warren

NominatingBody
Chamber of Manufactures
Government
Government
Government
University of Adelaide
United Trades and Labor Council
Government
Government
University of Adelaide
Board of Governors of the Public
Library, Museum & Art GallerY

Board of Governors of the Public
Library, Museum & Art GallerY

Mining Industry

One of the immediate tasks which faced the new council was to determine

SASMI's position as an educationat body relative to other established

institutions such as the University of Adelaide and the School of Design.

This was to prove vital in deciding the direction of SASMI's early growth

and development.

Noninee
Adam Adamson
John Warren Bakewell
John Langdon Bonython
John Alexander Cockburn MP
Professor Edward Henry Rennie
Richard Edward Elmore Rogers
Theodor Scherk MP
Saul Solomon MP
Dr Edward Charles Stirling
Professor Ralph Tate

Charles Todd
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CIIAPTERTWO

EARLYYEAR.S: THE 1897 AND 1903 AGREEMENTTS WTTH THE

UNTIIERSITY OF ADEI,AIDE

hrtuduction

The South Australian School of Mines and Industries/South Australian

Institute of Technology had a formal relationship with the University of

Adelaide that lasted for eighty years, from the signing of the first joint

ag'rreement in 1897 to the dissolution of the joint faculty of technology and

applied science in 7977. Even before the first agreement was concluded,

aïTangements were made during late 1888 learly 1889 to enable students of

the School to study subjects at the University of Adelaide. Similar

negotiations were also conducted \Mith the School of Design administered

by the Board of Governors of the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery.

Indeed., the issue of duplication had been raised in clause 12 of the flrnal

report of the Board of Inquiry into Technical Education in 1888, which had

stated that:

duplication of work.l

The possibility of students taking mining classes at the University \Mas

mentioned in the report, as \Mas the prospect of a similar 'arrangement

with the School of Design. At the second meeting of SASMI's council, in

December 1888, it was decided that full-time students would, during their

frrst year of study, require instruction in elementary mathematics,

physics, chemistry and drawing. As the fi.rst year of the bachelor of

science at the University of Adelaide (the University was given the right to

grant this d.egree by Queen Victoria in March 1881) contained the



necessary subjects, communications were opened with the council of the

University of Adelaide. Similarly, the Board of Governors of the Public

Library, Museum and Art Gallery were approached regarding drawing

classes at the School of Design run by the director of technical art, H P

Gill.

In both cases negotiations were successful, and by February 1889, fees had

been set for students taking classes at the University and the School of

Design. Even before the first students enrolled at SASMI in March 1889,

therefore, important links had been established with other educational

bodies. However, it was the association \Mith the University of Adelaide

that was by far the most significant and useful. Not only did it enable

SASMI students to have access to subjects taught at the University but it

also involved members of the University's staff as both instructors at the

School and as members of its council.

The Universiff Men

During the early years of its history, leading academics at the University

of Adelaide gave the School a much needed sense of 'academic'

respectability and status. Of particular note were the roles played by

Professors William Henry Bragg, Robert Chapman, Edward Rennie, Kerr

Grant and Ralph Tate on the School's council. The University of Adelaide

was guaranteed representation on the council but the influence of the

'university men' went far beyond that which might have been initially

expected.. The esteem in which the School held these men r'¡¡as illustrated

in 1894 when Professor Edward Rennie agreed to act as examiner in

chemistry without charge to the School. The council minutes of the time

record.ed that the members 'bore testimony to the valuable services

rendered to the School ... by Professor Rennie and their appreciation of the

prestige which his name gave to the School certificate in chemistry"2
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Clearly it was an advantage to have distinguished University academics

not only associated \¡rith the School's council but also acting as lecturers

and examiners; it was, in effect, a guarantee of standards which was

always an issue of concern to technical institutions such as SASMI. It

was therefore a disconcerting turn of events when, in JuIy 1895, Professor

Rennie tendered his resignation as a member of council on the grounds 'of

his holding a different view from that of the majority of the council on

matters which he considered vital to the efTicient work of the School'.3

Despite the president's attempts to induce him to reconsider, Professor

Rennie stood by his decision, although later in the year he agreed to

continue to be an examiner 'if not required to attend meetings'.a The

conflicts that led Professor Rennie to resign are not recorded but must

have been resolved by 1918 when he was reappointed to and accepted a

position on council, a position which he retained until his death in1927.

When the professor of natural history, Ralph Tate, resigned his seat on

the council in 1896 because of his intending trip to Europe, the School's

council unanimously requested him to withdraw his resignation and to

grant him a 'Ieave of absence'.5 Professor Tate 'thanked the council for

their kind expression of conflrdence in him' and, as requested, withdrew

his resignation. He remained a member until his death in September

1901.

Another influential member of council was Professor William Henry

Bragg, professor of mathematics and physics at the University of

Adelaide. Appointed in 1890 in place of Dr Edward Charles Stirling

(founder of the University's Medical School), Professor Bragg was the

University's representative on SASMI's council and fulfrlled this role

until his departure for Britain in 1909. Professor Bragg played an
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important part in council's deliberations on a number of issues but by far

his most signifîcant contribution was in the negotiations with the

University of Adelaide which led to the signing of the joint agreement in

1903. Without his active support, the joint agreement between the School

and the University would have had far less chance of success, for while

resouïces were scarce and cooperation between the two institutions \Mas a

logical solution, it was not an obvious route to follow. Professor Bragg

acted as intermediary between two very different institutions which, by

force of circumstance, had to become interdependent, at least in the

teaching of engineering. In 1909 Bragg left Australia \Ãrith his family to

pursue his career in England where he took up the position of Cavendish

professor of physics at the University of Leeds. Before his departure, Sir

Langdon Bonython commented, 'As president I have on many occasions

found his advice of the utmost value ... There has been substantial gain to

us in having his name on the list of the council'.6

Even after Bragg's departure from Australia, the School followed the

successes of his career and reported them. In 1920 council sent him a

congratulatory letter on his knighthood. In responding, Bragg observed to

the president that he was grateful for the instructive experience he had

gained there, and remarked:

The problems which we used to wrestle with
were to me a foretaste of similar problems in
this country and my previous experience has
been a great help to me. Please remember me
to all my friends in the school and assure them
that I still think of them and shall not forget
their many kindnesses.T

Bragg's place in terms of leadership and a strong connection with the

University of Adelaid.e was not filled until L977 when 'as requested' by the

School, Professor Robert William Chapman was appointed to council.
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Chapman, professor of engineering at the University of Adelaide from

1907-1910, then professor of mathematics and mechanics from 1910-1919

(later professor of engineering 1920-1937) had been associated u¡ith SASMI

from 1889 when he lectured there in mathematics. He continued to

maintain a close connection with the School and was reputed to have a

particular rapport with Sir Langdon Bonython who relied on him for

advice and guidance. This would seem to be borne out by Sir Langdon's

statement to council in October 1977 , upon welcoming Professor Chapman

as a new member, that 'he lChapman] gave such satisfaction that I

offered him the position of director [of the School] but he preferred to

remain \Mith the university ...'8

Professor (later Sir Robert) Chapman, as described elsewhere, 'ü/ent on to

develop an even closer long-standing relationship with the School which

culminated in his assumption of the presidency in 1939 after Sir

Langdon's death. There is no doubt that Professor Chapman was another

vital link not only in the history and development of the School but also in

the ongoing relationship with the University of Adelaide.

Finally, another outstanding figure who had a common involvement with

both the University and SASMf was Professor Sir Kerr Grant. Professor

Sir Kerr Grant succeeded William Bragg as Elder professor of physics at

the University of Adelaide in 1909 and held the chair until his retirement

in 1938. He was appointed to the council of the School in 192É and held the

presidency from 1940 to 1958; three years later he retired from council at

the age of 83. As a university teacher and widely respected public figure,

Professor Sir Kerr Grant lent considerable prestige to SASMI and helped

to maintain the link with the University of Adelaide which had been

established at the beginning of the School's history. Afier his retirement

from the council of the new Institute of Technology, the era of the
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'university men' effectively ended, although the University continued to be

represented on council by able persons such as Professor Frank Bull.

Beginnin g of Coopemtion

Notwithstanding the role of the 'university men', however, the chief

motivation for cooperation between the School and the University tevas

firstly to avoid duplication of subjects and courses and, seconily, to share

scarce resources as neither body was well or even adequately funded by the

government. The first example of shared responsibility took place in the

freld of electrical engineering. At a meeting of sASMI's council in

September L889, it was decided that the School should form a class in

electrical engineering.e However, demand for the new class was poor and

support from the University of Adelaide was sought. It was decided to

reform the class if suitable teaching arrangements could be made with the

IJniversity.r0 In February 1891, a conference between the Education

Committee of the University and two representatives of the council of the

School was held to discuss the matter. The result was,that the University

agreed. to take over the electrical engineering class, with the fees being

raised, to match those of other university subjects.ll The arrangement

proved satisfactory to both parties until 1901, when the School decided that

it wanted to teach its own course in electrical engineering.

Another important decision made by the council of the School in 1889

involved the introduction of a three-year full-time associate diploma,

designed to prepare students for professional employment in the mining

industry. Originally, the fields of applied chemistry, geology and

mineralogy, metallurgy, physics and mechanics, and mining and

engineering were suggested for the associateship of the School when it

was fi.rst offered in early 1889. However, in view of the university's

expertise, applied chemistry, geology and mineralogy, physics and
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mechanics were d,eleted in 1892 from the lists of subjects available at the

School.r2 Students interested in these areas had to study them at the

University. At the same time, the University itself was coming under

pressure to expand its curriculum and to offer courses in mining and

engineering to its students. Indeed, the first such request was made as

early as 18g0.1s With students from SASMI already attending university

classes in physics, chemistry and mathematics, it seemed possible that

the two institutions might draw closer together to serve their mutual

interests. In November 1897, when Professor Bragg drew attention to the

university's proposed new diploma course in mining engineering and

metallurgy, the council of the School accepted his proposal that there

should. be a conference between delegates of the two institutions.la The

council resolved. to appoint the president, J L Bonython, together \Mith J c

F Johnson and R E E Rogers to meet representatives of the council of the

University of Adelaide. The meeting \Mas held on 9 December and resulted

in the drafting of an agreement between the School and the University to

cooperate on the teaching of the new diploma courses. At the meeting, the

chancellor of the university, sir samuel wuy, explained that the new

diploma in mining engineering and metallurgy was a postgraduate

course comprising a fourth year of study after the completion of a bachelor

of science.ls University students taking the new course would study

assaying and quantitative analysis at SASMI and, when frnished, would

be granted the fellowship of the school in mining engineering and

metallurgy as well as the diploma from the University of Adelaide. Third

year stud.ents from SASMI were also to be allowed to attend lectures in

certain subjects given at the University. A further meeting between

representatives of the two councils was held on 13 December when the new

agreement was ratified., and, then signed by the chancellor of the

university and. the president of SASMI (see Appendix Two).
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The signing of the agreement between the two bodies was the beginning of

a relationship which, despite periodic difficulties and disputes, was of

considerable benefit to both institutions, especially in a period before the

extensive funding of tertiary institutions by government. When finances

were limited, it was not only necessary but also seemed logical to share

resources as much as possible without endangering the separate

identities of the two bodies.

Significance of tlre 1897 Ag¡"eement

The conclusion of a formal agreement between the South Australian

School of Mines and Industries and the University of Adelaide was not

only of major significance to the future of the two institutions, but was also

a unique event in the history of Australian tertiary education. OnIy in

Victoria for a brief period in the 1880s was a similar link between the

Ballarat School of Mines and Industries and the University of Melbourne

attempted.lo However, despite the exertions of the Ballarat School no

permanent bond was developed with the University of Melbourne- In

add.ition, the relationship between the Ballarat School and the University

of Melbourne v¡as not based on a mutual sharing of resources but was a

straightforward case of the School's affiliation with the University so as to

allow stud.ents at Ballarat to study for university degrees - in this sense it

was quite distinct from the South Australian situation. One of the major

factors against the two Victorian institutions drawing together to create

an arrangement satisfactory to both parties was that of distance.

However, 'the tyranny of distance' does not offer a complete explanation

for the lack of institutional cooperation in Australia outside of Adelaide.

Ed.ucational politics was another major influence and this can be seen in

the failure of the attempt by Melbourne Technical College to develop a

connection with the University of Melbourne through a proposed faculty of

applied science in 1959.17
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Viewed in strictly South Australian terms, the relative ease with which

the 189? joint agreement was concluded tends to obscure how important

and how radical it was. Certainly the agreement was restricted to only

that teaching which had to be shared between the School and the

University, and the sharing rffas facilitated by the location of the two

institutions side-by-side on North Terrace, but the move was far from

inevitable. Part of the reason for proposing the arrangement lay, of

coul.se, in the small size of both the School and the University and in the

fact that a small group of academics was influential in the affairs of both

bodies. However, another factor lay in the role adopted for itself by the

School during its very first year of operation.

Unlike its Victorian counterpart, the Melbourne \Morking Men's College,

which only introduced diploma couïses in 1899, twelve years after its

establishment in 1887, SASMI decided at the outset to offer diploma

courses conducted during the day.tt While these classes were only

directed at a minority of the School's student population who could study

full time, they occupied a key position in SASMI's curriculum. That is to

say, rather than constituting a subordinate role to the trade and various

other classes, which were larger in terms of student numbers, the

importance of the diploma courses was always emphasised by the council.

One of the main reasons \Mas the necessity to produce the

engineers/managers required by mining and other industries, one of the

primary aims in establishing the School. From the beginning, therefore,

the School's ruling council was aware of the need to develop this aspect of

its future work: the training of what are now termed 'technologists'.

Given this aim, it is not surprising that, fîrstly, the associate diploma

courses were developed very early in the School's history and, secondly,

that cooperation was sought with the university of Adelaide.
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In July-August 1898 the joint agïeement was further extended to enable

lectures in advanced metallurgy to be given by Professor Rennie at SASMI

to stud.ents of both the University and the School. A similar arrangement

was instituted for Professor chapman's lectures in advanced chemistry.tt

In addition, llniversity students continued to take assaying at the School

and they were also able to attend classes in machine design. However,

that the new agreement had some problems was indicated in November

1900 when twelve stud.ents from the University of Adelaide wrote to the

University's registrar asking whether in future students could have the

option of doing advanced assaying at the University. The reason for their

request was 'lack of sufficient apparatus for paper work, lack of reagents,

crowded classes and the unsanitary conditions of the laboratory'.20 The

faculty of science regarded the request sympathetically, but considered

that the new building due to be completed for the School would probably

overcome these diffrculties and. that even if it did not, 'it would be

impossible to frnd room for these students and grve them proper

attention'.2r This reply und.erlined the fact that the University as well as

SASMI had, a shortage of money and space - Iimited resources and

fund.ing - which were the major reasons for its agïeement with the School.

In February 1901, the university council was informed by Professor

Rennie that he had had an interview with sir Langdon Bonython 'with

respect to the working together of the university and the school of Mines"

and that Sir Langdon had suggested that it might be advisable to appoint a

joint board to d.eal with questions affecting the two institutions. The

University council approved the idea and appointed the chancellor and

Professors Bragg and Rennie to represent the University'22 At the first

meeting of the joint committee in August 1901, a subcommittee (J L

Bonybhon, Professor Bragg, Professor Rennie, and T G Greenway) was

appointed to consider and report on ways in which the joint working of the
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two institutions could be made more effrcient.2s However, despite the

formation of the committee, no progress on the question of cooperation was

made until a major dispute arose over the teaching of electrical

engineering in 1902.

Electuical Engineering Dispute

In December 1901, at the suggestion of its president, Sir Langdon

Bonython, the council of SASMI unanimously passed a resolution stating

that it was desirable to establish a school of electrical engineering in

connection with the School, and steps were taken to advertise for an

appropriate instructor.2a The University reacted to this ne\¡/s by sending a

Ietter to SASMI, which was read at the council meeting of 17 February

IgO2. It contained a statement of regret from the University council that

the School intended. to d,iscontinue its practice of directing students

interested. in electrical engineering to the University and that it intended

to establish an independent course under a new teacher. It closed by

saying that the University respectfully protested against the proposed

action

Committee...26

Despite this protest, the council of SASMI decided to send a telegram to

Lawrence Birks of Sydney, who had applied for the position of instructor in

electrical engineering and mechanical drawing, confrrming his

appointment at a salary of f150 per annum.26 Shortly after, the University

council, which would have been informed of proceedings at the School

council through its representative, Professor Bragg, sent another letter
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regard,ing the relationship between the two bodies. The registrar of the

University wrote that he had been directed to say:

the members of the
Ü but good can result
fr e the working of the
two institutions so as to increase the economy
and the efficiency of the services which they
render to the state.27

The letter also suggested that a conference between representatives of the

school and, the university should be held. This second approach, plus

Bragg's influence, had the d.esired effect and, after some debate, SASMI's

council passed a motion rescinding the offer made to Lawrence Birks.28

At the same time, however, it was decided that an advertisement be placed

in South Australian, Victorian and New South Wales newspapers calling

for applications for the position of instructor in electrical engineering-ze

In March 7902, the council decided to appoint H J Bullock as instructor in

electrical engineering. The reason for the council's change of mind is not

explained and. is diffrcult to fathom unless, for some ûnknown reason, it

had d.iscovered. some objection. At the same meeting, the council also

discussed the two letters it had received in February from the University

about the electrical engineering classes and cooperation between the

School and. the University. While supporting 'amicable relations' between

the two bodies, the council of SASMI sent a letter to the University which

stated that:

They regard it as an essential condition that
this- couñcil [the council of SASMI] should be
represented on the council of the University,
the latter having always been represented on the
council of the School of Mines and Industries.3o

The crux of the problem had been revealed - the School felt itself to be the

junior partner in the agreement and regarded as an inferior institution'
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Later in March, the council of the University considered the resolution

passed by the council of SASMI and a reply was drafted by Professor

Bragg. Bragg's letter clearly outlined the University's position and, after

only minor modifi.cations by the chancellor, was sent to the School. The

University's reply to the question of representation was that it was 'based

on a misconception' and that it had 'no power to nominate to the School of

Mines council'.gl However, it was 'true that a member of the University

at present as heretofore, has a seat on the council of the School; but he

received his appointment from the government and holds office at their

pleasure'. The letter went on to state that the School was represented on

the council of the University to the same extent as the University \ilas

represented on the council of SASMI (that is, not at all, at least officially),

and. that all appointments to the University council were made by the

senate of the University. Members of the council were elected and there

.were no nominees representing other bodies, the letter pointed out, and

'Iarge sums of money have been given and bequeathed to the University on

the faith of the provisions of the act for protecting it from all political and

external influence'. Apart,Jhese statements, the letter went on to

complain that the School had ignored the University's protest over 'the

establishment of a rival electrical engineering school' and then reminded

the council that the University had 'always readily facilitated the giving

lofl assistance by its teaching staffin the work of the School of Mines'. In

conclusion, it stated that the University council was strongly of the opinion

that cooperation between the two bodies did not require'any changes

within the constitution of the University and suggested that overlapping of

work would. be best prevented by making the joint committee already in

existence a permanent bodY.
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Towards a Revised Agtseement

The council of the School considered the University's letter in April, and

the following month appointed a committee consisting of the president and

Messrs Bice, Johnson and Rogers to meet a committee from the University

council. The University council in its turn appointed the chancellor and

Professors Bragg, Mitchell and Rennie as its delegation to the joint

committee which met in July. Various issues \Mere discussed at this

meeting and the basis of an agreement appears to have been decided.

Further meetings were hetd in December 1902 and February 1903 to

finalise the details of a new agreement between the two bodies. Professor

Bragg reported. to the University council that the details of the proposed

scheme 'provided for more united effort on the part of the two institutions'

and that it would necessitate certain changes in the regulations for the

bachelor of science degree; after hearing the professor's report, the

council agreed that the education committee should proceed to prepare the

required amendments.32 By early March 1903 the framework of the new

agreement was conclud.ed and a copy signed by the chancellor of the

University, Sir Samuel W.y, and the president of SASMI, Sir Langdon

Bonython.sa The new scheme, terminable by either institution after one

year's notice, involved the University and the School conjointly issuing

diplomas in mining, metallurgy, mechanical engineering and electrical

engineering, and also establishing a joint faculty of applied science.

When students had. completed their respective courses they would be

award.ed the University's diploma in applied science and the fellowship

diploma of SASMI.sa University stud.ents flrrst had to obtain their bachelor

of science d.egree before attempting the diploma in applied science, while

students from SASMI had to complete their three-year associate diploma

before attempting the fellowship course. The diploma in applied science

superseded the University's previous diploma in mining engineering and

metallurgy (allowed. December 1899) and electrical engineering (April
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1902). The regulations for the new diploma and the repeal of the existing

ones'\4/ere considered and passed by the University senate in March 1903'36

In the same month the councit of the School made another bid to secure

ïepresentation on the University council but to no avail, the latter

indicating that such a change to its constitution would be undesirable.36

FbrtlrerDisputes

With the new agreement between the two institutions successfully

concluded, it could be expected that most of the tension existing between

them would have disappeared. while this was so, within a couple of

months of its signing, there was a minor note of concern over the teaching

of elementary electrical engineering at the School when Professor Bragg

suggested that the class be conducted. at the University in order to avoid a

Iarge expenditure on equipment for the School. The offer was politely, but

fi.rmly, declined.sT

some years later, in 1908, there was another dispute when the school

decided that it wanted to teach third-year electrical engineering, which

had previously been cond.ucted at the lJniversity.ss The University council

offered no opposition to the proposal but claimed it would lose revenue

from fees if the class was transferred, to which the School replied that it

had paid f1 656/19l- more to the University in fees than had been received

from it during the period 1897-1907.3s Not content with this answer, the

University requested the School instead to transfer the thirô-year subject

applied mechanics, 'for the teaching of which the University is much

better equipped than the School of Mines'.e The School, however, refused'

to compromise. with regard to fees, the registrar of the university wrote

'... the University had made very considerable sacrifrces and gave up

teaching in several classes in order to arrive at the present amicable

understanding'. He also commented that the school's frgures showed that
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for the six years 1897-1902, before the introduction of the agreement,

SASMI paid g108g more in fees to the University than the University

had paid to the School. However, during the last five years the excess of

fees paid. by the school to the university over those paid by the university to

the School was red,uced to about 9568. This was because fees charged at

the School were lower than those at the University, and because there was

not a great difference in the number of enrolments from each institution

to the other.al

At the time of the electrical engineering dispute, Professor R \M Chapman

had presented a report to the university about the joint applied science

course. chapman wrote that it occupied an important place in the

University's work and that:

Of the Science students more than half take an
applied science course, which requires 4^years'
.tri¿v at the UniversitY, âs against 3 for the
ordinary degree. Amongst the de-grees
conferre-d. by tñe University during the last 5,

years, theró have been 41 bachelors of science;
óf these 21 took an applied science course'42

The exact reason for Professor Chapman's report is not clear, but the

University may have wished to have an evaluation of the performance

(and importance) of the apptied science course in view of the current

dispute about the teaching of electrical engineering' His report (see

Appendix Three) showed that the engineering work of the university,

carried. out in conjunction with the School, had and was producing high

quality graduates who were expected to become leaders in their respective

frelds

Despite these arguments, the advanced. class in electrical engineering

went ahead relatively effectively, but the dispute revealed that unresolved
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problems existed between the two bodies. The situation reached a crisis

d.uring 1911-12 when the Royal Commission into Adelaide University and

Higher Ed.ucation recommended that the University be given the right to

confer the degrees of bachelor and master of engineering. This decision

put the University and SASMI in direct competition with each other, and

for a while the continuing existence of the latter appeared to be in

jeopardy. Engineering in its many forms was one of the more prestigious

areas of technical education and the School felt threatened by the fact the

University could move into a fietd that it had largely pioneered in South

Australia. This partly explains the dispute between it and the University

over electrical engineering, an important and developing area within

engineering. The School was determined to keep certain subjects within

its jurisdiction even if this led to conflict with the University, conflict

which could, and. did, place a strain on the joint agreement between them.

Although the School's arrangement with the University of Adelaide was

successful in creating an ongoing basis for cooperation, there \¡r'as no

guarantee that it would continue indefrnitely. SASMI needed the joint

agteement to give its higher courses validity and status, they \Mere just as

important as trade, domestic and commercial classes to its future

existence. To function as a multi-purpose educational body, a role which

it was intent on developing, the School needed to maintain a high degree of

autonomy and, freed.om of action. This independence, which was so

important in its negotiations with the University, \¡¡as soon t'o come under

serious threat. In the period between 1910 and 1915 SASMI was to face the

most critical test to its survival as an institution, as it became caught in a

struggle \Mith not only the University, but also the state government'
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CIIAPTMTTIREE

CONFLICT AI.TD RESOLUTION

1910-1915

Joint Agreement v¡ith Univer:sity of Adelaide Threatened

In 1g10 the South Australian Labor Party won office in its own right for

the frrst time and John Verran was appointed premier. The new

government strongly supported a major reform of the education system,

especially the expansion of secondary schooling, as had been proposed by

the director of education, Alfred Williams.l

Concern for the state of South Australian education had already existed

for some years, resulting in the passage of the 1905 Education Act under

the premiership of Thomas Price. This Act, however, did not bring about

any major changes and it was not until 1910 that the Verran ministry

d.rafted new legislation to restructure the education system' The

importance of the new Education Bill was not only that it sought to bring

South Australia into line with developments occurring in Britain and

interstate, but also that it represented a major swing towards centralised

control of education by government.2 Following the example of Victoria

and particularly New South Wales, the South Australian government

sought to extend its jurisdiction over areas which had been previously

neglected, especially secondary and technical education. The legislation

included a proposal to take over the country schools of miries and bring

them und.er control of the Education Department. This was a thinly-veiled

threat to the future autonomy of SASMI, although it had not yet come

under direct attack. However, progïess of the new Education Bill through

parliament was halted by the creation of a Royal Commission into Higher

Education.



The Royal Cornrnission on Adelaide University and Higþer Education

During the second reading in 1910, Thomas Ryan, a Labor MLA, called for

the setting up of a Parliamentary Select Committee to investigate certain

aspects of higher education in South Australia. In his remarks to the

House, he said that he could not understand why the minister of education

'should seek to take away the control of the schools of mines in the country

and leave the central institution ISASMII to the autocratic form of

government which it at present possessed'.3 He thought the elementary

courses given by the School should be transferred to the state education

system, while the applied science courses should come under the

jurisdiction of the University of Adelaide. In 1911, the Select Committee

rwas upgraded to a Royal Commission under the chairmanship of Thomas

Ryan and, by March, it was already interviewing Sir Langdon Bonython

as to the function of the South Australian School of Mines and Industries

and its relationship with its neighbour, the University of Adelaide. It was

clear that the future of the School as an independent entity was in the

balance and Bonython made out the best case for its continued autonomy

that he could. In reply to a question as to the original purpose of SASMI,

Sir Langdon answered.: 'The School was established to take up a sphere of

work in which at the time nothing was being done'.a A lengthy discussion

then ensued. as to the exact nature of the relationship with the University

which, as Sir Langd.on was careful to point out, did not enter into the field

of mining or engineering until 1898, having previously devoted itself to

arts, law, pure Science, medicine and music. He said he waS not suprised

that the University wished to take over some of the work currently being

done at the School, and in fact there had been 'a corresponding movement

throughout the world'. The universities were adapting to the

requirements of the modern world and had moved a\ñ¡ay from the teaching

of culture as their main aim to more 'bread-and-butter' subjects in a

'strictly utilitarian age from which there is no escape'.5
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This did not mean, however, that the council of the School was happy

with:

furnished the mining world with some of its
best known and most caPable men.6

Continuing, he replied that he did not favour the transfer of the School to

the Education Department and if it was to cease as a separate institution,

then it shoutd become part of the llniversity. As to the country schools of

mines, he thought that they should be branches of SASMI and under one

management; previous problems with the country schools were not the

fault of the School but due to lack of proper finance from the government.

In reply to a question about widening entry to SASMI, Sir Langdon

answered that the trades did not take enough advantage of the School and

that the plumbing trade was the only group which fully utilised its

facilities.T

He put forward the idea that boys should be compelled to attend evening

classes after they \Mere finished ',{¡ith their primary schooling, and that

this was the way to make good citizens. As to the question of fees charged

by the school, he remarked that at present they were very low and that

while, in theory, he was for the abolition of fees, he was not sure that

anything would be gained by making classes absolutely free as people

tend.ed. to und.ervalue what they got for nothing.s Before the commission

adjourned, Sir Langdon summed up his position:
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control of the Minister for Education.s

In other words, the status quo was to be preserved more or less intact but

\Mith a stronger and less ambiguous position for the School in relation to

technical education. However, a differing viewpoint was given to the

Commission when it examined later that month Robert William

Chapman, professor of mathematics and mechanics in the University of

Adelaide. Professor Chapman said that he had held offrcial positions at

both the University and SASMI, having been lecturer at both institutions

from the late 1880s. He had been associated with the School from the

inception of teaching in 1889 and, in addition, had been a member of the

council since Professor Bragg's departure in 1909. The professor was thus

a key figure in both University and School and, as such, his evidence and

opinion \Mere of great importance. Chapman was clealty in favour of the

University becoming more deeply involved in the field of engineering and

technical education in general, including agriculture, and was not a great

proponent of the joint agreement between the University and the School.

He said that while students attending the present courses were getting

good instruction, the agreement:

represents the only solution of a serious
diffrculty that is possible und.er their present
constitution, but it is a most unsatisfactory
thing on which to build a Permanent
system.to

Divided control prevented the foundation of one great central engineering

school at the University which could compare with those existing at the

universities of Melbourne and Sydney. Chapman, despite considering
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himself friendly to both institutions, did not only confine his views to

which should be responsible for the teaching of engineering, but also had

strong opinions on the overall role of SASMI. He thought that SASMI's

preparatory school (to bridge the gap between primary education and the

School's diploma classes), although a useful addition when it \Ã/as

inaugurated, should either become a separate government high school or

be merged with those already in existence. Secondly, the trade classes, the

proper field of the School's work, should be expanded and placed, along

with the country schools, under direct government control. Thirdly, he

considered that the associate course, which had only a small number of

students, should be transferred to the University.rr What was to be left for

the School? Nothing, as Professor Chapman indicated when he stated

that:

I should like to say that in putting forward
these proposals I am weII aware that in
practically suggesting that the School of Mines
council should be abolished it would appear

systematise our educational building.l2

Naturally these comments came to the attention of the council of SASMI.

In April 1911 it resolved that Professor Chapman's criticism of the joint

agreement, with the suggestion that the University absorb the School's

diploma departments while the Education Department took over the trade

classes, was 'highly improper'.ra

While the resolution was rather restrained, considering the nature of

Professor Chapman's comments to the commission, the council minutes

are too circumspect to reveal the actual nature of the discussions that took
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place. After the taking of evidence was completed, the commissionefs

visited the School itself on the evening of 10 May and \¡vere shown around

by the registrar who, undoubtedly, hoped to make a good impression on

them. However, the first progïess report of the commission, handed down

in September 1911, did not contain any references or recommendations

regard,ing SASMI. Instead, it concentrated on the University's request for

extra funding and, after visits to the universities of Melbourne and

Syd.ney, \¡/as convinced 'that the local institution is poorly equipped

flrnancially, and that its work at present is hampered and its future

end.angered by lack of sufficient funds'.la This was the identical situation

faced by SASMI, but the University was given priority because its position

\Mas considered more urgent and also because the future of the School was

in question. The effect on the council in the face of this uncertainty was

dramatic. In November 1911, the president, Sir Langdon Bonython, stated

that SASMI's position was rapidly becoming serious; the government

appeared. to be ind.ifferent to the interests of the School and ready to allow

the University to take 'every department to which the council attached

special importance'. Sir Langon 1emarked that he would not remain a

member of council if certain aspects of the School's work were transferred

to the University of Adelaide; if the policy was amalgamation with the

University, then this should be declared and the council treated with the

respect to which they were entitled after having successfully conducted

the institution for over twenty-two years.l5

After the president had spoken, the council resolved to send a deputation

to see the minister of ed,ucation. At the following council meeting, the

president reported that the deputation had seen the minister and that 'it

was quite clear that the Government had no policy"l6
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Êreineering at tJre UniversiW of Adelaide

In November 1911, the Royal Commission on Adelaide University and

Higher Education presented its second progress report to Parliament, in

which it recommended that the University Act be amended to allow the

council of the University to confer the degrees of bachelor and master of

engineering.rz It could well have been this decision that was behind

Bonython's strong statement to the council meeting of 26 November. The

following JuIy, council received a letter from the University, notifying it

that the new regulations for the degrees of bachelor and master of

engineering were to be submitted to the University senate for its

approval.ls The council of the School was far from pleased with this news

and decided to send a letter to the Royal Commission pointing out that the

amended University Act simply gave authority to the University to grant

degrees in engineering and 'ignores altogether the School of Mines'.le

Despite their protest, however, the new regulations were approved as

planned on 24 JuIy, and were shortly thereafter reported by the daily

press. Professor Chapman \¡/as reported as saying, when moving for the

approval of the regulations in the University's senate, that the bachelor of

engineering degree simply replaced the former title of bachelor of science

and there \Mas no attempt being made to alter the relationship between the

University and the School.zo

Responding to the submission of the new regulations, the council of the

School directed the registrar, Louis Laybourne Smith, to prepare a report

on the situation. In his memorandum, the registrar stated that the School

was completely unarv\¡are of what the University was planning until the

senate notices were circulated, and that the faculty of applied science also

felt that it should have been given time to discuss the regulations before

they were fi.nalised by the University.2l SASMI then wrote to the chief

secretary, w-ith a request that the new regulations not be approved' This
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had some effect as the docket containing the regulations was returned by

the chief secretary to the minister of education with a note saying that

from information which he received, it appeared that the joint comrnittee

of the University and the School had not been consulted in the usual

manner.22 Both the University and the School rffere then asked if they

thought that the joint agreement had been fully observed and if not, then

how not. The council of the School resolved to reply to the question by

stating that it thought that the agïeement had not been 'fully observed' in

the engineering regulations drawn up under the Amending University

Act of 1g11 (which had been passed as the result of the second progress

report of the Royal Commission on Education).23 The council quoted a

clause in the report which stated that the recommendation of the

commission regard.ing engineering would not injuriously affect the

working of the existing agïeement, 'but, on the other hand, it will earn for

each institution the recognition of the excellence of its instruction by all

the Universities of the Empire'.2a After criticising several aspects of the

regulations, the conclusion was that there had not been adequate

consultation and. consideration for the interests of the School as a partner

in the agreement.

That the University took the potential threat posed by the School's

objections seriously was underlined by a twelve-page memorandum

prepared by the council of the University and apparently sent to the

minister of education for his consideration. The memorairdum argued

that the agreement only related to the joint diploma courses and did not

'touch University Degrees in Engineering or in any other subject''zr

Behind the introduction of the new d.egree, the memorandum pointed out'

was the fact that the degree of bachelor of science, even with the addition of

the university diploma in applied science and the fellowship of the school,

was not recognised in the same \tray as the degrees in engineering given
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by other Australian universities.26 The regulations for the new degree did

not affect those for the diploma in applied science which could still be

taken by students who did not wish to graduate with the degree. It was

clear from the memorandum that the agïeement between the two bodies,

according to the University, was limited to the operation of the four

courses for the applied science diploma and nothing more - there was no

partnership outside the operations of the joint agreement. The University

of Adelaide wished to change its engineering qualification so that it was

an internal award and had no association with SASMI. This was the

reason for the University's point that students from associate courses

wishing to take one of the diploma or fellowship courses \Ã¡ere not required

to matriculate, but candidates for the degree of bachelor of science or

engineering had to satisfy the University entrance requirements'

Therefore, by this argument, the courses could not be regarded as of the

same standard.

In this context, SASMI could. not prevail. The president made a last effort

in December 1g12 to see the minister of education and the chancellor of the

university regard.ing the matter, but the appointment was delayed until

February 1918. At the meeting, the University chancellor insisted on the

university's legal rights in asking for the allowance of the new

regulations in engineering, while Sir Langdon maintained that they

widened the scope of the agreement and that the intention of the Education

Commission was that the status of both institutions should Ëe improved.2T

Later that month, the senate consid.ered and adopted a revised form of the

regulations, a copy of which was sent to the council of the School'za There

was nothing more the Council could effectively do'
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Royal Commission Powers ExPanded

while all the controversy over the new degrees in engineering was

occurring, the Royal Commission continued to take evidence and examine

witnesses. Although its investigations into the University of Adelaide

\¡¡ere complete, it was further directed to 'inquire into and report upon all

branches of education'. In August 1972, members of the renamed Royal

commission on Education spoke to Louis Laybourne smith, the registrar

of SASMI, followed by J P Wood, the School's instructor in mechanical

engineering, F W Reid, lecturer in metallurgy, Philip Motteram, the

instructor in electrical engineering and lastly sir J Langdon Bonython,

the School's president, on 3 September. From these interviews the

Commission gained a detailed picture of the state of SASMI in 1912. Of

particular importance was the evid.ence grven by the registrar, who

considered the suggestion that the University should take over the

associate and fellowship courses of the school a very unwise step.2e He

contradicted the concept that the highest technical education should be

given at the highest scientific institution and pointed. to various colleges

and schools overseas which were apptied science institutions but not

universities.

when asked, what the position was in Germany, he replied that their

famous schools of technology were not universities but ranked equal to

them and had lately been given the right to issue the deg¡ee of doctor of

engineering.so He did not think that the University of Adeláide should be

reformed with the object of developing it into a school of applied science.

what he d.esired was that sASMI should expand and to this end, when

asked, gave a figure of f6 300 for the immediate growth requirements of

the School.Sl In addition, he thought the annual grant would have to be

increased and reminded the commission that the south Australian

government only spent a total of f9 300 on technical education, as opposed
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to a total of over f49 000 in New South Wales. Concluding his remarks,

Louis Laybourne Smith commented that he thought that the function of

SASMI was very broad, and would include instruction in the principles

underlying the operation of all trades and industries so that students

could be taught to think along technical lines and be better enabled to

solve the problems met in their daily work. He thought the School's

curriculum should extend from boys leaving school at fourteen years of

age to 'the highest instruction in all branches of technology'. SASMI

should become closely associated \Mith manufacturing and industry in the

state because 'only by serving industry can technical education be given

the life it should have'.e2

Sir Langdon Bonython, in evidence to the commission, also reiterated the

school's need for land, money and. equipment, and stated that:

The School of Mines is destined to grow, and
very soon there will not be nearly suffrcient
room in the present quarters. Twenty y,ears

hence the existing buildings will only b" 
-?

small part of the õntire institution. There will
be a gieat widening in the field covered by
technical instruction; and as this instruction
is extended, more accommodation will have to
be provided.ag

He went on to describe the council's plan for expansion, which included a

'splend.id. site for a high school' and agreed with the chairman of the

commission that the university would probably not remain on its North

Terrace site, favouring its transfer to the one hundred and' thirty-five acre

site of the Lunatic Asylum at Parkside.sa undoubtedly, such a transfer

would have pleased the president and the council of SASMI. But it did not

take place and. the grand plans for expansion remained unfulfilled'
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Fl.rral Report of tJre Royal Corntnission on Education

In August 1g1B the Royal Commission on Education presented its long

awaited. final report, of which a considerable portion was devoted to the

matter of technical education. It was a document which proposed

sweeping changes to the education system. However, despite these

proposals, it was not a fundamentally radical document; its main

preoccupations were the improvement and extension of the government's

control of education. For instance, the commissioners came out fi.rmly in

favour of supporting an educational structure that clearly delineated

general or acad.emic schooling from specifrcally vocational training

designed to prod,uce tradesmen and technical workers. As Pavla Miller in

¡.er Long Diuision: A History of State Schooling in South Australia writes:

inaugurate'a complete co-ordinated-systeT .of
statð education under one control', and in
particular to take over, systematis-e an{ expand
èxisting provisions for technical education.s6

The proposed expansion of the state government's involvement in

technical education would. naturally have a major effect on the future role

an¿ status of sASMI, especially if it was to become part of the system and

therefore run directly by the Education Department. The report stated that

'the present system of technical education is very defective -.. there is no

government supervision and there is no coordination of the work of the city

and country schools'.36 While praising the excellent work of the School

and granting that, in some subjects, its work was recognised throughout

Australia, the commission recommended that 'the management of

technical education and the establishment of junior technical schools

should be undertaken by the State'. As a result, government grants to the
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existing schools of mines would cease when arrangements were

completed for the establishment of technical schools under the Education

Department in Adelaide, Gawler, Kapunda, Moonta, Mount Gambier and

Port Pirie.37

This action was justified by pointing to similar moves undertaken in New

South Wales, where the Department of Public Instruction took over the

Sydney Technical College and its country branches in 1889. In addition,

the report referred to the attempt in 1911 by the Victorian goveûrment to

bring the Working Men's College in Melbourne under the full control of its

Education Department.ss A board of enquiry, established to investigate

the management and workings of that college, had reconunended that all

aspects of the institution's operations come under the jurisdiction of the

Department, that the continuance of its annual grant be conditional on

this course of action being accepted and, finally, that its name be changed

to the Melbourne Technical College. It is clear the commissioners,

strongly influenced by trends interstate, wished to see the same thing

happen to SASMI. Therefore, where addressing themselves to the

agreement between the University and the School, they considered that,

'in the interests of economy', a similar agreement should exist between

the University and the Adelaide Technical College, that is, SASMI

renamed and run under a different management.

However, their report failed to mention that the attempted take-over of the

Working Men's College in Melbourne by the state education department

proved unsuccessful because the Victorian Education Act of 1910 allowed

that the management of a technical college could only be transferred to the

Education Department with the consent of its governing body. As the

board of inquiry had been appointed at the request of the council of the

Working Men's College itself - the result of an internal faction fight - it
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was not about to allow the Victorian Government to use it as a pretext for

forcing a takeover. Despite considerable pressure, the college council

refused to consent to the transfer, although it accepted the premier's

proposal to increase government representation on the council from two to

eight members, and to transfer the control of its lower technical school to

the Education Department.3e All this occurred in 1912, some time before

the South Australian Royal Commission prepared its final report, and it is

interesting that while d,iscussing the Victorian board's recommendations'

it did not reveal the final outcome, which to a large extent preserved the

independence of the Melbourne working Men's college.

The other major thrust of the report's section on technical education was

concerned with the training and' instruction of apprentices' In 1910

SASMI had agreed. to instruct apprentices employed at the government-

run Islington Railways workshops (an arrangement which continued

until 1g2g), and the commission's report stated that eighty apprentices

weïe attend.ing classes at the School.ao However, this situation was an

exceptional one and only a few private employers sent their apprentices to

the school to und.ertake formal training. To illustrate south Australia's

backwardness in this aspect of technical education, reference \¡¡as made to

the position in Germany, where compulsory evening classes had existed

for many years; to Scotland where a similar scheme had been introduced

in 1908; and also to measures taken by Victoria and New South Wales' Sir

Langdon Bonython, as president of SAMSI, was quoted as saying that he

had long advocated training for apprentices and other youths, 
" 

' but

unfortunately I have been like a voice crying in the wilderness"al If

necessary, he thought such instruction should be made compulsory, for

the apprenticeship system which was becoming very lax, and in future the

decline in the number of apprentices would prove increasingly disastlous'

both to emPloYers and emPloYees.
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As illustrated in their report, the commissioners sought to encourage

discussion on an issue central to the further industrial development of the

state: the provision of a properly trained, effrcient, skilled workforce'

Ind.eed, the report went so far as to recommend that employers be

compelled to send their apprentices to technical schools for half a day a

week during working hours and one evening a week, with fees paid by the

employer.az While apprenticeship training was recognised as an

important aspect of technical education, it was not until late 1917 that the

legislation required to make formal training for apprentices compulsory

was passed. through Parliament. The proposals of the Education

Commission's final report, however, had yet to be incorporated into a new

Education Bill.

New Education Bill

After extensive preparation, including a visit by two education inspectors

to Victoria in ord,er to examine that state's education system in detail, the

Bill was presented to parliament in september 1915,,where it became a

source of consid.erable controversy.as The main points of the Bill were the

appointment of superintend.ents to supervise the primary, secondary and

technical branches of the education system, the establishment of a twenty-

four member Advisory Council of Education, the raising of the school

Ieaving age from thirteen to fourteen years, and the found'ing of technical

schools and continuation classes. In addition, the standard of the

qualifying certifrcate was to be raised by an additional year, and the

possession of this certificate rwas necessary before a child could progless

on to any further education. As to SASMI, the premier, Crawford

vaughan,aa promised that the government would not interfere with the

personnel of the council. The former chairman of the Education

Commission, Thomas Ryan, strongly disagreed with this compromise

and stated that:
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... the framers of the Education Bill of 1910 had
said 'We witl bring in all the Schools of Mines in
the country, but we must leave the Adelaide
School of Mines alone'. The framers of the
Bill now under consideration said, 'We \¡riII

have a great system of education unless it was
controlãd in the fullest sense under Minister of
Education ...There could no moïe be a council
of the School of Mines than there was a council
of the Adelaide High School.as

The exact provision of the BiIl was that by a certain date, no earlier than 30

June 1916, all the various schools of mines would come under the direct

control of the minister, but that persons who were members of the council

of SASMI would remain as members of the council under the new Act.a6

In other words, the School was to retain its council but it would become an

advisory body not a governing body. This clause in the Bill irritated

members of both the House of Assembly and the Legislative Council when

it was d.iscussed in the respective chambers. In the House of Assembly,

the premier, who was also minister of education, did not:

wished to indulge in a hobby and practise
carpentry, or to gtve a few girls a chance to
learn a little bit of dressmaking.4T

Thomas Ryan then moved an amendment to the BilI which deleted the

clause referring to the reappointment of the council of SASMI. This was

defeated eighteen votes to fi.ve.aa The foltowing week, the Honourable

Laurence O'Loughlin (a member of the council of the School) moved to

strike out that part of the Bill's clause which brought SASMI under the
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control of the Education Department. While this aroused some support

from members, it was nevertheless defeated, largely because the

exemption of the School v¡as seen as an unjustifiable inconsistency within

the new education system.as The clause therefore remained as originally

printed; the Bill passed its third reading and went to the Legislative

Council for consideration.

Before the Bill was debated in the council chamber, however, the

Aduertiser (owned by Sir Langdon Bonybhon) printed a long article written

by the former registrar of SASMI, Louis Laybourne Smith, regarding 'the

contemplated. wrecking' of the School. His chief point was that he did not

see the purpose behind the breaking down of an institution which had

successfully trained, people in many areas and worked very effectively due

to 'the flexibility of its management'. The corrncil had, he said 'looked to

efficiency and. have used their influences outside of the school as well as

inside, so that in parliament, in the press, and in all departments of

ind.ustry, the school has had its champions'.50 Laybourne Smith was

afraid this flexibility would disappear if it became part of the state

education system, the civil service not being noted for initiative. He went

on to say that during his time at the school there had been no minister of

education 'who has evinced any desire to study the workings of the

institution, and the majority gave no indication of any interest in it

whatever'. In conclusion, he reviewed the importance of the School's

arrangement with the University and suggested that, as thê government

was too timid to make the University a government department, the School

should be incorporated within the University and. continuity would

therefore be preserved.

At the end of November, the Legislative Council in committee debated the

clause relating to the take-over of the various schools of mines by the
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Education Department. while there rvl/as again some support for

exempting SASMI, it was nonetheless passed nine votes to eighl'rt

However, as Laybourne Smith indicated, the School had strong supporters

in parliament and when the Bill was ïecommitted to the council, J G Bice

proposed an amendment deleting the words in the clause referring to

SASMI; this amend.ment was succesfully carried by nine votes to six.52

Again, the issue remained unsettled and some days later t}l.e Regíster

came out strongly in favour of the government's attempt to bring the

School under the jurisdiction of the Education Department. It stated that:

The State Government is manifestly acting in
the public interest when it insists on bringing
the Adelaide School of Mines definitely and

refrain from endangering the whole Education
Bill ... under the influence of strongly exerted
sentimental appeals.ss

The Legislative Council mad,e over fifty amendments to the Education Bill,

includ.ing the one relating to sASMI's 'take-over" and these were

submitted to the House of Assembly in early December 1915. The premier,

crawford vaughan, said that while the list was large, he thought that

ninety per cent v¡ere acceptable to the government. Some, however, would

be strenuously contested and one of these was the amendment concerning

SASMI. Evidently upset, Premier Vaughan stated before the House that:

... if Sir Langdon Bonython were not President
of that conttiil there would be no suggestion
to have the institution outside the scope of the
Bill. It was one man, and one man only, who
had been the prime factor in having this
particular amendment inserted'54
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The premier went on to point out that between 1897 and 1913, the

government's annual contribution to the School had increased from

fB 585 to over ß7 848. The total amount of money spent by the state on the

institution (including buildings and equipment), was 9120 800.55 It was a

government institution, he stated, but the government had no control over

it. More debate followed, and it was evident that some members felt

strongly that the School should not be exempted; the Honourable John

Verran (himsetf a member of SASMI's council) went so far as to say that

the School 'was the fancy toy of certain men in the City of Adelaide, and

the House r,¡¡as asked to deal with it in doll fashion'.56 The tone of the

House ind.icated that the Legislative Council's amendment would be lost,

and indeed it was rejected by a signifrcant majority (twenty-two votes to

eleven).52 Despite this, the Legislative Council decided to insist on the

amend.ments they had asked for, including the one ensuring the

independence of SASMI. The chief secretary expressed his hope that the

council would. not insist on this particular amendment as the price of

passing the BiIl, but the members were adamant that it stay.58 In order to

resolve the deadlock between the Houses, a joint conference was held

between repïesentatives of each chamber to discuss the disputed

amendments.6e Facing the Legislative Council's determination not to

back down from its support of the School, the government decided after the

conference to give way and allow the Bill to be passed without the provision

bringing SASMI under the jurisdiction of the Education Department.

The premier d,id, however, say that the matter would arise afain, and that

the government would seek to gain what it had not achieved in this Bil1.60

That the council, and particularly the president of SASMIs regarded this

prospect as a very real threat was indicated at a special meeting convened

by sir Langdon Bonython almost two weeks after the parliamentary

compromise had taken place. At a meeting on 23 December, he stated to
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the council that the School was still under its control and that the new

Education Act had no application to the School 'which had been exempted

as the result of the action of the Legislative council'.61 However, the

government threatened further action and, in the circumstances, he was

disposed to think that resignation was the pïoper course for the council.

In view of the president's resolution, J H llowe, a member of council who

sat in the Legislative Council, countered that he did not think the council

should resign: 'Their friends in the Legislative council had put up a good

frght on their behalf and, they would be greatly disappointed if they

resigned'.62 He advised that they await further developments and on his

motion, the council resolved to abide by whatever couïse the president

considered best. Bonython decided to 'wait and see''

Fortunately for the council, no further challenges \ilere mounted against

its authority. The independence of the institution had been put at

considerable risk by these events but the real question is: why did friends

in the Legislative Council willingly defend its independence, to the point of

almost forcing the government to sacrifrce its much vaunted Education

Bilt? The reason for this very likely lay in what commentators at the time

implied, that the School had strong support from within the Adelaide

business community. These men, chief among them, of course, Sir

Langdon Bonython himself, had adopted the School as their own and

und.oubtedly feared that the proposed government control would replace

their own influence to a very large extent. It was thought better, therefore,

that the school should amalgamate with the university, which remained

ind.ependent from government interference, than to come under the

d.irection of the Education Department. It is interesting that, despite sir

Langdon and others generally agreeing with the proposed restructuring of

the education system and the increased support for technical education,

they were not willing to see SASMI come within this new framework'
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They wished SASMI to participate in new developments, such as

apprenticeship training, but wanted to ensure that the School retained its

distinctive place at the higher end of the education system and they did not

want its prestige and, status diminished by incorporation within the state

education system. In this they proved successful, as they were to be again

when the next challenge was mounted to the School's authority and

independence by the d.irector of education, Dr Charles Fenner, in the early

1940s.
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CIIAPTERFOUR

REI"ATIONSHIP WTI.TI TTIE EDUCATION DEPAIUTMEhTT 1889.1939

brtnoduction

Of equal importance to SASMI's agTeement with the University of

Adelaide was its relationship with the South Australian Department of

Education, which also lasted until the 1970s. Although less clear and

well-defined than that with the University, the nature of the relationship

helped to define the role played by the School in the state's educational

structure and reflected the extent of government involvement in

technicalitechnologicat education. In effect, SASMI's relationship with

the Education Department was really a function of its relationship with

the state government as the government determined educational policy

and funded both the Department and the School. The ability of SASMI to

act as a major provider of technicaVtechnological education was assisted

by its freed.om and independence of action as an educational institution,

one that could, if it wished, enter into an arrangement with a body such as

the University of Adelaide.

Although developments in South Australia were influenced by events in

other colonies and. in Britain, the local situation required different

solutions to similar educational problems. 'when sASMI was first

established in the late 1880s, the south Australian government's

involvement in education was restricted to the provision of Éasic primary

schooling. It was not until the early 1900s that serious consideration was

given to expansion into the areas of secondary and technical education.

The growth of state-controlled education meant that inevitably the issue of

control of technical education would arise and this would affect SASMI's

autonomy and position within the education system.



The significance of the South Australian situation was that, unlike other

technical colleges, SASMI managed to survive the interventionist and

centralising d,rive of the state government without losing its

independence. Indeed, once the take-over phase had passed, the school

was able to expand because of its ability to provide technical instruction in

areas for which the technical education branch of the Education

Department was unable to cater. While SASMI's technological training

was maintained. through the joint agreement with the University, its

function as a provider of technical education was secured because of the

inadequacies of the state system. The School therefore maintained its

position through two symbiotic relationships, an offrcial one with the

University and an unoffrcial but nonetheless tacitly acknowledged one

with the Education Department. For much of sASMI's history, however,

the relationship with the Education Department was an uneasy one. This

was largely due to the frequent threat of government interference, or even

take-over. The first time such interference emerged was over the issue of

the country schools of mines.

Counbqy Schools of Mines

The main challenge for SASMI during its formative years in the 1890s and

early 1900s was to develop a unique and definable position within the South

Australian community; a position that could not be undermined by any

other body, in particular the university of Adelaide or the state

government. In the attempt to create a role for itself, it was'necessary for

the School to define its relationship with the various country schools of

mines. The cor¡:rtry schools of mines \Ã/ere established as part of the

expansion of technical education in south Australia, although the

formation of branches in country centres was largely brought about

through local initiative and not by any scheme instituted by either the

government or by SASMI. Indeed, the School realised this lack of
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planning and, although it wished to be the chief co-ordinating body under

whose direction all schools of mines would come, it was eventually forced

to abdicate this responsibility to the state government.

In February 18g8, the council of the School accepted the recommendation

of its Ed.ucation Committee that negotiations be opened with the other

schools of mines, suggesting that the annual examinations of sASMI be

substituted for their own local examinations. Letters were sent out and of

the three existing country schools, Gawler and Kapunda agreed, but

Moonta d,eclined.. Next year council decided to recommend to the

government that 'all country schools of mines be made subsidiary to the

Adetaide School and the annual examinations be the same for all'-t This

did. not, however, cause any immediate reaction from the government but

reflected the desire of the council to clarify its status with regard to the

country schools of mines. To maintain and develop its link with the

country, the council decid.ed in 1900 to offer annually a free three-year

stud.entship in an associate diploma course to residents in rural areas.

The stipulation was that candidates had to reside over twenty miles from

the city, to have obtained all their previous education in the country and be

twenty-one years of age (red.uced to seventeen in 1909).2 In addition, the

council persuaded the government to subsidise the studentship by f,30 per

annum to cover the cost of living in Adelaide. At the annual closing

ceremony in December 1900, the president stated that:

It was gratifying to know that the -operations of
the Schõol wäre- not conflrned to the city, but
that at Moonta, KaPunda and Gawler
branches were doing excellent work, while -at
Port Pirie also á branch would soon be
established.s
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Thus, at least in Sir Langdon's mind, the other country schools of mines

\ilere branches of SASMI, even if the government would not formally

recognise the fact.

The next event of signifrcance occurred in mid-1904, when the council

received a petition from residents of Petersbuïg (no\¡/ Peterbrough), asking

that a class in dressmaking be established there. A representative

presented the petition to the council and was told by the president that the

school would do all it could in the matter.a At the same time, the

townspeople of Mount Gambier \Mere considering the formation of a

branch of sASMI in the town in order to 'help the young people to improve

their leisure hours and draw them away from the temptation met with

when idling about the streets'.s They also approached the council of the

school and, met with an encouraging reply, similar to that given to the

representative from Petersburg. The result was that Mount Gambier

District Council commenced dressmaking classes and asked for the

council's assistance in opening a branch of SASMI. Council resolved to

help them obtain funds from the government, offered to grant affiliation

with the School as provid.ed under the 1892 Act of Incorporation, and

arranged for the conducting of examinations locally by instructors from

Adelaide. In addition, it decided that the new branch was to be used as a

centre for wool-classing instruction in the south East.

In the wake of these new d.evelopments, the council of sASMI resolved,

'That in the opinion of this council it is desirable that each country school

of mines should be affiliated with the Adelaide School''6 At this time,

Moonta and Port Pirie \¡¡ere still not formally linked with SASMI,

although Gawler was affiliated and Kapund.a also enjoyed close ties with

the school.? Because of the diverse range of relationships that had arisen

between SASMI and the country schools, the government decided to call a
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conference in May 1900 to review the situation. This was held in the office

of the premier, Tom Price, who wanted to discuss the problems of

uniformity of policy and. teaching standards between the different schools

of mines, and. exactly how much authority sASMI had with regard to

them. The conference was inconclusive and no deflrnite decisions were

made, matters being left for further discussion. However, the issue had

not been laid to rest and the premier's anxiety reflected further problems

that would arise.s

Confl i ct with State Govenrment

In the meantime, students from the Gawler, Kapunda, Mount Gambier

and. Port Pirie schools continued to sit for examinations conducted by

SASMI. The Port Pirie School, although not affrliated, allowed its

students to take SASMI examinations from 1903 onwards and, in 1909 Sir

Langd.on commented that students from Port Pirie were particularly

successful securing passes in their subjects that year'e Subsequently, in

1910, the Port Pirie School requested affiliation with, the School, a step

which council approved, and it forwarded the request to the minister of

education for his approval. This, however, was not forthcoming and in

September, the president reported to council that certain remarks on the

position of the country schools of mines had been made by the minister of

education, F w coneybeer, in the House of Assembly. He had stated that

they were neither und.er the direct control of the government nor of the

council of SASMI, which did not certify or examine the studénts.lo These

comments prompted. a response from the president of the Port Pirie School

of Mines, H N Barwell, who wrote a letter to the press complaining that

the country schools were indeed under the control of the government

which appointed their councils or boards of management and which

provided most of their revenue in the form of an annual gfant' He went on

to say that it might have been better if they had not been in this position:
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for the government in the past has neglected
its duty by not bringing the various country
schooli into line, and providing for and
insisting on some uniform system of technical
education.ll

The Port Pirie School, he stated, had entered its students in SASMI for the

last seven yeaïs and in the present year, were not going to hold any of their

own examinations. They had sought afñliation with SASMI, which they

hoped would be granted, because it was felt to be the best course for the

school. He concluded by thanking the council of SASMI 'for the great

interest they have always manifested in our work, and for the assistance

they have rendered us...'.12 Barwell's letter was discussed in parliament

and a sympathetic speech on behalf of SASMI delivered by Ivor Mac-

Gillivray (member for Port Adelaide and also a member of the council of

SASMI), who pointed. out the diffrculties resulting from the Act of

Incorporation, which did not 'give portrer to the council to establish branch

schools', but did enable it to supervise 'the conduct of educational affairs of

the same'.rs In addition, the School had been hampered by lack of money

and active support from the government. Mac Gillivray received the

thanks of members of council for 'his able speech' in the House and the

president informed the council that the minister of education had sent a

letter to SASMI saying the whole position of country schools of mines was

under consideration.la

1910 Education BiIl

The controveïsy over the country schools continued when the Verran

Labor Government introduced a new Education Bill for consideration and

d.iscussion in 1910. This Bill was inspired by the annual report of the

d.irector of education (Alfred williams), which presented 'a carefully

documented' case for extending post-elementary education to all
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adolescents, including working class children. This was needed in order

to keep up with developments interstate and overseas (that is, in Britain),

and to assist the economic development of the State and, in particular,

second.ary industry. The latter meant not only that the role of technical

education had to be expanded within the state education system, but also

promoted as the natural destination for the daughters and sons of the

working class after they had finished their elementary education.

At the second read.ing of the Bitt in November, the minister of education, F

W Coneybeer, made a lengthy speech which included references to

technical education. He sPoke of:

remarkable changes during recent years
changes which have affected the condition of
the workers as well as the whole system of
learning a trade or business. In many
occupations, the old system of apprentic-eship
had died, in others it was dying, and should
die if a boy is to acquire skill and knowledge
concerning his work. What he does in the
workshop must be supplemented by special
instruction and practice to be obtained only in a
well-conducted technical school.t s

The minister then went to speak of what we no\il term 'deskilling', due to

the rise of mass production which limited the involvement of workers to

only one step of the production process, something which also led to

boredom and loss of interest. Technical education at a school such as

SASMI was the ans'wer to this, but the 'grand institution', as'he termed it,

should be controlted by the state. Not only \Mas the School a target for more

effective government management, but so were the country schools of

mines, and Coneybeer stated that:
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on the ground that effective measures must be
taken to provide for training apprentices, ste-ps

had been taken in this BilI to bring the
schools known as Schools of Mines at Moonta,

their usefulness.16

continuing, the minister foreshadowed the possibility of appointing a

'thoroughly qualifred man' who would function both as principal of

SASMI and superintend,ent of technical education in the state generally.lT

However, for the moment the government was only proposing to take over

the country schools of mines and incorporate them within the Education

Department. A question was asked by one of the members as to why the

SASMI was left out. The minister replied, that this was because he

wanted to get the BiIl through parliament. The reaction of SASMI's

council to the debate on the Education BiIl was to send a letter to the

minister of education informing him that statements made in parliament

referring to the School, 'had occasioned a feeling of unrest amongst

members of the teaching staff most undesirable in the interests of the

Institution'.ig Fortunately for the council the new Education Bill did not

become law, but was shelved pending the report of the Royal Commission

on Adelaide University and Higher Education.

As discussed. in the previous chapter, while SASMI survived intact, the

country schools failed to retain their independence and; as the Bill

provided, came under the jurisdiction of the Education Department and

'were renamed. technical schools. In some ways' the disappearance or

absorption of these small schools, which were nevef able to offer more

than a limited range of courses, 'was a relief for the 'parent' school in

Adelaide, which could henceforth concentrate on developing its own

courses and relationship with the University and the Education
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Department. Indeed, as the war drew to a close, the question of

apprenticeship training was resumed and here the School saw an

opportunity to acquire a new role in the field of technical education - a role

which it would have assumed earlier, had it not been for a distinct lack of

interest on the part of both employers and government'

The First World War

After narrowly surviving the challenge to its independence posed by the

1g15 Education Act, SASMI found that the First World War had generated

a new interest in and awareness of the need for technical education - as

well as recognition of the relative neglect it had suffered. There was a

determined attempt, at least initially, by the South Australian government

to promote technical training on a wider scale, which led directly to the

1918 Technical Education of Apprentices Act. In addition, a technical

education branch was created within the Education Department and a

superintend.ent of technical education (Dr Charles Fenner) appointed.

However, despite these advances, the government's commitment was not

great enough to create a system which threatened the position held by

SASMI in the state's educational framework. Also, the Labor Party which

ha¿ attempted the take-over of the School under the 1915 Education Act

was d.efeated. in the 191.7 elections. It was not returned until the mid-

1g20s. Unlike the eastern states of Australia, where governmental

involvement in technical ed,ucation had a longer and more extensive

history, the South Australian situation was distinguished by á lack of state

intervention until the First World War period. Even then, the economic

climate prevented the government from introducing a technical education

model based on interstate experience, especially that followed in New

South Wales where all technical ed.ucation came under the control of the

state authority. In 1926, at the foundation stone laying ceremony of the

South Australian government's new central technical college, the
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Maughan went on to claim that the never-ending war of trade demanded

skilled rn€n, both in the office and the factory. However, the apprentice of

the past was extinct, as he could no longer learn his trade in the workshop

where he only learnt a branch of a trade. Work had become specialised

and individuals \¡¡ere restricted to fulflrlling certain functions in a factory.

In addition, a trad,esman needed a theoretical knowledge of his occupation

as well as manual ability otherwise, 'he will be a machine hand'.

In his statement, the director summarised the basic concerns behind the

new emphasis on technical education; preserving the integrity of the

Empire, developing Australia as a manufacturing nation, and increasing

both the quantity and quality of its skitled workforce. The great fear that

lay behind this urge to dignify labour was that the traditional skilled

working class would. disappear, to be replaced by unskilled factory hands -

an ind.ustrial proletariat - and white-collar workers in offices' This, it

was considered, would have d.isastrous consequences, both economically

and socially, because the development of an industrialised nation, a status

which Australia had, not yet achieved, required a ready supply of skilled

workers, although social concerns 'were not articulated to the same extent

as economic ones. With the new emphasis on national economic needs,

the main focus of technical education became the provision of 'cheap and

relatively skilted labour' - a form of 'manpo'wer planning' in order to

support future industrial development.2l In addition, concern as to the

results of 'bookish learning' for children of the working class was also

present; particularly the fact that they might abandon their parents'

occupation and seek advancement through the education system into

clerical or professional work. The solution to this situation was seen as

systematic, compulsory technical ed.ucation with the state providing the

training that employers did not supply.
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Technicaf Education of Apprentices Act

Apart from the 1915 Education Act, the need to structure and systematise

technical education was addressed, as were the deflrciencies in the

training of apprentices. To facilitate the revamping of the education

system the Act provided for the appointment of superintendents to

supervise the three main branches of the Education Department

primary, secondary and technical. The choice of appointees was critical,

for the persons chosen were required not only to supervise the day-to-day

running of the branches but to provide leadership and a sense of direction.

Fortunately the man appointed to the position of superintendent of

technical education, Dr charles Edward Fenner, rwas possessed of

considerable ability and a determination to succeed in establishing his

branch on a sound footing. A Victorian (educated at Melbourne

University), he took up his duties in November 1916 but, at the request of

the minister of education, spent one month visiting various technical

schools in victoria, New south wales and Queensland gathering

information which could be of use in South Australia. In his first annual

report, Fenner pointed to the 'almost unbridgeable gap' that existed

between the highest grades of the primary school and the lowest classes of

the technical school - a gap which SASMI had recognised many years

before when it established its preparatory couïse in 1897.22 He suggested

that the problem could be solved by setting up junior technical schools that

would take students from primary schools at the age of twelve or over, and

give two- or three-year courses which would direct them to'úvards various

trades and industries. For girls who would not proceed onto a 'normal'

high school, he saw the clear necessity for a special domestic school

'd.irected wholly towards home management and the domestic arts'.23

While Fenner drew attention to the desirability of providing specific

technical training at the secondary level, the question of apprenticeship
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training was being addressed by the government. The final report of the

Education commission, in 1913, had put forward the idea of compulsory

instruction for apprentices to ensure that their training was of an

ad.equate standard. Another reason for supporting this major innovation

lvr/as, hopefully, to increase the supply of skilled workers in the

marketplace. Indeed, as the 1916 Annual Report of the South Australian

Chamber of Manufactures noted:

... the chief factor which led to the inception
of the Technical Education of Apprentices Act
was the shortage of skilled craftsman in almost
every branch of industry.2a

In November 1916, the government introduced the Technical Education of

Apprentices Bill but its passage was halted after two readings when

Parliament was suspend,ed for elections. It was not until September 1917

that the Bill was reintrod.uced by the new minister of education (Alfred

Styles), but its passage through parliament was rapid and the Legislative

council gave its assent on 23 October. Finally, on 24 January 1918 the

new Act v¡as proclaimed, grving South Australia a distinct lead in the

field of formal apprenticeship training.2s other states, including

industrially ad.vanced Victoria and New South Wales, did not introduce

similar legislation until the 1920s.26

The ne.w South Australian Act provided that apprentices should

undertake not more than six hours a week of instruction at SASMI or

some other technical institution. This comprised four hours during

working hours and two hours (one evening) during the apprentices' o\¡¡n

tíme.27 There was some opposition to the former provision from

employers, but not enough to persuade the government to back down on

this point. Generally, employer groups \Mere in favour of the Act and with
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suppod from bodies such as the UTLC and the Chamber of Manufactures,

the government was confrdent that the measure would. prove a success.2s

However, while the Act was applicable to all trades and industries it could

not begin operating until they \Mere 'offrcially' proclaimed and classes

begun.

Administration of the Act was placed in the hands of an Apprentices

Advisory Board appointed in 1918, which included sir Langdon Bonython

among its members as nominee of the minister of education.zs In

ad,d.ition, trade committees were to be appointed for each of the various

trad.es proclaimed. und,er the Act. Charles Fenner, the superintendent of

technical education, reported in February 1918 that, in relation to these

trade committees, 'much valuable work' had already been done by SASMI.

He said that meetings had. been held throughout the year (1917) in certain

trad.es and by courtesy of the council, he had sat on them; he also stated

that he hoped they would continue operating under the new Act'30

Fenner was referring to the advisory committees established by the

council of SASMI from 19L6 onwards in response to industry demands. At

the JuIy 1916 meeting of the council, the president drew attention to a

criticism by the vice-presid.ent of the UTLC (C R Baker) of the work of the

carpentry department which, he had contended, was not made accessible

to the apprentices of the trade. Bonython stated that:

The difficulty had always been to get those in
the trades to interest themselves in the matter
and state what the requirements were.31

At the following meeting, he remarked that trade unions were com'ing to

realise the usefulness of trad'e classes. Although there had been a

tend,ency to blame SASMI for being slow to respond, the School 'had
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appointed the members of the new Advisory Council on Education in

August 1916, Sir Langdon Bonython was announced as the representative

of technical schools within ten miles of Adelaide's General Post Offi.ce - a

position he held until tg25 (he was also elected vice-president of the

council).36 llowever, the importance of the Advisory council to the overall

d.evelopment of technical education was not very great; instead it was

overshadowed by the work of charles Fenner and the Apprentices

Advisory Board in establishing trade training on a systematic basis.

F:Ilansion and Divelsification

The inability of the government to cater adequately for trade training in

south Australia d,uring the 1920s left an important avenue open for the

School to provide apprenticeship training and to cater for adults who

wished to acquire or improve technical skills, but had no other means of

d,oing so. By introducing courses and subjects which the Education

Department could not offer, the School was able to respond to community

need.s in a reasonably effective manner. In this wâY, its numerous and

d.iversifred roles as an ed.ucational institution were a source of strength

rather than weakness. However, the School's development during this

period was not merely a product of its work in the industrial area, but also

resulted from growth in flrelds such aS architecture, commerce'

engineering, mining and woolclassing. The new emphasis on teaching in

these freld.s was related to the economic conditions of the 1920s which

witnessed a new phase of industrial and commercial growth in South

Australia. It was also a national trend that saw 'a re-orientation of the

Australian economy' and 'a consolidation of the industrial base'.37

Although economic constraint and relatively high unemployment

continued during the 1920s, there was a marked upswing in activity and

'boom' conditions emerged in many industries. The result was an

increased demand for many of the subjects and courses begun by the
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School in previous decades and higher enrolment levels in a here

there \ñ¡ere employment opportunities. Greater job opportunities

not only male students but also females who, for instance, sought training

in office work which was now becoming generally available to them for

the first time. From trad.e training through to professional engineering

cou1.ses, the school witnessed unprecedented growth and as it did so, the

threat from government to its independence receded'

Despite d.isruption caused by the depression, the School continued to

d.evelop its role as a multi-purpose institution and the 1930s was'

therefore, Iargely a period of expansion and diversifrcation. Contrary to

expectations, the depression had only a limited effect on enrolments of the

School, and although declining from a peak of 4 004 in 1930 to 3 224 in 1932,

two years later they recovered and passed the 1930 level. During the late

1g30s, the number of students attending the School increased to over 5000.

In fact, notwithstanding years of fiscal restraint, the council expanded the

School's curriculum and created new courses to meet the demand for

skilled personnel from industry and commerce. As a result, existing

links with the business community rwere not only maintained' but were

also strengthened and reinforced. The School improved its position as a

major educational institution by making available instruction that the

government was unable to provide, due mainly to lack of frnancial

support. The failure of the state to create a compÏehensive and acceptable

system of technical education in South Australia during the 1920s and

1930s prevented SASMI from facing any real competition, particularly in

the area of higher-level technical education'

A prime example was the coulse in foremanship begun by the School in

mid-1938. The suggestion for the course came from the superintendent of

technical education, Dr Charles Fenner, who wrote to council that it had
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been suggested by the Coach and Motor Body Building Trade Committee

that classes should be opened for the training of foremen for various

industries. However, '. . . as this was not a matter to be taken up by the

Apprentices Trade School' he referred it to the council for consideration.3s

Strong support for the foremanship course came from the South

Australian Chamber of Manufactures which had originally considered

giving lectures in the subject itself, but '. on hearing the proposal, the

council of SASMI offered to undertake the work, and their offer was

accepted,'.se Indicating the importance of this proposed course, council

appointed a subcommittee consisting of Sir Robert Chapman, Dr Fenner

lwho .was a member of council], and the principal to consider the matter.

On 15 March 1938 they met E W Hotden, C Richards and E R Crispe - all

major manufacturers - who had been invited to attend the meeting. The

three industry representatives were of the opinion that there would be no

lack of applications for enrolment, and that the class should be open to all

applicants and. not simply restricted to foremen and leading hands.4o F S

Daley, a member of the staff of General Motors Holden's Limited, was

appointed instructor, and because of the large number of applications

received from the public, it was decided to form two classes of sixty

stud.ents each, instead of the one originally envisaged. After a highly

successful first year in which ninety-six students completed the course'

the instructor was requested to establish an advanced course dealing with

the subject of industrial efficiency.al

The foremanship course showed. that the connections which existed

between outside organisations and the school not merely led to requests for

courses, but also to the appointment of instructors who \trele directly

involved with industry or commerce. This on-going relationship with

business and industry distinguished $ASMI from its neighbour, the

university of Adelaide, which confined. itself to teachin g at a tertiary level'
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Between the two world, wars the School, partly by choice and partly by

necessity, continued to function at a number of different educational

levels, which gave it a degree of flexibility and adaptability which the

University did not have. On the other hand, these various roles tended to

prevent it from consolid.ating a single defined image for itself' The new

economic developments of the 1930s assisted both the development of

technical education, and of the school itself in new directions and as a

result the idea of a 'higher' technical education became more widespread

an¿ accepted.. The new courses implemented by the School illustrated the

fact that the old concept of technical education, which had concentrated on

the traditional trades, was slowly being replaced with one that was far

broader and. took in new industries and occupations, especially those in

secondary industrY.

SASMI attempted to incorporate all aspects, both old and new' of technical

education in its curriculum from the training of tradesmen through semi-

professional courses to higher technological work. During the inter-war

period it expanded its involvement in all these areas and included the

upgrad.ing the joint agreement with the University of Adetaide as well as

placing a greater emphasis on activities such as research into mining'
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CTIAPTER FI\ZE

BET\ilEENITHE WAIÌS. TIIE AGREEMn\IT WTTH TIIE UNTTIERSITY

OFADEI,AIDE

Inh.oduction

After the conflict with the University of Adelaide over the introduction of

engineering degrees had been resolved, the joint agÏeement between the

two bodies functioned without disruption until the outbreak of World War

Two. Indeed, during the inter-war period, or at least until the late 1930s,

the relationship with the university took a somewhat secondary role to the

School's expansion of its technical and trade courses' The area of

technical training of apprentices and tradesmen offered the School a

major avenue for growth and expansion, as opposed to the diploma

courses which d.rew a smaller and more select group of students' In

addition, the diploma courses - especially in the area of mining -

experienced. variations in the level of enrolments while other courses and

subjects attracted a steady stream of applicants. Nevertheless, the joint

agreement was by no means neglected and civil engineering (1916) and

architectural engineering (1919) were added to the existing courses

available for the bachelor of engineering/fellowship diploma awards'

During the 1920s and 1930s, the next major development affecting the joint

agreement related to the field of mining, in which SASMI had played a

prominent role.

Expansion of Bonython Laboratories

In 1907, the newly completed Bonython Laboratories provided a much

needed up-to-date home for the mining and metallurgical departments,

including the assaying laboratories. However, by the early 1920s, this

accorrunodation was no longer consid'ered' adequate and SASMI undertook

to extend the laboratories at its own cost. The money to frnance this



extension was to come from the 35000 given by Sir Langdon Bonython in

1918 towards the erection of a new building to house the technical high

school. However, the government decided not to award the extra funds

required. to construct the building, and the money remained unused in the

state treasury. In July 1,922, the council of the School resolved to forward a

proposal to the government recommending that the amount be used to

provide urgently needed accommodation by extending the Bonython

Laboratories.r The main reason for this decision, apart from the need for

better accommodation, was a desire to further develop the School's role in

research work relating to the mining industry. One way of doing this was

by upgrading its experimental facilities and taking over the role previously

performed by the government metallurgical laboratory on Frome Road.

This small research laboratory rffas established by the government's

metallurgist (J D Connor) in 1916, but was abandoned int922 because'the

general attitud.e of the industry towards the metallurgical laboratory had

been unenthusiastic'.2 Nevertheless, with the depression in the mining

ind.ustry (the Wallaroo and Moonta mines frnally closed in 1923), the

School wanted. to assist in some way and in late 7922, the government

agreed to transfer all its experimental apparatus to the expanded

Bonython Laboratories.3 In January 7923, after the government had

accepted council's proposal, tenders were called for the extensions to the

building, and. the plans were prepared by the architect-in-chief to match

the style of the earlier section.

several months after construction began, the joint agreement between the

University of Adelaide and SASMI was altered in relation to the teaching

of mining. Previously, under the agreement of March 1903, the advanced

course in mining was to be given at the University, but \ rith the erection of

a 'new and complete building' underway, the two bodies decided that:
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the whole of the teaching of Mining shall be in
future given in the Bonython- Laboratories at
the ScËool of Mines and that the apparatus for
the teaching of Mining at present in possession

of the Uniîersity skrãtt be handed over on loan
to the School of Mines provided that:
First: The Lecturei of Mining shall as

heretofore, be supplied by the University-'
Second.: 

-That the laboratories in the new
Uoitaittg shall be maintained by tþe School of
Mines - and that any additional assistance

""qoi"ed 
und,er the nêw conditions shall be

ptttid"d and paid for by the School of Mines'a

It was an aïTangement that, because of limited financial resources, suited

both the University and. the School, although as time progTessed, it was

clear that the laboratories were a major asset for the School' The two-

storey extension was completed and occupied by the beginning of the !925

academic year and, contained. a lecture theatre, six laboratories and

various other work and store rooms. Equipment came in part from the

university of Adelaide, and the south Australian Mines Department,

while some was also obtained from Britain.s The result was an up-to-date

centre which the School hoped would not be confined to teaching purposes

but would also catîy out tests for commercial processes' and

investigations into the treatment of ores'6

In Augusti^gzí, the presid.ent, Sir Langdon Bonybhon told council that he

had. received a letter from W E Wainwright, the general manager of B H

South Limited (and a graduate of the School):

problems.T
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Sir Langdon informed councii that this matter had also been brought

before the University council which concurred with the view that

everything possible should be done to advance the interests of the mining

industry. At the closing demonstration for the year, held on 10 December,

the president told the audience in his review of the year that, although the

equipment of the laboratories was not yet complete:

... it is believed that the School has now

The laboratories are well equipped for carrying

metallurgicat problems may prove of great
value to the mining industry.8

It was hoped therefore that, despite the serious problems affecting the

mining industry, the new laboratories would be able to play a role in its

revitalisation. This did not occur immediately, however, and in March

lg27 , the council was informed. that a letter had been received from the

Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy commenting upon the

shortage of students taking mining courses and recommending the

extension of research work in mining.e council, not surprisingly, stated

thatitwasin'completesympathy'lowiththecontentoftheletter.Next

month the faculty of applied science, at the request of both the School and

the university, considered the question of how to extend research work in

mining. The faculty decided that in order to make the Bonython

Laboratories more fully available to carry out investigations into mining

and metallurgical problems, several staff changes had to be made'

Firstly, H w Gartrell, the lecturer in mining, had to be relieved of

teaching subjects other than mining and' ore dressing' This required the
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appointment of a full time lecturer at the University for an estimated cost

of f550 per annum - a considerable sum to frnd.tt secondly, it was

deemed necessary to employ a full-time assistant to work \Mith Gartrell

instead. of the present half-time assistant. The report was adopted by the

school, but no action was taken. However, in May 1929, Dr Ward (the

director of mines) wrote a letter to the school's principal requesting that

consideration of the future of the Bonython Laboratories be placed on the

agenda for the next council meeting. His reason \ilas to let council know

,something of the competition arising elsewhere' in order to safeguard the

status of students and grad.uates of the School.l2 At the May meeeting of

council, Dr Ward. reported that Melbourne lfniversity was seeking

predominance in Australia for their school of metallurgy and if this

happened:

graduates also.13

He recommended that council appoint a committee to consider the role of

the Bonython Laboratories and report back at a later meeting' The motion

was carried. and Dr Ward, Professor Chapman, Professor Kerr Grant and

Mr Anthoney were appointed. to the committee' The following month they

presented their frndings to council, which included recommendations

regarding funding. They suggested that a joint letter from the councils of

the university and the school be sent to the prime minister asking that he

refer to the council for scientific and Industrial Research (the

predecessor of the CSIRO) a request for support of the Bonython

Laboratories for research work in ore-dressing and hydrometallurgy'

Besides the requested. grant of f1 000 per annum from the csIR for frve
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years, it was decided to approach the state government for an extra f'400

per annum to cover the cost of conducting the work of the Government

Metallurgical Laboratories.la (The school had undertaken this task free

of charge since the resignation of the government metallurgist in 1921')

In September, council was informed that the prime minister had

acknowledged the receipt of the joint letter, but as the Development and

Migration commission was investigating the mineral resources of

Australia, it had been decided to defer consideration of the application

until the investigation rtras completed.ls The impact of the depression'

however, meant that it was not until the early 1930s that the CSIR and

state government grants wel.e approved; when this eventually happened'

it was an important step forward. for the research work of the laboratories'

In May 1933, council examined a report prepared by a subcommittee

appointed. to investigate matters of policy relating to ore testing at the

Bonython Laboratories. The subcommittee considered that one of the

essentials for success in the ore-testing programme was the provision for

continuity of operations, particularly during the long vacation from

December to March. At the time, neither the university nor the school

had any claim on Gartrell's services during the vacation' It was

recommended that the government be requested to increase its grant to the

school by f100, so that he could continue working at the laboratories' In

addition, the subcommittee recommend.ed that, as long as south

Australian samples were given precedence, it would be in order for the

laboratories to test parcels of ores from other states'16 Council accepted

the subcommittee's report and one year latel was informed that the state

government had increased. the grant to the school by 8100 as requested [to

allow Gartrell to work at the laboratories during the long vacationl; the

university gave its formal approval to this arrangement in the following

month.
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In August 1934, council received a letter from the director of mines (Dr L

K Ward) stating that he had been in communication with Dr A C D

Rivett, chief executive officer of csIR, regarding possible funding from the

common\¡/ealth government for the mining industry, and particularly the

gold'miningindust,ry,.:rlDrWard,whohadbeenamemberofthecouncil

of the school since 1,920, wrote that it seemed probable that a sum of f1 000

could be made available to the Bonython Laboratories for this research and

suggested. that council appoint a subcommittee to consider the matter.

This was done and the subcommittee of Dr Ward, Professor Grant and H

W Gartrell met \Mith the State and then Executive Committees of the CSIR

in late August to discuss details of the proposed research programme'l8

These d.iscussions evidently proved satisfactory for, in October, council

was informed, that Dr Rivett had, sent a letter stating that the sum of f5 000

had been mad.e available by the commonwealth government for ore testing

at the university of Melbourne, SASMI and the Kalgoorlie school of

Mines.

Dr Rivett also wrote it was probable that the sum of f1 000 would

be payable to the School during the current financial year' CSIR proposed

to appoint an assistant to Gartrell and to purchase additional equipment

for the laboratories. Council resolved to reply to the CSIR stating that it

would. gladly cooperate, 'as it welcomed, the opportunity thus afforded of

making the Bonython Laboratories increasingly serviceable to the State

and the Commonwealth'.le Council viewed the awarding of this grant as

a significant achievement, marking recognition of the laboratories as an

important research facility, not only at a state but also a national level' It

was announced in the press in october that the csIR had selected the

School as one of three centres in Australia and that 'the Bonython ore-
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dressing laboratories ... are said to be the best of their kind in Australia' to

carry out important research work in the interests of gold mining'2o

In 1gB4 the council of SASMI also considered putting the organisation and

method of staffi.ng of the Bonython Laboratories on a new basis. At its May

meeting, the School principal, R W Reid, said that the duties of his

position had mad.e greater and greater demands upon him in recent years

and, in order to give them proper attention, he thought it desirable that he

be relieved of lecture work in third-year metallurgy. A committee was

formed. to consider the workings of the metallurgy department and, in

October, it reported to council. The report agreed that the principal needed

to d.evote his whole time and, attention to his position and recommended

that the mining and metallurgy d,epartments be combined because they

.were so 'intimately associated, particularly in regard to ore dressing and

ore testing'.2l The committee thought that a suitable lecturer, whether on

the mining or the metallurgy side, should be appointed to control the

combined departments and that the title of the offrcer so appointed be

'Director of the Bonython Laboratories'. It further recommended that H W

Gartrell, the senior lecturer in the two departments, be placed in charge

as director ofthe laboratories.

In 1985, an assistant research offi.cer and a junior assistant took up their

positions at the Bonython Laboratories and, in addition, various courses in

mining and metallurgy \ilere revised to keep up with current

d,evelopments.2l over the succeeding years, the laboratories tested large

numbers of ore samples, not only from South Australia but also interstate'

and according to the 1937 Annual Report of the School, when members of

the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy made an inspection of the

Iaboratories theY stated:
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that there were no laboratories in Australia
better equipped for the testing of ores to
determine the best methods of treatment.24

(Notably two of the three members of the Mining Advisory Committee who

had been appointed to assist the CSIR in supervising its program of

metallurgical work were graduates of SASMI. They were G C Klug and

W E Wainwright.za)

Agreement with University of Adelaide

The considerable connection between the School and the mining industry

was strengthened by the development of the Bonython Laboratories as a

major research facility. By the late 1930s, the slump that the industry had

endured for much of the 1920s had disappeared. This was due to an

increased interest in mining during the depression and by commonwealth

government support for this sector of the economy. Consequently, the

numbers of students studying mining and metallurgy at the School rose

an¿ in July 1938 council was told that Gartrell had recommended the

addition of a full time d.emonstrator to the staff of the metallurgy

department because 'the number of students had increased to such an

extent that the department was under-staffed'.25

The University of Adelaide began to show an increased interest in this

field and, in August 1938, it appointed Gartrell (as of January 1939) to the

new chair in mining and. metallurgy at a salary of 91 200, which included

the f150 paid to him by the School as director of the Bonython Laboratories

and the g100 received. from the council of the CSIR for the work he did for

them.26 His promotion to professorial level was a result of the

University's deliberations on filling the chair of engineering that had been

made vacant by the retirement of sir Robert chapman in 1937. The

University had obtained money from various mining interests and was
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able to create another chair besides the one in engineering. In July 1938,

its council considered the report of the subcommittee appointed to

investigate the filling of the chair in engineering and also a memorandum

written by professor Chapman. The latter stated that Adelaide had only

one professor 'for the technical subjects of its engineering school"

whereas other universities had divided engineering schools into several

sections with a professor in charge of each section. He thought the time

had. come to make a similar division of responsibility and he went on to

d,escribe the joint agreement with SASMI that provided instruction for the

various engineering courses. Since the completion of the Bonython

Laboratories, the whole of the lecturing and laboratory instruction in both

mining and. metallurgy had been done there and the

School of Mining and Metallurgy fhadJ won a
high reputation among qi$ng engi-neers
thioughóut the Commonwealth, its graduates
are "to be found occupying responsible
positions in every flrel{ of import-ance . in
Australia, and the Council considers that it has
earned the right to have its instructor in charge
raised to the rank of a Professor.2T

Gartrell was a distinguished. graduate of Adetaide university who won the

Angas Engineering scholarship in 1905, and after completing

postgraduate studies in America, had been appointed lecturer in mining

engineering in 1910. It was proposed to elevate him to the rank of

Professor and the present lecturer in civil engineering to the chair in

engineering. The council accepted the report and the letters of

appointment were made shortly afterwards'

With the elevation of Gartrell to the chair of mining and metallurgy' the

prestige of the Bonython Laboratories as a teaching and research facility

increased and probably reached its zenith. The relationship with the
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University was also revitalised due to the passage of a Statute of Affiliation

and updating of the joint agreement between the two institutions. As

noted before, the joint agTeement had been in operation since 1903 and,

with the exception of the debacle over the University's right to grant

d.egrees in engineering, was relatively successful in preventing friction

between the two bodies and, more importantly, in avoiding unnecessary

duplication of equipment and teaching staff. By the late 1930s however,

the actual state of affairs hardly corresponded to the provisions laid down

in the original agreement, and Professor Chapman took the lead in

suggesting that a new arrangement be introduced. In April 1937, he

suggested to a meeting of the council of the School that because of SASMI's

close association with the University over many years, it 'received a status

which it might otherwise not have enjoyed'. He therefore thought it would

be d.esirable for the School to be formally affiliated with the llniversity.2s

professor Chapman moved. that a request for affrliation by Statute be

forwarded to the University and the motion was unanimously passed by

council. In June, he submitted a copy of the statute which had been

approved by the University's council for submission to its senate; he also

raised the idea of replacing the faculty of apptied science \Mith a faculty of

engineering, as the diploma of applied science was now considered to be

superfluous. He said that it was undesirable that three separate awards,

the bachelor of engineering degree, the diploma in applied science and the

fellowship of SASMI were given for the same course. Another problem

was that the joint faculty of applied science was not recognised as one of

the faculties of the university. As a result, engineering matters that did

not concern the school, but only the university, were not dealt with by the

faculty of applied science and instead had to be referred to the faculty of

science. He sought to have a separate faculty of engineering established

within the University, but SASMI would stiil be associated with the
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University in providing engineering courses' This was a clear indication

that the University \ilas moving towards developing its own engineering

school, although for reasons of economy and the existence of the Bonython

Laboratories, it was still considered. necessary to share the teaching of

engineering courses with the School'

The reaction of sASMI's council to Professor chapman's proposal was

muted, as the argument about the outdated nature of the 1903 agreement

could not be disputed and the School clearly beneflrtted from a close

relationship with the university. Apart from a single protest about

preserving the interests of the School by having all the reports of the new

faculty of engineering presented to council before their adoption by the

I]niversity council, the new agreement was accepted. The statute of

Affiliation with the University v/as approved by the council of SASMI in

November 1937 and in April 1938, sir Langdon Bonython signed the new

joint agreement, the chancellor having already given his signature to the

document. Ilowever, the statute of Affrtiation and the new agreement,

while consid.ered highly important at the time of their adoption' were not

nearly as significant as the original 1897 and 1903 agreements' which had

laid the found.ation for cooperation between the two bodies.

Although the statute of Affiliation and revised agreement appeared to

augur well for the relationship between $ASMI and the university, the

real test of its strength was to be provided in the near fuiure with the

outbreak of World War Two. The war and' immediate post-war period was

a time when the very basis of the joint agÏeement was threatened by a

range of new demands and. pressures placed on the two institutions'
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CIIAPTER, SD(

REI,ATIONSHIP WTIÍII THE TINTTZER,SITY OF ADEI"AIDE 1940-1960

úrtroduction

The declaration of war in 1939 foreshadowed major changes to the

functioning of the joint agreement between SASMI and the University of

Adelaide. Moreover, it affected the development of each institution

sufficiently to alter the basis for cooperation that had existed in the past.

what had been negotiated on the basis of meagre resources and the

prevention of duplication, was threatened by the events of the war and the

early post-war period when the intervention of the commonwealth

government into education brought a new perspective to the local scene.

In addition, World. War Two had a major impact on technical education

throughout Australia - the 'Cinderella of Education' according to Dr

Charles Fenner.l

One of the main reasons for increased interest in technical education was

that the war, at least for a time, altered Australia's position to that of a

provid.er rather than a consumer of industrial technology. Isolated from

Britain, upon which it had depended for both capital and labour'

'Australia had to develop a military and industrial self-suffrciency'.2

From importing most of its tools and equipment, Australian industry \ ¡as

suddenly required to produce a vast array of both civilian and military

products, a challenge that, despite its magnitude, wâs met with

considerable success.s This success was achieved by expanding the

existing ind,ustrial base, by mobitising labour and by a careful use of

scarce resources; especially after the entry of Japan into the war in

December 1g41. Crucial to meeting Australia's military and industrial

needs at this time was the training and. research conducted by technical

institutions such as SASMI, which virtually overnight gained a new



status and importance in the community, greater even in some respects

than the universities. Technical training for civilians and military

peïsonnel was regard.ed. as essential from the early days of the war and

the commonwealth Training scheme of 1940 illustrated another ne\¡¡

factor in Australian education, the involvement of the commonwealth

government.

hrvolvement of the Comrnonwealth Govemment

untit world war Two, education had been totally the concern and

responsibility of the states, but the commonwealth's involvement during

the war marked. the beginning of a change in this area' For a time' it

appeared that the commonl¡/ealth government might gain extensive

po\üers in ed.ucation, but the right to legislate in this area was not

included in the tg46 constitutional referendum and its involvement was

restricted to providing financial support through the commonwealth

Reconstruction Training Scheme (CRTS)'

The commonwealth's entry into education during the war also had a

profound effect on the relationship between the university and sASMI' In

December 1941 the vice-chancellor of the University and the president of

the council of the School sent a letter to the Honourabte J J Dedman'

Minister of State for Defence Coordination, regarding 'Compression of

Courses in Engineering at the University of Adetaide and at the South

Australian school of Mines'. The letter stated that both the Üniversity and

sAsMI were anxious to introduce accelerated training of engineering

students in ord.er to assist the war effort. This was to be done by

discontinuing teaching in the more advanced portions of the engineering

courses, and. concentrating on the work required for the associate

diploma of the School which could be completed in three years as opposed

to four years for the degree in engineering. As a result of this decision' the
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letter continued, students who sought a university degfee in engineering

would. have to postpone their more advanced study until after the war' The

associate diploma, however, was accepted as an adequate educational

qualification by the Institution of Engineers, Australia, by the

Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and by the Australian

Chemical Institute.

In Febru ary 7942 the council of SASMI discussed the acceleration of

courses and. d.ecided that for the duration of the war, the fellowship

diploma in aII courses other than architecture be suspended and that the

associate diploma courses in mechanical and electrical engineering,

mining and. metallurgy be rearranged on a three-year basis. The

suspension of the fellowship diploma however did not mean that the

working agreement between the University and the School had come to a

halt. On the contrary, the principal said in his annual report for 1943 that

because of the continuing relationship between the two bodies, there had

been a large increase in the number of engineering students and

'difficulty has been experienced in frnd'ing accommodation and

instructors'.5

Danger to tlre JointAgreement

Nevertheless, the war illustrated the problem of sharing the training of

engineering. Although many students were happy with the arrangement

and were not aware of any friction between the two institutions, there were

difficulties in maintaining the joint agreement. Already in 1938, the

establishment of a purely University faculty of engineering plus the

appointment of a second. professor in (civil) engineering signalled the

University's desire to develop its own school' In fact, had adequate

finance been available during the late 1930s, it seems probable that the

university would have created its own engineering school entirely
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independent of SASMI. Maintaining the agTeement during the war

merely raised important questions as to the future relationship of the two

bodies, particularly regarding the teaching of engineering' In July 7943,

therefore, the council of the university asked the council of the school to

appoint a subcommittee to meet and confer with their representatives on

this very question. The result was that in November the principal reported

on 'the steps which were being considered by the university to terminate

the present Agreement' between the two bodies.6 However, further

discussion of this matter was postponed and it was resolved to enter into

more talks \Mith the UniversitY'

In January 1944 sASMI's principal Rex Parsons wrote to sir william

Goodman, chief engineer and general manager of the Municipal

Tramways Trust reminding him of the nature of the meeting that had

taken place between the university and the school in 1943' He commented

that professor Robin, who occupied the chair in civil engineering, had

suggested. that the joint agïeement which existed between the University

of Adelaide and SASMI should be terminated and that because of the

possibility of obtaining money from the commonwealth government, 'the

university should take steps to establish its own self-contained

engineering department'.?

The principal continued that his council wanted to resume negotiations

\Mith the university and was particularly concerned that a distinction \Mas

to be d.rawn between the university degree (entry to be based on upgraded

matriculation requirements) and a new uniform engineering diploma

course whose standard would not be as high as that of the School's present

associate diploma. He expressed' concern that there would be 'quite a

number of matriculated. stud.ents who wish to take a degree but whose

parents cannot afford the expense" hence they would either have to study
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at night for eight to ten years or be forced to undertake the proposed

diploma course. SASMI was concerned that the university's proposal not

only threatened the continuance of the joint agreement, but also might

d,owngrade the status of its own diplomas and disadvantage a number of

its stud.ents who gained, an engineering degree by completing the

fellowship diploma at the School.

For the university, the increased enrolments in engineering expected

after the war and. the prospect of commonwealth funding justiflred a

,radical reorganisation' of the teaching of engineering. In a

memorandum summarising the university's proposal, the complex and

interlocking nature of the joint agreement with the school in relation to

engineering rvvas revealed. The memorandum noted that the university

had. two professors, one in civil engineering, the other in mining and

metallurgy, and also a lecturer in electrical engineering' The

departments of civil and electrical engineering were located at the

university in a building which also housed the school of physics' on the

other hand., the work of the professor of mining and metallurgy \¡¡as

carried out in the grounds of SASMI and the School was responsible for

the most advanced. work in the course in metallurgy. It also provided the

building, equipment, and lecturers required for mechanical and

architectural engineering. The memorandum concluded by stating that:

The proposed re-organisati-on is towards
making ih" U.tinersity School-of 9ngineering
r"fi-.o-"tained., on ths principle that it is a

pãã"iiutfy uniíersity funìtigq to undertake the
il;til ail professioLal training, which should
look to reseãrch as weII as practice'8
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It was not surprising that the University regarded the creation of a

separate engineering school in a positive light. However, development of

an independent university school depended in the first instance upon

obtaining funds from the commonwealth to construct a new building'

Before this could occur, the commonwealth government had to construct

its own higher education strategy.

Comrnonwealth Control over Universities

while the school and the university attempted to sort out their agreement

over engineering, major developments were occurring at the federal level

which were to have a consid,erable effect on this relationship. The need for

effective manpo\iler control ted the commonwealth government' which

originalty had no control over tertiary education, to intervene in the

internal affairs of universities. Their stud.ents could be called up for

service, certain faculties became 'reserved' and 'the need to attract as

many able stud.ents as possible .'. led to proposals for fïnancial assistance

to stud.ents'.s In December 1942 t]ne newly appointed Universities

commission und,er the chairmanship of Professor R C Mills (professor of

economics, Sydney) held its first meeting. It was to assume direct control

over manpower relating to the universities and, in the latter years of the

'war, also administered the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training

scheme (CRTS). Early in 1944 SASMI also came under the universities

Commission which Set a quota on the maximum number of day students

which could be admitted to its diploma coulses. These students were then

eligible for frnancial assistance from the commonwealth government'

which included payment of all fees and a basic living allowance'lo In 1945

the commonwealth government took action to place the Universities

commission on a more permanent basis and also to continue the

progïamme of financial assistance to students'
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In October that year an Education Act was passed which established the

commonwealth offrce of Education, the Director of which was also

chairman of the universities commission. The commission was

therefore retained and became an established part of the tertiary education

framework. For SASMI the funding progÏammes of the government and

their effect on future development were critical'

Impact of Cornrnonwealth Assistance

In terms of the School's relationship with the University, it was also

important to what extent the latter body received assistance from the

common\üealth. The University was hopeful that money provided under

the CRTS scheme would help alleviate a critical shortage of

accommodation, which it was anticipated would only worsen with the

return of many ex-servicemen. However, in order to obtain this funding'

the university had to prove that any buildings to be constructed were

directly involved with the teaching of reconstruction trainees and not

solely for improving 'university teaching in any faculty'. In late 7945,

therefore, when the University submitted' plans for a building to house

mechanical engineering, the universities commission's reply was not

entirely optimistic. The secretary of the commission (w J Weeden) noted

that 'In so far therefore as the present proposal will contribute to a

substantial improvement in the standard of University teaching in

Engineering, it will be difficult for the commission to ask the

commonwealth to meet the whole of the capital expenditûre"ll There

was also the possible 'complication' that SASMI might also request

increased facilities.

This incident illustrated. that the school and the university had still not

resolved the issue of the joint agreement and. the teaching of engineering

by the end of World 'War Two. After learning of the llniversity's
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submission, the principal of the School, Rex Parsons, immediately wrote

to the chairman of the commission, Professor R C Mills. Parsons stated

that he had just been informed. by Professor Robin, dean of the faculty of

engineering, of his proposal that the university should establish its own

mechanical engineering department and end the joint agreement which

existed between the University and SASMI. He went on to comment that

for many years the School had undertaken the greater portion of the

training of engineering degree students. The equipment of the

engineering laboratories was:

... beyond the criticism of any informed person,
;rã ii ìs most disturbing to me as a graduate of
the University, and also as a taxpayer' to.Iearn
of the plans ïtti.tt the Professor has in mind'

one another.l2

Eventually a conference was hetd in December 1945 between

representatives of both the university and the school concerning the new

mechanical engineering block. The conference agreed to a number of

points which led to the university revising the amount of accommodation

it was requesting from the government and effectively pieserving the

essence of the joint agïeement by agreeing to share facilities'1e

Despite the failure of the university to develop a completely independent

engineering school, it did nevertheless gain its own engineering buildings

under the CRTS scheme during the years \947-57. However, the main

point is that the relationship between the university and the school
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survived the critical immediate post-war period in spite of a certain

conflict of interest.

PostWar Developments in Engineering

The teaching of engineering at SASMI was in an uncertain position after

the war because of the changes that were taking place at the University of

Adelaide. The university, like the school, had to accommodate large

numbers of ex-service personnel and this led to serious problems of

overcrowding. Through the new Universities Commission, the university

received, f34g 000 from the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training

Scheme (in the form of loan monies advanced to the state government) so

that it could, begin a 9500 000 building programme'l4 This was

supplemented by a f2:I0 000 grant from the state government to the

university over three years, beginning in 1947, in order to complete the

remaining 'vitally necessary buildings'.15 Included in this building

progTamme \¡/ere two engineering buildings - one for civil, electrical and

mining engineering and one for mechanical engineering - a geology

building, a mathematics building and a new medical school on Frome

Road. The resutt of this expansion was that the University became a

substantially larger institution with the ability to develop its own separate

engineering school. Many students seeking to become engineers decided

to attend the University rather than the School because of the attraction

and status of gaining a degree rather than a diploma. Nevertheless, the

School still attracted a large number of associate diploma students for its

various engineering courses, although most rtreÏe part-time students'

In 1g46, the Education Committee of SASMI's council recommended that

certificate courses in engineering be introduced to cater for part-time

students who otherwise would. take eight to ten years to complete an

associate diploma.l6 certiflrcates wele offered in civil, electrical and
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mechanical engineering and also in chemistry from January ]-947 (later a

technician's course in radio was ad'd'ed), but it was several years before the

success or failure of this innovation could be judged. Meanwhile, the

school continued to attract part-time rather than full-time students for its

diploma courses, a situation with which council was not altogether happy'

The loss of fu[-time engineering students, who preferred to study for the

university's degree courses, affected. both sASMI's relationship with the

university of Adelaide and the plans council had made for the

development of its own courses. Stirrings of discontent relating to the joint

agreement with the university rvr¡ere already evident in 1946-47 and in

June of the latter year council considered. the Education Committee's May

report which stated that, because of the diffrculty in gaining recognition

for sASMI's diploma courses, 'consideration should be given to steps

which would empower the School to award its own degtees''l7

Tn stitutes of TechnologY

The principal was requested to write to the technical colleges in sydney

and Melbourne and. inquire how negotiations were proceeding regarding

the establishment of institutes of technology. The drive to upgrade the

status of the senior technical colleges in Australia was partly a result of

events occurring overseas, especially in Britain. There, the flrndings of a

committee established 'to consider the needs of higher technological

education' under the chairmanship of Lord Eustace Percy rffere released

in 1945. The Percy report made a number of' far-sighted

recommendations, and suggested. that some technical colleges should

develop courses of university stand.ard, to be known as a bachelor or

diploma of technotogy (opinion v/as divided on this point)'l8 In addition' a

council was to be established to create and administer technological

awards on a national basis. Unfortunately, the report's proposals took

over a decade to be implemented and it was not until 1957 that the fi'rst
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colleges of advanced. technology were designated and the frrst courses

were accredited. for the new diploma in technology.le Confusing the

situation stitl further was the fact that certain colleges' such as

Manchester college and Imperial college, London, had such close links

with certain universities that they were already involved in the granting of

d.egrees. Because of the uncertain situation that existed at home and

abroad. in the late 1940s, it may have seemed to sASMI's council that it

was more desirable to come to terms with the university and put the

school,s relationship with it on a new basis. The revision of the joint

agïeement was rapidly becoming necessary for a variety of reasons, one of

which related to the composition of the School's student body, which had

always been dominated by evening students'

In May 1948 a subcommittee appointed by council to inquire into the future

of the mining and. metallurgy school noted that, since the introduction of

d.egree courses in engineering, there had been a steady decline in the

number of full-time students enrolled in the associate diploma,

particularly in mining and metallurgy.2o The subcommittee suggested

that the school should concentrate on relieving the university of training

part-time students, in exchange for which these students would receive

the degree of bachelor of technology from a newly-created faculty of

technology at the University. A letter was sent to the University's vice-

chancellor requesting discussions between representatives of the two

councils and pointing out the disadvantages facing part-iime students

attempting to graduate in engineeri rtg.2' A conference was held in July

1948 at which 'it was generally agreed that the proposal submitted was

feasible'.z2 Several more meetings were hetd during the rest of 1948 but

the whole issue then lapsed for several years until 1953, when it was

revived. by the university's establishment of a chair in architecture'
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Joint Deparhnent of Mining, Metalh¡rgy and Chemical Engineering

Meanwhile any reorganisation of the joint agreement between the

University and the School was limited to the mining and metallurgical

section. Changes in the working of the section were largely the result of

the work of the new professor in mining, Professor E C R Spooner, who

took up his post in october 1947. spooner replaced the highly popular

Professor H W Gartrell who had died in !945,leaving both the chair in

mining and, the d.irectorship of the Bonybhon Laboratories vacant until a

suitable applicant could. be found.. The reason for the delay in filling the

post was related to the lack of an attractive salary and so in 1946 t}re Zinc

corporation gave SASMI an end,owment of 972 500 towards

'supplementing the salary of the professor of mining at the university of

Adelaide in his capacity as director of the Bonython Laboratories'.

Augmentation of the professorial salary was necessary because, since the

death of Professor Gartrell, 'the University had not been able to obtain a

sufficiently qualiñed man at the ordinary salary for professors''2a

A Tasmanian by birth, Professor spooner had gained considerable

experience in England before returning to Australia, although, unlike

Gartrell, his chief interest lay in the chemical rather than in the mining

sid.e of engineering. Under his direction, a new, larger department of

mining, metallurgy and chemical engineering was formed, consisting of

a university section, in the University engineering building, which was

responsible for cond.ucting degree courses' and a SASMI sêction, in the

Bonython Laboratories, which conducted diptoma courses in industrial

chemistry, secondary metallurgy and minerals science' There was also a

research section, which undertook research in cooperation with industry

and the council for scientific and Industrial Research'2a
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It was this latter role that council wished to see emphasised. The new

joint department, which came into effect in 1948 (and continued until

7962), effectively salvaged the working relationship between the university

of Adelaide and. the school and was a precursor of the establishment of the

joint faculty of technology in 1.957 .

Archit€cture

Although the teaching of engineering was at the core of the relationship

between the University and the School, events in the freld of architecture

were also to play a major role in that relationship's development' After

the war, the School's architecture department underwent rapid

expansion, particularly because of the ex-servicemen training under post-

war reconstruction.2s With well over one hundred students studying in

the d.epartment, the workload. of its head, Louis Laybourne smith (now in

his 60s), became increasingly heavy. In response to his agitation for extra

staff, council frnally created the position of senior lecturer in the

architecture department from January Ig4g, the department's frrst full-

time appointment. The following month, a course of lectures in town

planning started at the School under the auspices of the Town Planning

Institute of South Australia.26

The course \¡/as an Australian first for SASMI, commencing a few weeks

before a similar course started. at the University of Sydney. In 1952, the

annual report proudly proclaimed that although there were'only fourteen

students in the town planning course, the value of the training which the

School provided was shown by the fact that it was one of only three courses

in Australia recognised by the Australian Planning Institute. The other

two courses weïe those conducted by the universities of Sydney and

Melbourne.2? The report illustrated the fact that the school was eager to

have the work of its architecture department regarded as being on the
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same level as that of other universities interstate, particularly as

architecture could be taken at the School for the University of Adelaide's

bachelor of engineering degree.

In order to retain its status, however, the department needed to be

properly staffed, and organised., and by the late 1940s this issue had become

critical. Louis Laybourne Smith wrote to the principal in January 1950

stating that, with the growth in student numbers, it had become 'quite

impossibte' for him to continue to keep the architectural course up-to-date

and. 'to give the lectures and supervisional work now demanded''28 One of

his recommend,ations was the appointment of a full-time head of school

whose qualifications and, prestige should be equal to that of the heads of

architectural schools in other Australian universities. Another was the

provision of full-time secretarial assistance and the employment of

ad,d.itional part-time staff. Pressure on the council for the expansion of the

department was also exerted by the south Australian Institute of

Architects, who ultimately wanted to have a chair in architecture

established:

ProfessorshiPs in the subject'2e

Before approaching the government for the money necessary to hire

additional staff, council approached the university to ascertain whether

there was any likelihood of it establishing a chair in architecture in the

near future. The university replied in February 1951 that it had no

intention of founding a chair in the next few years because there were

'other more pressing claims for development in the immediate

future'.3o In the same month, Louis Laybourne smith wrote to the
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principal enclosing a letter of complaint from one of the part-time

lecturers and stating that the question of extra assistance had become

urgent and that he could. not possibly continue to give the lectures any

longer. On 21 February, a meeting between representatives of the School'

the University and, the South Australian Institute of Architects was held'

to discuss whether the obtigation to carry on and. develop the architecture

school should rest with SASMI or the university.sl

Following the decision that the School should continue to take

responsibility for architectural training, advertisements were drafted for a

new full-time head and a second. senior lecturer. This was a costly

undertaking and, in June, the principal of the School together with four

repïesentatives of the architectural profession saw the minister of

ed.ucation with a request that the government approve the new

appointments. council was told the minister gave the deputation a very

sympathetic hearing and had, referred the matter to the premier'32 Latet

that month, the School was informed, that the increase in the annual

grant necessary to make the appointments had been approved.

Ilowever, despite the expansion of the school's architecture department,

the South Australian Institute of Architects was determined to see a

school of architecture established at the University. The president of the

institute (w T Haslam) wrote to the principal, Rex Parsons, in May 1953

stating that members of his profession felt 'more strongly than ever' the

need to develop a school of architecture within the university which would

'take its place' alongside those conducted interstate' Although it was not

intended that the architecture d.epartment at SASMI disappear altogether,

these 'radical proposals' indicated that most of its important functions

would. be transferred. to the University.s3 Respond,ing, Parsons sent a

letter to the vice-chancellor of the University suggesting joint discussions
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between the School and. the University. He also sent a copy of the Institute

of Architects' letter to Louis Laybourne smith, the former head of the

school's architecture d,epartment. Evidently unenthusiastic about the

institute's suggestions, Laybourne smith replied that:

The School with its [Architecture] course has

constituted.3a

This course was norvv coming under siege because, as Laybourne Smith

commented, members of the institute were 'greatly impressed by the idea

that the University should administer the course"

In ord,er to examine further the Institute of Architects' ideas, a meeting of

the School's Architecture Advisory Board was held' in july, when a motion

was passed supporting the transfer of architectural training to the

university. Following the board's resolution, it was felt that there was

tittte else council could do except to leave it to the university and the

Institute to commence negotiations. Effectively it had no power to prevent

the university from establishing its own department if it wished to do so

and the necessary money could be obtained. Within council itself'

however, reaction to this challenge to the School's authority was not so

muted and helped precipitate a growing concern about its future status

and development. In December 1953, therefore, there \Mas a discussion

over the school's probable future, 'if the present tendency for our higher

technological work to be taken over by the University \Mere to continue"ss It

was this prospect that perturbed' council, as was illustrated in a memo on
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the future of the school which stated that, as some experts had pointed

out, there .was a tendency for universities 'to exceed their functions' and

develop into institutions of technology. If this trend was not halted' the

council concluded, it was only a matter of time before SASMI would lose

'most of its senior technical work, and be left with a relatively junior

status'.36

Further consideration of this issue was deferred to a special meeting

finally convened in May 1954. This meeting was of vital importance, for

council at last confronted the question of the school's real teaching role in

the community and, of what it might develop into. The minutes recorded

that:

especially as the School of Mines 'was

.ã.t.""tt"á with the training of men who
attended on a Part-time basis.37

Furthermore, some members of the council considered that the School

would be more appropriately described by the title of the Adelaide Institute

of Technology, and that one objective to strive for would be. the power to

confer appropriate degxees for courses'

Later that month, sASMI's council resolved that the president, vice-

president and principal have informal talks with the vice-chancellor on

this matter and on future collaboration between the two institutions' A

brief record made of this meeting noted that:
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should be diverted a considerable percentage of
those students who at present flock to the
university.ss

During July, the matter rwas discussed by the faculty of engineering and

the principal of the School also had a number of informal talks with

members of the University staff. In August he reported to council that a

serious obstacle to collaboration between SASMI and the University r'¡¡as

presented by the intermeshing of the School's diploma level work 'with

various trad.e, junior technical and domestic arts courses of a much lower

levels.se

As he had remarked a few years earlier, the time had come to separate

higher technological work from other aspects of the School's operations.

Failure to do so, he commented, could be the rock 'on which all our

endeavours for advancement' were wrecked. In view of the imminent

departure of Lyall Braddock, the head of the accountancy department, for

study leave, council d.irected him to make enquiries into the state of

technical education in Britain. Specifrcally, he was asked to find out what

recognition the University of Manchester gave to courses provided by the

Manchester Municipal College of Technology.ao In 1903, the then college

had become the University of Manchester's faculty of technology and this

arrangement may have influenced the South Australian School of Mines

and Ind.ustries in the development of its own relationship with the

university of Adelaide. At any rate, the school was conscious of the

special position of the Manchester College and Lyatl Braddock took care to

detail its current position and status in his study leave report (see

Diagram One below).¿t
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DIAGRAM ONE
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However, on frnd,ing upon his arrival that education for technology was

,the liveliest education topic in Britain', Mr Braddock (with the principal's

permission) extended the scope of his investigations to include a general

Survey of trend.s and events (see Diagram Two above for summary)'a2 The

result.was a stud.y leave report which, when presented to council in 1955'

mad.e a considerable impact. In the meantime, however, it was decided to

ask Parsons himself to go overseas at the end of his long service leave for

three months to inquire into developments regarding institutes of

technology. During his absence' no further negotiations were entered into

\Mith the university and various requests were deferred until his return'

one of these came from the school's own Graduates Association which

asked that the council give consideration to the granting of degrees to

holders of associate diplomas.a3 This suggestion from the association was

not surprising, especially as part of the reason for the school's agitation

for the introd,uction of a bachelor of technology was the preference of

engineering stud.ents for degree rather than diploma coulses.

At the same time the south Australian Institute of Architects again

approached the school about the transfer of the architecture school to the

university. Although talks had been held between the institute and the

university, the transfer had not yet taken place and indeed extra staff had

been appointed to the school's own department' However, negotiations

with the University frnally led to the creation of a new faculty of

architectuïe on the basis that the architectural profession would finance it

for a period of fi.ve years. A fund was opened in 1955 and in December 1956

Rolf Arthur Jensen arrived from Lond,on to take up his duties as the new

professor of architecture. In March 1958 the degree of bachelor of

architecture was inaugurated but in the event proved no threat to the

School's own flourishing department'aa
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overseas Developments and Resumption of Talks with the university

While council negotiated with the government on accommodation

requirements, it anxiously awaited the return from abroad of the

principal, who took up his duties again in June 1955. In August, council

considered both his comments and L A Braddock's report on their

respective overseas trips. Lyall Braddock's report recommended, on the

basis of his observations in Britain, that the School should 'cease to fulfil

multi-purpose functions and become a College of Technology' and that

council investigate the possibility of establishing a technical school or

schools on another site.as In relation to a closer tink with the university

he noted that six British technical institutions 'have sought a connection

with their universities and we cannot ignore this trend'.a6 (See Diagram

Two.) However, he gave a number of arguments both for and against

affiliation \Mith the University, and concluded that:

courses.aT

After discussion members unanimously agreed that the School press for

the early removal of the Adelaide Technical High School (ATHS) to

another site and that talks with the University be resumed with the object

of establishing suitable courses at the school leading to the degree of

bachelor of technology'a8 Once these d'ecisions had been taken' the

momentum of events increased and. various meetings took place between

representatives of the School and, University, including a conference with

the minister of education. These meetings led to a considerable amount of

agreement on what action should be taken and, in addition, support was
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received from the state government which (at the request of the school)

sent representatives to the joint committee'¿s

By October 1955, d.iscussions had advanced to the point that a statement

was prepared. by the school regard.ing the proposed ne\M courses in

technology. It began by commenting that:

It was this difference in training which required that the balance in

engineering be restored between the university and the school, with the

ultimate aim of benefitting ind,ustry. Notably, the statement said that the

new bachelor of technology was not to be regarded as inferior to the

bachelor of engineering but rather as a different degree for a different end

product, 'more a matter of greater emphasis being grven to the application

of scientific principles in ind.ustry'.sr The new degree would relieve the

university of a great number of students more suited to this applied

approach, and enable it to develop its own type of work especially in the

freld of postgraduate research.

The statement also included the recommendation that the 'Adelaide

Institute of Technology' be established and that courses provided by it

would lead. to degrees in technology awarded by the university of Adelaide'

A faculty of technology would administer the awards and' have equal

representation from both the university and the Institute' It was

anticipated that the industrial courses (trades, crafts) would ultimately
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become part of a separate institute while the ATHS would, as soon as

possible, be transferred to the Ed,ucation Department' The University of

Ad.elaid,e's reaction to this concept was initially to insist on the separation

of the 'college or institute of technology' from $ASMI (see Diagram Three)'

Although generally subject to the School's council, it would have its own

board. of management and its own budget. The board of this college would

have equal numbers of nominees from the university and the school and

be responsible for overseeing the work relating to the bachelor of

technology.sz Had the council of the School been in agreement with these

suggestions, it would have meant a rad.ical alteration to its mode of

operation and perhaps a different course of future development' This was

not to be the case however, and discussions were to proceed along the lines

of the establishment of a faculty of technology (see Diagram Four)'r3

Crreation of FacultY of Technolory

After the tatks of october 1955, it took another six months of intensive

discussion before the frnal outline of the new faculty and degree was

decided upon. In the interim, the principal of the school took the

opportunity to correspond with a number of technical institutions on the

matter including the Royal Technical coltege, Glasgow, the Melbourne

Technical college and the Ballarat school of Mines and Industries' In

February 1956, R W Parsons wrote to Dr D S Anderson of the Royal

Technical college informing him of the developments which had been

taking place between SASMI and, the university of Adelaide ánd asking:

If some concessions ... are made, will the
ultimate result be likely, in any way, to react to
the detriment of tho efficiency and future
¿ã""fàp*ent of the School, which, as -a senior
i".ft"ãiógi.ut institution, is- concerned not only
*itft th; training of professional engineers,
but with artisans ãnd technicians also?
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DIAGRAM THREE
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DIAGR.AM FOT]R
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This view is taken by some members of our
Óãrrtt.it who believe that an association of the
School of Mines \¡rith the University entails- the
risk of domination by the University of th-e

ããademic and theoreCical aspects of our work
ãã-Jittittct from our couïses for artisans, and
those members are therefore very reluctant to
agree to any concessions which might
jeãpardize our present independence'

Parsons concluded by stating that because of nature of the relationship

between the Royal Technical College and the Glasgow UniversitY' '\Me

would greatly value your opinions'.ra Dr Anderson replied that he would

do his best 'but the relationship between a technical institution and a

university is always a very complicated question'. He went on to say that

the government in Britain had decided to maintain the universities'

monopoly over the granting of degrees and that technical colleges were to

continue to be excluded. He went on to state that if 'we want degrees for

our stud.ents, and we do, we must continue our present affiliation with

GlasgowlJniversity'.ssConsequently,DrAndersonconcludedthataslong

as sASMI's financial and administrative independence \Mas safeguarded',

it had nothing to fear from affiliation \Mith the university of Adelaide'

In October 1956 the principal of the Melbourne Technical college, R R

Mackay, wrote to R W Parsons regard,ing the progress in victoria of

discussions on the establishment of an institute or university of

technology. It was an issue which had arisen many times during the

early post -war period, and the outcome was of interest to other

senior technical institutions such as SASMI' Mackay wrote that at the

moment the matter had 'died d.own' but that the college \tras still

attempting to work out a compromise with the government' On hearing of

the proposed bachelor of technology degree, the principal of Royal

Melbourne Technical College commented that he was interested to find
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out the details, 'because this may finally be the only answer to our problem

in victoria where money is always scarce'. He also added that:

On another matter, that of Education
Department and College Council relations, I
ãtn .ty that there is ãn intensification of the
friction just as you had in South Australia' If it
reacheJ g"eaiet proportions, I intend
recommettãing that a deputation from our
Council go ovãr to the South Australian School
of Uitt"õ itt order to discuss the success of your
method of College Government. It appears to
have worked. so well, and for so long, that we

-uV be forced to seek I arliamentary . 
approval

for- an Act such as that governing your
Institution.so

Replying to the letter, Parsons outlined the reasons for establishing the

bachelor of technology and added that council of the School was very happy

with the outcome of the deliberations leading to the new degree' While the

new agreement prevented. unnecessary and wasteful duplication of

teaching and resoulces, it also preserved the autonomy of the School

which had not 'sold, out' to the university.sT with its independent status

reaffirmed and the potential threat from the University averted, the School

would no\M move towards upgrad'ing its amenities and its eventual aim of

becoming a recognised college or institute of higher technology'

Indicating the University's strong support for the nerñ¡ alTangement (now

that the difficulties with the school had been resolved), the vice-chancellor

(A P Rowe) informed the University council in late Octóber that the

situation in Adelaide (referring to the joint agÏeement) was 'far more

satisfactory' than that in the other states of Australia which had

attempted to find a solution to the problem of technological education'58

Finally, in May 1956 the recommendations of the joint committee were

submitted for approval to the respective councils of the two institutions'
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On 12 July, at the frrst meeting of the provisional faculty of technology,

Professor E C R Spooner was elected. chairman. The meeting decided that

courses leading to the degree of bachelor of technology \Mere to be provided

in civil, mechanical, electrical and communications engineering,

in¿ustrial chemistry, chemical metallurgy, physical metallurgy,

architecture and. surveying. Provision was also made for additional

courses 'if and when required'. Further meetings were held during the

remainder of 1g56 and in October the provisional faculty of technology

issued a general statement of policy associated with the establishment of a

degree in technology (see Append.ix Four). The statement noted that in

south Australia, the responsibility for technological education was shared

by the university of Adelaide and the south Australian school of Mines

and Industries, and that:

The spirit of goodwill v hich prevails between
these institutions is the envy of every other state
in Australia, and is based on mutual respect
and. the realisation that their respective
functions are not competitive but
complementarY. Furthermore, this
coòpãration has been effected with almost total
absence of written agreements and such like
formalities.ss

Accord.ing to the statement the 'alliance that existed between the

university and the school would be reinforced by joint participation in a

new scheme of technological education administered by a new faculty of

technology. The senate of the University formally approvsd the statute

relating to the establishment of the proposed faculty in November 1956'

The statutes provided that the faculty have a total of twelve offrcial

members, six each from the school and the university, and that until the

end of 1961 the dean of the faculty was to be appointed by the University

council. At the frrst meeting of the new faculty on 12 December' Professor

spooner was elected dean. From the beginning of 1957 , nine courses lveIe
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available leading to the bachelor of technology, which required a total of

three years full-time stud.y (or its part time equivalent) and twelve months

practical experience.60 SASMI had won a considerable victory in the fight

for recognition of its higher technological work and the council was

delighted to see a total of two hundred and fifty-one students enrolling in

the first year of the new degree's operation (see Table Two).

Joint FacrrltY of Comme.r'ce

During :.:ç/57 the school attempted to broaden the scope of the new

arrangement with the university by pressing for the upgrading of more

courses to degree level. For example, discussions were held with the

University regarding acceptance of the School's associate diploma in

accountancy for the degfee of bachelor of commerce' The School proposed

that a faculty in commerce be formed' jointly between the University of

Adelaide and sASMI and that the proposed faculty offer a course for a

d.egree called a bachelor of commerce. It was also proposed that the

School's associate diploma in accountancy provide the basis for' and

d.etermine the nature of, the proposed. degree course, and that the major

part of the teaching in the subjects included in the degree would be

und.ertaken by SASML As part of sASMI's submission to the university,

it was noted that, because of the establishment of the faculty of technology,

most of the associate diploma courses of the school had been discontinued;

one of the few remaining courses at this level was that in accountancy'

stressing the fact that its council ,tras 'concerned with the status of all

courses under its jurisdiction" the submission commented that there

were many reasons for supporting the creation of a joint faculty of

commerce. To lend weight to its submission, the School referred to the

deliberations of a subcommittee appointed by the University in 1951 to

consider recommend,ations for the d'egree in economics (commercial

studies).Aftercomparingthecontentand'standardofthetwodifferent
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courses, the submission concluded with a section on student demand

which stated. that enrolments in the University's department of

commercial studies and SASMI's department of accountancy, together

with the increase in the state's population, gave 'ample evidence that

there will be an adequate demand for two complementary degree

courseg'.62

An appendix to the submission contained a survey of one hundred and

sixty students who had completed the old diploma in accountancy during

the ten years Ig47 -tg56 (see Append,ix one below for results of survey). The

survey was used to support the school's contention that its own and the

llniversity's course were'complementary and not competitive''63

Ilowever, the university was not in favour of the school's proposal and at a

joint meeting between representatives of the two bodies on 16 August 7957

it was decided not to proceed any further. The university representatives

'while paylng tribute to the standard and quality of the diploma course'

thought that it did not have 'the core of fundamental work in an academic

discipline and the kind of breadth' that were the hallmarks of a degtee

course. In addition, there was '... no evidence of any demand from

students, industry or commerce for the course to be changed or for it to

lead to a degree" and fear that it would. overlap with the B Ec (commerce)

'causing duplication which could not be justified''6a

Apart from failing to interest the University in establishing â ¡oint faculty

of commerce, the School was also unsuccessful in its attempt to have the

associate diploma in architecture elevated to degree level' Although

initially consid.ered for inclusion in the bachelor of technology

progïamme, architecture did not in the end. come under the jurisdiction of

the joint faculty of technology. Instead, the creation of a chair and faculty

of architecture at the university of Adelaide in 1957 led to the introduction
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of a new, separate bachelor of architecture degree. As a consequence of

these events, SASMI was left with only an associate diploma course in

archecture, much the same as the position of accountancy' For the

School this was particularly galling, âs it had pioneered the teaching of

architecture in South Australia and had taught most of the degree course

progïamme until the University established its faculty of architecture.

The cases of accountancy and. architecture illustrate that the joint

agTeement \ rith the University had its limitations and that, despite what

pressure might have been exerted by the School for expansion, it was

restricted to those areas where the University did not feel able to compete

or to proceed on its own. That the School was not able to increase the

extent of cooperation underlines its status as, in some areas at least,

junior partner. Much depended on the goodwill of the university, which

had, compromised to a considerable extent by entering into such an

intimate arrangement with a technical institution. This type of

arrangement had not been tried in other parts of Australia by the late

1950s, and it is a comment on the considerable, if sometimes grudgtng,

respect that the two institutions had for each other that they were

prepared to renew and upgrade the existing joint agreement' Although

mutual antagonisms did exist, the desire to cooperate and maintain a type

of partnership proved strong enough to overcome a range of problems and

difficulties. Yet, as the discussions over accountancy and architecture

indicated, it was not an all-embracing agreement (which might have

ultimately led to amalgamation), but one allowing for the retention of quite

separate institutions with their own distinct identities. cooperation' no

matter how profrtable, did not lead to convergence of the missions of the

University and SASMI.
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Not only did the Second World War have a profound effect on the nature of

relations between the School and the University, it also had considerable

impact on SASMI's relationship with the South Australian Education

Department. As in earlier periods, changes in SASMI's relationship \Mith

the University were both affected by and affected its relationship with the

Department. The period 1910-1915 had witnessed a major challenge to the

school's authority by the state government and the threat of its

dismemberment and distribution between the University of Adelaide and

the Education Department. During the war, old issues of control and

allocation of responsibitity for SASMI's work \ryere again brought to the

fore by the Education Department's new Director, Dr Charles Fenner.
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CIIAPTER SEVET{

REI,ATIONSHIP \ryTfTI TTIE STATE GO\¡ERNMEI\T AI\D

TIIE EDUCATION DEPAHTMET{T 1940-1960

Infu.oduction

The Second World War brought the importance of technical education into

sharper focus and as a result caused SASMI's position in the state's

educational system to come under renewed scrutiny. A new attempt by

the government to curb the autonomy of the School was made but did not

succeed.. It did, however, have the effect of causing SASMI's council to

realise that major changes to the School's identity and mission were

necessary in order to preserve its integrity as an institution. The threat of

the division of its functions between the Education Department and the

University emerged as a real possibility.

Decisions about the School's future direction began to be taken from the

late 1940s and affected not only the relationship with the University but

also that \Mith the Education Department. The establishment of the joint

faculty of technology with the University of Adelaide improved SASMI's

status as a tertiary institution and was an important factor in the

government's support for its redesignation as an institute of technology.

The agreement by the School's council that most of its non-tertiary work,

including Adelaide Technical High School (ATHS), would be transferred

to the Education Department was another major reasori behind the

government's decision to upgrade SASMI. With the transfer of ATHS, the

trade classes and other subjects, the new Institute could concentrate on

the higher technical and technological areas of its curriculum. This

compromise ensured the government's future support for the development

of the South Australian Institute of Technology and finally laid to rest the

prospect of interference from the Education Department. It also preserved



the integrity of the Institute against the University of Adelaide, which had

contemplated the take-over of all engineering and technology courses.

Unlike the Royal Melbourne Technical College, which became the Royal

Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT) in 1960, SASMI did not become

an institute of technolory until it had divested itself of trade and other non-

tertiary courses. That is, SASMI was required to relinquish a number of

its functions in order to gain the South Australian government's

commitment for its transformation to SAIT. On the other hand, RMIT did

not have the relationship \Mith a university that enabled SAIT's students to

be awarded university degrees in technology and applied science. SAIT

was also different in that, unlike RMIT, it did not have to contend with a

number of smaller, rival colleges in both the metropolitan and country

areas. Lacking competitors, SAIT could withdraw from teaching sub-

tertiary subjects, maintain its relationship with the University and at the

same time look forward to expanding its overall role in the tertiary

education sector in South Australia. By I970, when the transfer process

with the Education Department had been completed and the end of the

formal relationship with the University foreshadowed, SAIT had defi.ned a

new role for itself as the leading college of advanced education in the state.

The Second World War

During the course of the Second World War, SASMI experienced

important changes in its relationship with the Education Department.

The promotion of Dr Charles Fenner from superintendeni of technical

education to director of the Education Department in 1939 signiflred the

beginning of a new period of educational reform and modernisation.

Fenner was a man of definite ideas and his new position, plus the general

spirit of reform evident in educational circles, allowed him to introduce

ne\M measures to upgrade the state's education system. SASMI, whose
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\¡/orkings he had observed first-hand as a member of council, was not to be

exempt from these changes.

Firstly, in 1940 Dr Fenner moved to improve the status of non-academic

schools by replacing the old central schools with separate boys' and girls'

technical high schools.l These rü¡ere to provide progressive instruction in

trades and skills appropriate to each gender av/ay from a competitive,

academic environment. Once the secondary level of technical education

had been dealt \Àrith he turned his attention, in 194L, to SASMI. Dr Fenner

wrote to the School in May of that year, outlining certain proposals, and

the president invited him to attend a special meeting of council. This was

held in June, and council members had an opportunity to examine Dr

Fenner's proposal in detail.

Dr Fenner's address to council began with a review of the conclusions of

the 1913 Royal Commission on Education, which he held to have been the

most comprehensive and competent inquiry yet into education in South

Australia. He emphasised that the School, under the proposed Education

Act, was to have come under the jurisdiction of the Education Department

but the appropriate clauses of the Bill had been removed in parliament,

with the result that SASMI was still based on the 1892 Act of

fncorporation. Despite the fact, he commented, that 'the School received

the whole of its income from the government - plus fees from students - the

government had no control whatever over the work or extension of the

School'. In addition, the Education Department was not empowered to

inspect the School, 'to ensure a knowledge and record of its normal

effective working'. After discussing the growth and expansion of the five

country schools of mines following their take-over by the government

(which took place in 1916), he came to the real source of contention, lack of

cooperation. According to Dr Fenner, it was the unsuccessful effort in
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obtaining cooperation from SASMI's council that had necessitated the

creation of the government-run Adelaide Technical College and the

Grenfell street Trad.e school, both of which ryl/ere 'now large and vigorous

senior technical institutions'. He went on to state that:

community.2

This was a provocative statement and one guaranteed to irritate members

of council, who had always regalded the School's independence in a

positive light. Dr Fenner went on to relate the position of technical

colleges in the rest of Australia and, concluded that, with the exception of

SASMI, all of them came under the supervision and inspection of the

relevant state education department. The south Australian government

had no way of ascertaining the effectiveness of the work on which its

money was spent, nor could it hold the School's officers responsible for

their actions. Emphasising the dangers of this lack of scrutiny and

responsibility, Dr Fenner commented that, 'without outside comment' the

school is in real danger of growing self-satisfied, self-contained, blind to

its faults and unprogressive'. Given his personal knowledge of council's

workings, there could well have been a great deal of truth in this

comment.

Threat to tJre School's Independence

conclud.ing his ad.dress, the Director of Education outlined the nature of

the proposal which aimed to bring about the incorporation of the School
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within the south Australian Education Department. The two

compromises he put forward. were that the present council would be

preserved and. that the continuity of the liaison between the School and the

University would also be maintained. After council considered Dr

Fenner's statement, there was a general discussion. llnfortunately, the

tenor of the discussion cannot be gauged but the questions reflected

distinct lack of enthusiasm for the proposal, although members appeared

to appreciate that some of the criticisms \¡/ere indeed valid' Their

questions revealed conceïns with the preservation of the school's status,

structure and. freedom of action resulting from incorporation within a

government department (members of staff becoming officers of the

Education Department) and the loss of ATHS. There was no pressure for

council to acquiesce but goveïnment concern was mounting as the pace of

educational reform increased. In September 1947 the Minister of

Education introduced a Bilt to amend the Education Act to allow for a

measule of control over private technical schools. The government was

keen to see that such schools maintained a satisfactory standard of

teaching and felt that the public interest would be protected if they were

licensed. under the Act. Exceptions to this provision rwere the University of

Adelaide and sASMI, the latter having obtained a promise from the

Minister that it would be exempted from the provisions of the Bill'

Nevertheless, some changes were inevitable and in October 1-942 a special

subcommittee of council met to consid,er the relationship between the

School and the Education Department. The subcommittee felt that:

government.
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professional work \Mere passed into the hands of
the University.3

professor Sir Kerr Grant, who had become president after the death of

professor Sir Robert Chapman in March 7942, supported the retention of a

separate council rather than the School's transfer to the direct control of

the university council. The vice-president, J R Brookman, said that

SASMI had three distinct roles; frrstly as a junior school (referring to

ATHS); secondly as a senior schoot (the non-tertiary trade and other

courses); and lastly as an institution similar to a technical universitY (the

associate d.iplomas and joint degree courses with the University). He also

commented 'that it was imperative that no one section should be developed

to the detriment of the other'.a

In his statement, Brookman had articulated the generally accepted id'ea

that the School had a variety of functions, all of which were equally

necessary and. important to its continued survival and growth. Following

a further meeting, a set of proposals were drawn up regarding the future

relationship of the School and the Education Department. The main issue

was that the School of Mines and Industries Act of 1892 be amended so as

to 'reconcile it with the Education Act in matters of mutual interest'.5 As

part of this reconciliation, council would forward regular. returns and

reports to the minister, all appointments of permanent full-time staff

would be approved by the minister, and the ATHS - while retaining its

identity - was to have the same status in the Education Department as

other secondary schools. In addition, the council was to be reconstituted to

consist of twelve members. Of its members, two \ffere to be nominated by

the minister, one each by the University council, the United Trades and
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Labor council, the Graduates Association of SASMI, the chamber of

Manufactures, the Chamber of Commerce, the Institution of Engineers,

the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and the Australian

Chemical Institute, and two by the council of the School itself. Another

change was that appointments to council rvl/ere to be for a three year

period, one-third of members retiring each year, with eligibility for re-

appointment. Previously, the entire council had to be formally re-

appointed each year by the minister of education and the new members

declared in the Gouernment Gazette.

The new composition of council indicated a desire to make the governing

body of the School as broadly representative as possible and to prevent the

isolationism of which Dr Fenner had spoken. Most importantly, however,

council's proposal contained. a statement clearly outlining its view of the

role and position of the school within the education system. council

wanted SASMI formally recognised as a higher technical institute of a

standing comparable with that of a university, and also as a senior

technical college. Corrncil also wanted an assurance that the relationship

with the lJniversity of Adelaide would be both maintained and developed.

It was a document which offered the director of education a partial

compromise while maintaining the School's essential independence and

continuity of identity. In Decemb er t942 the president, Professor Sir Kerr

Grant, told council he had seen the director regarding council's proposals

which, he related, had been very weII received'

Comments fnom Intelstate

Not until the following M.y, however, was council informed that the

minister would appoint a committee consisting of two representatives of

the Education Department and two from the School to discuss measures to

implement the proposals.6 The small committee met several times and by
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the end of Juty forwarded to the minister the draft of a Bill to amend the

original SASMI Act of t}g2.7 The draft was refi.ned but instead of being

put into the form of a new or amended Act specifically relating to the

School, the parliamentary draftsman prepared a Bill to amend the

Education Act, 1g35-42. This did not please the council of SASMI and the

principal, R w Parsons, wrote to the heads of the Melbourne and sydney

Technical Colleges for their opinion on the matter. Frank Ellis, principal

of the Melbourne Technical College and a former member of SASMI's

staff, replied in his letter of 2l October that 'under no circumstances

whatever' should. SASMI be allowed to come under the control of the

Education Department. He urged this because of his own experience with

the Education Department in Victoria:

My experience has been the Department thinks
in ierms of Junior School work and wishes to
insist upon regulations which, whilst suitable
to Junior Schools and small country
Technical Schools, are definite hindrances to
(the) development of a large Central Technical
College.

vigorously as possible.s

From New South wales, the reply from P D Riddell, superintendent of

technical education, rvas (as one might expect, given his position) more

guard,ed. At the end of his letter, however, he said that he'had seen 'the

evils of a rigid centralised system' and supported greater freedom of

action; he recommended adopting an amendment to the Act which had

established sASMI., In addition to these two letters, the staff of ATHS

also put their misgivings about the proposed changes in written form' In

a letter to the principal, they wrote that they wished to express their keen

d,isappointment at the possibility of being transferred to the control of the
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Education Department. They were concerned at iosing certain rights and

privileges and wanted some form of guarantee from council that their

future interests would be safeguarded.lO

With this weight of evidence, council considered and (apart from some

minor amendments) approved the draft of a new Act entitled, the School of

Mines and Industries Act, 1943, at its November meeting. A copy was

sent to the parliamentary draftsman and introduced into the House of

Assembly. On 2 December the Bill was read to the House by the

Honourable R f Rudall who stated that its purpose was to bring about

changes relating to control and. management of SASMI. These changes

'were, he said:

advanced technical education within the means

fiurisdictionl of the Education Act, 191-5-1942,
ãnd that . . . it shall be subject to the Education
Act as if it had been established as a technical
school by the minister.ll

The following day the principal sent a letter to Frank Ellis with a copy of

the new Bill. Parsons wrote that he was surprised at the high level of

interest taken in the matter by members of the public. He commented

that:

There is a surprising amount of suspicion in
the minds of the general public that we are at
the thin edge of the wedge and the desire of
the Department to obtain centralised control is
regarded in certain quarters with grave
suipicion. A week ago I should have said that
the BiIl would be passed without question, but in
view of the enquiries which I have received from
outside parties, whom I thought were
comparalively disinterested, I would not be at
all Àurprised if the Bill met with a stormy
passage in the Upper House and might never
reach Portll2
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IIowever, due to the prorogation of parliament on 10 December 1943, the

BilI never reached the Upper House and lapsed before debate in the House

of Assembly was completed. When the new parliament met after the

general election in July L944, the Bitl was not reintroduced; the School's

autonomy was once again left intact. From the debate surrounding the

new SASMI Act, it is apparent that the question of centralised control in

education had become a major issue. The policy adopted by various

governments in the 1890s and early twentieth century of increasing the

power and control of their ed.ucation departments had fallen out of favour.

In the field of higher technical education, SASMI alone had successfully

resisted all efforts to have its independence and freedom of action

curtailed. Unlike the Melbourne Technical College, it retained much

more than a nominal degree of independence even if this created on-going

diffrculties with the Education Department and therefore with the

government.

The paradox was that while the failure of the implementation of the new

SASMI Act represented. a victory, albeit not complete, over the educational

bureaucracy of the state government, the Second \Morld War created a new

and much more powerful administration. This was the commonwealth

government which, for the frrst time, became extensively involved in the

field of education. once it entered, it never withdrew, and the impact of

common.wealth participation transformed the system (if one could term it

a system) of higher education in Australia.

Prcposed Reorganisation of the School

During the late 1940s, SASMI started to assume a ne\¡r role in the

educational structure of the state, and decided it was necessary to divest

itself of certain activities which hampered the development of this role' In

order to develop into a fully-fledged institution for higher technological
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training, it was recognised that some of the School's work eventually had

to be transferred, to the Education Department. As early as 1949, there

\¡/ere indications that a change in direction by SASMI was being

contemplated. In January and again in March, comments by the

principal on a possible reorganisation of the School were printed in The

Ad,uertiser. The paper reported on the long queues during enrolment time

in January, when many students ltrere turned a\tray from trade and'

handicraft classes due to lack of space. Parsons suggested that a separate

domestic science building be erected on a site near North Terrace to house

the dress-making, millinery, laundry and cooking classes'rs Three

months later, he reiterated. his proposal and was reported as saying that

the teaching structure of the school 'was becoming unwieldy, with too

great a diversity of interests'.ra His idea was 'to keep the scientific and

technical subjects as separate groups' while 'all women's work' should be

transferred to a separate school. He did not say, whether this new school

should. remain und.er the control of SASMI or be transferred to the

Education Department. Post-war austerity, however, meant that the

government did not take the principal's advice and the School continued to

offer both trade and handicraft courses on its own premises. Nevertheless

before long overlap with the work of the Eduation Department would lead

to changes in the school's curriculum and the removal of some courses.

A flrrst indication of this was the decision that from January 1953 the

School would withdraw from the fietd of automotive trade teaching' A

course in motor mechanics had been offered since 1936 and an automotive

trade diploma from tg42, even though the Education Department had

commenced its own trad.e training for apprentice motor mechanics. The

school's classes were therefore mainly attended by those students

ineligible to enrol in the Education Department's course' I{owever'

following the opening of an Automotive Trade School in Frome Road by the
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Education Department and the death of the School's instructor in 1952,

council considered that the School should no longer be involved in this

area of training.ls Despite this action, it was to take another frve years

before council realised that more of the trade classes could be transferred

to the Education Department.

The principal reason serious consideration of this option was delayed was

that trade, and what \¡¡ere referred to as the women's handicraft classes,

were by far the most popular sections of the School and drew the largest

number of pupils. By comparison, diploma and certifrcate students

comprised only a small minority of total student enrolments' At the time

many people still only enrolled in single subjects and attended during the

evening rather than the day. Apart from Adetaide Technical High School

(approximately four hundred and frfty students), there was little day-time

activity at the School once the war ended. To develop the technological side

of the School's work required considerable changes, which \Mas one reason

for council's support for the introaofron of the bachelor of technology in

conjunction with the University of Adelaide.

The 1950s

The late 1950s, particularly the period 1957-1960, was a critical phase of

development for SASMI. Not only was the relationship with the

University of Adelaide strengthened and put on a new footing with the

establishment of the faculty of technology, but decisionó were made

regarding the redesignation of the School as an institute of technology.

This redesignation meant not only a change of name but also a

remod.elling of the School's curriculum and an expansion of its resources

so that it could serve South Australia's growing need for skilled

technologists and technicians.
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tffhile the School pondered its future course, there were indications of

signifrcant change in Australian tertiary education, brought about by the

Report of the Commission on Australian Universities (the Murray

Committee). The commission's recommendations resulted in the frrst

large-scale and continuing frnancial commitment by the federal

government to tertiary education, although at this stage the commitment

was limited to universities. Its failure to address the critical role played by

technical institutions in technological training and education, however,

left unresolved not only the question of how the non-university sector was

to be funded but also its relationship to the universities themselves.

The unwillingness of the federal government to examine or grve

prominence to the future of technical and technological education in

Australia at this time forced institutions such as SASMI and the Royal

Melbourne Technical College (RMTC) to forge a new identity and role

within the higher education system. To overcome their isolation and

assist their future development, they once again, looked to trends

occurring overseas, especially in Britain and adapted these to their own

local environment. That they were able to undertake this task with only

limited assistance from their respective state governments not only

attested to their flexibitity as institutions but also their capability to survive

and adapt to new circumstances.

Report of the Cornrnission onAustralian Univelsities

White SASMI considered its future development and relationship with the

University of Adelaide, the commonwealth government awaited the

outcome of the Commission on Australian Universities. The commission,

headed by Sir Keith Murray, chairman of Britain's lJniversity Grants

Committee, \¡¡as appointed in 1956 to investigate how Australian

universities could be more effectively supported by the common\Ã¡ealth and
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their depend.ence on state funding reduced. It also examined the position

and future of technological education at university level. Ttre commission

had expressed concern with 'the present blurring of responsibilities in

many places between the University and the technical college',t6 and was

opposed to technical colleges producing professional engineers or

technologists as well as craftsmen and technicians, which were its

'proper function'.l? According to the commission, the ideal was that all

professional training should be the function of the universities and all

non-professional training should remain the responsibility of the

technical colleges. However, the commission recognised that technical

colleges located in Australian cities had trained considerable numbers of

stud,ents entering the engineering and other technological professions and

that it was 'not practicable or d,esirable in the short-run' that they cease to

do this sort of work. Nevertheless, it was suspicious of 'dual institutions'

such as the New South Wales University of Technology lUniversity of New

South'Wales from 19581 or SASMI which attempted to teach at various

levels. The report considered that it was:

... of the highest possible importance to the
nation to have gooã universities; and if they- do

their work w1U, the attemPt of other
institutions to perform other educational tasks
will rest upon a secure foundation.ls

The priority of the Commission then was clearly to assist the development

of the universities frrst, while other institutions were accorded

supporting role in tertiary education.

The Report of the Commission on Australian Universities was presented

by Prime Minister Menzies to fed.eral parliament in November 1957 and,

as a result, the commonwealth goverlunent committed itself to spending

f22 mitlion for capital and on-going costs at Australian universities over

a
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the three-year period 1959-61.le Sir Thomas Playford was less than

pleased with the recommendations of the commission's report, not only

because of the restrictions placed on funding for the University of Adelaide

but also because SASMI was to receive virtually no assistance from the

new Australian Universities Grants Commission. At an assembly

celebrating the jubilee of Adelaide High School in April 1958, Sir Thomas

Playford was reported as saying that South Australia had been treated in a

shabby manner and that the School had been:

... very largely ruled out of assistance merely
because it is not called by some superior name.
If it had been called a university of technology
it would have qualifîed for aid for capital
expenditure. This is wrong.

According to The News Sir Thomas said that the federal government was

the first to display any real interest in education, but it had to understand

that South Australia suffered from a lack of financial resources'2o

With the state government's shortage of money, therefore, there was a

limit to the extent it could assist institutions such as SASMI and the

University of Adelaide. Perhaps because the University had generally

fared better than the School in terms of state government funding during

the post-war period, the Premier felt it was time to redress the balance.

More likely though, South Australia's programme of industrialisation

required a larger and. more up-to-d,ate technological institution than the

school had, been in the past. However, the school's expansion could not

occur unless additional financial support \Mas obtained from the

commonwealth government.
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Foundingof RMIT

The new financial commitment by the Commonwealth to the universities

not only enabled, existing institutions to expand but also allowed nev¡ ones'

such as a second. university in Melbourne, to be established' The proposal

to create Monash University however, disappointed RMTC which had

hoped to be raised to the status of a university of technology' Unlike

SASMI, efforts mad.e by RMTC to share tertiary level teaching with the

university of Melbourne had failed; in fact it was considered 'a rather

daring idea'.2t With this avenue blocked it was forced to explore other

alternatives, one of which was to develop into a recognised college of

technology (influenced, by the British colleges of advanced technology).

During the course of discussions with the University of Melbourne early in

1960 over possible means of cooperation between the two bodies'

representatives of the University suggested that RMTC adopt the institute

of technology terminol ogy22 (which was used in the united states of

America). several months later, the council of RMTC agreed to change

the title of the college to the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology.2s

The renaming was at frrst regarded as unacceptable by the Victorian

government and it was not until shortly before Christmas 1960 that the

ne\ ¡ name was accepted. by the registrar-general of companies'2a The

problems faced by the RMTC in its attempts to have its status and role in

that state's education system upgraded and recognízed, reflected the

vague and uncertain position technological institutions held in Australia

as a whole. There was little doubt that commonwealth and state

governments, aS well as universities, did not wish to see senior

institutions such as RMTC and sASMI emerge as equal partners with the

universities. There was a clear rejection of the Continental model of

technical universities and only a partial acceptance and understanding of
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educational trends in Britain. This confused situation, with each state

Iargely responsible for and devising its own system of technical education,

remained until the release of Report of the Committee on the Future of

Tertiary Ed.ucation in Australia (known as the Martin Committee) in the

mid 1960s. As late as 1966, the statement that 'no two Australian States

have adopted identical patterns of organisation for technical education'

was valid.25

South Australia had followed to some extent the Victorian system 'in that

much of its technical education [was] provided by institutions not under

direct Government control'. In contrast, 'Western Australia, New South

'Wales, 
Queensland and Tasmania had no autonomous institutions such

as SASMI and all technical education was controlled directly by state

governments. However, the method of administration of technical

education and how it related to primary and secondary education varied

between them. While some exchange of information had taken place

between the states on technical education during 7939-49 because of the

Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme, this lapsed 'through

lack of understanding'.zo

Plans for an Tnstitute of Technology

At approximately the same time as events in Melbourne led to the

redesignation of RMTC as an institute of technology, the situation relating

to SASMI also developed. rapidly. In May 1959, the council'of the School

consid.ered a d.ocument for submission to the premier outlining the urgent

need for accommodation for most non-tertiary courses.2? The implication

of the letter was clear; either the School received the extra land and money

required to house its non-technological work or this part of its activities

had to be transferred, to the Education Department. The new president of

the School, G S McDonald (successor to Sir Kerr Grant) reported to council
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that the vice-chancellor of the University had, in an interview with him,

supported the School's proposals and expressed the view that a university

of technology should be planned to come into existence in the near future.

The vice-chancellor had stated that:

not provide a good model ...

of Technology ..."

In June the president finalised the report on the future development of the

School in which he outlined. its present activities and the directions it

might follow in the coming years. He felt that the name, SASMI, was no

longer 'a true ind.ication of its primary function' and that the time had

come for a change in title. He commented that:

AustraIia.2e

This report, along \,\rith a memorandum from the principal on anticipated

future enrolments at the School, was then sent to the premier' At the

same time, discussions continued between representatives of the School

and the vice-chancellor and at a meeting in June 1959, it was agreed to put

forward. long range plans which would establish an institute of technology

with the power to confer its own degrees. In the interim, it was decided to
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continue with the policy of close affiliation with the University.re When

agreement between the two parties (the University and the School) was

reached, steps would then be taken to make the appropriate amendments

to SASMI's Act. However, while broad principles \Mere agreed upon at

this meeting, differences remained on various questions and a small

committee of senior staff representatives was appointed to consider

matters in more detail. Representing the University were Professors E C

R Spooner and F B Bull, while the School appointed W H Schneider and

W G Forte, with J R Dridan as chairman. The committee was directed to

consider both broad and specifîc issues with an emphasis on the

importance of qualifying for grants from the Australian Universities

Grants Commission (the AUGC was established in 1957 as a result of the

Murray Committee's Report).

The possibility of assistance from the AUGC was one of the keys to the

School's future growth and development, as the absence of comrnonwealth

funding for tertiary education outside the university sector had left

technical institutions solely supported by state governments, regardless of

their capacity to fund them. The staff committee appointed to investigate

the future of the School saw potential diffrculties for the AUGC in giving

direct grants to SASMI. It was felt that the AUGC could hold the same

negative views as the Murray Committee on institutions teaching

university and certificate level courses at the same time.

It was this view, which clearly delineated the universities from other

tertiary institutions, with which the committee of staff representatives

from the University and. the School had to contend. Members considered

three major proposals for the School's future which included

maintenance of SASMI as it was, the creation of an institute of technology
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and transfer of its higher level courses in engineering and technology to

the University of Adelaide.

Unfortunately, the committee could not come to a firm decision in favour

of any one of these proposals and instead recornmended that a high-level

committee or commission of enquiry be set up as early as possible to advise

the government.3l However, the joint committee's report hid the true

extent of disagreement between the University and the School regarding

the latter's future development. A letter from the School's principal, Rex

Parsons, to the president, Gilbert McDonald, in August 1959 made the

divisions all too clear. He wrote that:

The University professors make no secret of
their insistencó tnat complete absorption of
our B.Tech. Departments by the University is
the only acceptable solution ...

and that

'We should not overlook the probability that
most of the young Professors, having had the
experience of tife in the old established
o,retseas Universities, may be strongly
influenced by traditional
Technology has not been
Universities and the Univ
never been very enthusiastic about technology
courses here. There seems to be an
undercurrent of opinion in university life that
the tradesman, with his dirty hands, is
endeavouring to intrude into more select
society.s2

Despite such opposition however, the School received considerable support

from firms such as Broken Hill Proprietary Limited, which felt that

technical college graduates fitted into their organisation better than most

university men. The combination of strong backing from both indus'try

and the government suggested that the present time was the most
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favourable for a change to the School's status. Parsons went on to oppose

the id,ea of requesting a commission of enquiry for fear of losing

government confi.dence and even being charged with a lack of courage. He

was in favour of acquainting the government with the opposition's

arguments in order to prevent misunderstanding about the School's

position. The School should 'accept the challenge and take up the task

boldly', since any other action might result in a loss of prestige, if not the

School's'ultimate extinction'.33

Ten days after Parsons wrote to the president, a special meeting of council

d.iscussed the three alternative proposals considered by the staff

representative committee and the suggestion of asking for a committee of

enquiry. Members of the council were quite opposed to this last idea and

'were of the opinion:

that the interests of Technical Education, and
of Industry in this State would best be
served by maintenance of the status quo until
the time was opportune for the School of '

Mines to issue its own degrees for its own
courses.

The council also agreed that certain classes could be transferred to the

Education Department 'with the least possible delay'. Apart from this,

there was general agreement that the name of the School should be altered

(again as soon as possible) so as to include the words 'institute of

technology'.34

Premiet's Broadcast

The resolution of SASMI's council as to the School's future was made in

AugUst \g57. Just over two years later, on the evening of 16 September

1g5g, the Premier Sir Thomas Playford in his weekly radio broadcast from
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5AD, announced the School's change in name and direction (see

Appendix Eight ). He commented that:

The School has been our senior institution for
technical education since it was established by
the Playford Government 70 years ago, and þas
served ihe State very weII. Many of our leading
men in both mining and secondary industries
have been trainees of the School . . However'
with the rapid development of South Australian
industries over the last 20 years' and the
prospective future development upon an even
greale" scale, it has become necessary to review
ãh" fotn"e scope and status of the School, and
higher technical education generally.3õ

After referring to the new title of the 'South Australian Institute of

Technology' (SAIT), he outlined the role of the bachelor of technology

courses which, he said, fiIled a very important requirement of industry.

The removal of ATHS, evening secondary classes and certain crafts

subjects was necessary in order to allow the School to extend the training

of 'higher technologists'. The premier said that SASMI's (soon to be

SAIT) major function was not merely the training of technicians, and he

did not agree with some people that the education of technologists should

be restricted, to the University of Adelaide. Sir Thomas stated that there

was no necessity to segregate university level work into an institution

offering only university courses, and that arrangements had been made

with the commonwealth so that the cost of teaching courses for the

bachelor of technology degree at the new Institute, would be subsidised

just as if they were conducted at the University'

To emphasise the special role of SAIT he added:
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I would like to make it quite clear that the
Government does not contemplate that the
School of Mines shall develop as a second
general purpose University in Adelaide. There
Is no intention to follow the lead of New South
Wales, which created a new University out of its
Technical College and permitted it to embark
upon the whole range of University courses, and
a[ the same time largely abandoned its
technician training.36

Concluding his address, Sir Thomas stressed that the Institute would not

'in any way' d.uplicate the University's activities or compete with it

because they would onty raise the cost to the government of university

ed.ucation, ' which is already high and growing rapidly'.

New Act of Parliament

After the premier's announcement in 1959, the process of reorganising

SASMI as SAIT began in earnest. Shortly after the broadcast, the

principal wrote a letter to the director of education informing him which

of the School's evening classes appeared suitable for transfer to the

Education Department. These were mainly in public examination

subjects for the Intermediate and Leaving Certificates, or trade subjects

such aS carpentry.3T At the Same time as the arrangements with the

Ed.ucation Department were being formalised, amendments to the

School's Act were drafted and submitted to the government. In late

November, the Bilt to establish the SAIT was introduced into the House of

Assembly for the first time by the minister of education, Baden Pattinson

As no objections \üere raised or amendments suggested, it was sent to the

Legislative Council where it also had an uneventful passage.3s Following

the obtaining of parliamentary approval and the Governor's assent, the

proposed regulations under the Act \¡¡ere drawn up by the Crown Law

Department. Most important of these was the provision for an increase in

the number of council members from twelve to fifteen, of whom five were
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to be appointed for one year only, five for a period of two years and the

remaining five for a three year period. Late in December, the principal

wrote to the minister of education submitting names for the first council of

the South Australian Institute of Technolory.se

Sihrationin1960

On 18 January 1960, the proclamation bringing the SAIT Act, 1892-1959,

into operation was issued and the following week, the first meeting of the

new council was held. (At this meeting Gilbert McDonald was re-elected

Presid.ent and J R Brookman, vice-president of the new council.) Council

approved the new regulations drawn up to govern the Institute,ao which

were submitted first to cabinet and then to parliament. In June they

received the Governor's assent, concluding the formal establishment of

SAIT. However, what remained was the much longer process of internal

reorganisation and reorientation.

Part of this process was the appointment of a director (replacing the

position of principal) to lead the Institute's development and give it a new

sense of direction. Initially the former principal, Rex Parsons was

persuaded to postpone his retirement for a further year until the end of

1960 so that a candidate could be found to fiIl the office. In March, council

approved a draft advertisement for the directorship which was to be placed

in newspapers and other publications throughout Australasia, Britain

and the United States of America. However, due to'cost factors,

advertising in the latter country was virtually abandoned.al

EnrcInents

While the search for a new director was under way, other important

events took place, such as the transfer of a substantial number of classes

and therefore students to the Education Department, relieving the
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Institute of some of the pressure on accommodation, especially at night.

From a peak of 13205 students in 1959 (10099 males and 3106 females),

individual enrolments feII to 10266 and gross enrolments to 14033.42

Interestingly, this number did not include 822 external candidates who sat

for Institute examinations at various country centres, reflecting the

popularity of many of its courses, especially in business studies. In 1960,

the departments of management and accounting, \Mith a total of nearly

5 000 enrolments, not only constituted the two largest departments in the

Institute, but also assisted in developing its public profrle (especially in

industry and. commerce). The management department, renamed the

department of business administration in 1960, for instance, was noted for

its seminars, special courses for business, public addresses to societies

and associations. Apart from these activities, staff members travelled by

air and. by road each week to lecture to groups at country centres including

Clare, Whyalla, Port Pirie and Nuriootpa.a3 The significance of the

country classes was that the Institute was expanding its involvement

outside of the Adelaide metropolitan area, a process which would continue

during the 1960s.

Accountancy also attracted increasing numbers of students and further

expansion was envisaged when suitable staff could be found. While the

growth of enrolments in commercial and business studies was welcomed,

the large number of women (over 2000) attending classes in home science,

dressmaking and millinery \Mas perceived as being 'anomalous' in an

institute of technotogy. In the annual report for 1960, the suggestion that

these classes could be accommodated in a separate women's handicraft

school 'quite ind.ependent' of the Institute was again made with the hope

that the government would take it up.44
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The remaining 7 000 odd class enrolments were distributed between the

remaining'trade' d.epartments (welding, woodwork and woolclassing)

and the professional courses (such as architecture and engineeritg).

Although the level of enrolments in the bachelor of technology course was

still relatively small, numbers had nevertheless increased from 251 in

Lg57 to 492 in 1960 and were to rise even further (see Table Two).a5 In

add.ition, enrolments in diploma and certifi.cate couïses had also improved

substantiatly during the 1950s. These developments were seen as an

ind.ication that the Institute was developing in the right direction as was

the decision to transfer ATHS to a new site where it would come under the

control of the Education Department.

Tlansfer of Adelaide Technical High School

In 1g5g, the state government decided that ATHS was to be progressively

disbanded. from the beginning of 1960 but council argued for the retention

of the school on an alternative site.a6 Much more so than the classes

which were transferred to the Education Department, ATHS had helped to

create and maintain a loyal body of former students, many of whom went

on to enrol at SASMI or the University of Adelaide. From its beginnings

as a small preparatory class, the school had developed a reputation in the

general community for academic excellence based on its outstanding

results in the public examinations system. With its competitive entrance

examinations, it was able to select the most capable students and this

assisted its prestige relative to state schools which could not screen their

prospective pupils. In a letter to council, the president of the Adelaide

Technical High School Old Scholars' Association, F E Martin, wrote that

the School:
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South Australia as a result of the good technical
background they obtained at the School.

He expressed the hope:

of the thousands of old scholars who have
benefitted from the high moral, scholastic and
sporting standards achieved by this institution '
. 

^. 
thatãfforts to preserve the Adelaide Technical

High School would be successful . . .a7

Fortunately, a new site for the school was located at Glenside and plans

were made for its transfer by the end of 7962. Relinquishing control of

ATHS, although deemed essential, was not an easy decision for council

because of the knowledge that long-standing traditions and associations

would be lost. Although ATHS was to be preserved as a single entity, the

d.emand for secondary school places meant that its old elite character

would d.isappear as it was absorbed into the state system (and the entrance

examinations were abotished)' On the positive side however' the removal

of ATHS \ñ¡as regarded as assisting the future development of the fledgling

Institute. When the actual transfer of ATHS took place in 1963, it

symbolised. SAIT's new commitment to tertiary education and its

aband.onment of its old multifarious roles which had included the

provision of secondary school subjects, trade and hobby courses' The shift

from broadspread technical education, which had ensured the sunrival of

SASMI at various times in its past was replaced by a new emphasis on the

development of technology, commerce and the applied sciences at the

d.egree and. diploma level. Even though sub-tertiary courses were

retained, it was evid.ent that the prime purpose of the new Institute was in

the realm of technological rather than technical training, which was

increasingly left to the Education Department.
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CIIAPIER EIGIIT

ADAPTING TO CÍIÄNGE I96L.I977

hrtroduction

The redesignation of SASMI as the South Australian Institute of

Technology in 1960 was achieved with the support of the University of

Adelaide and the state government, both of which preferred the upgrading

of the School rather than the creation of a technical university, such as

had occurred in New South Wales. There, the New South Wales

University of Technology (NSWUT) had ceased to function as a specialist

technical university and instead had groïvn into a broadly-based

generalist university.

The reason for this transformation was that the Murray Report on

Australian Universities recognised that the role of the NS\ryUT would

change in future years with the general expansion of university

education. Indeed, the report stated that:

... it may be necessary for (NSWUT) to relieve the
pressure on the University of Sydney in a
number of fields. .. It must be expected that the
NSW University of Technology will assume
many of the features of a traditional university.
In such an event, it might be more appropriately
become known as the University of New South
Wales.l

NSWUT had already established faculties of architecture (1954),

commerce (1955) and social studies (1955) before the Murray Committee

commenced its investigations in mid-1957. Following the decision to

establish a medical school there, the state government moved, in

September 1958, to change the University's name to the University of New

South Wales.z The significance of the alteration in NS\MUT's title was



that the only attempt to duplicate American and European models of high-

status technological institutions, equivalent to but different from

'traditional' universities, in Australia had ended. The result of the

experiment was not the overall elevation of technology within higher

education, but instead the creation of an institution eager to assume the

mantle and. prestige of a traditional university. The implication of this

was not lost on tertiary institutions in Australia - technical colleges could

press for the upgrading of their role in the technological/applied science

area so long as they did not venture to develop into more broadly based

institutions. If they did, they either faced opposition from vested interests

(that is, other universities) within the higher education system or they

conformed to existing models as the NSWUT had done. It could also be

argued that NSWUT was allowed to expand its role precisely because it

was already accepted as a university and did not labour under the

disad.vantage of the title (and, status) of a technical college, as in Victoria,

or a school of mines and ind.ustries, as in South Australia' In these two

states, the aspirations of the central technical institutions for university

status were doubly thwarted, firstly because of the example of New South

wales where the red.esignation of NswuT led to the disappearance of a

distinctly recognisable technological institution (hence the establishment

of the New South Wales Institute of Technology in 1965) and secondly,

because local factors (view of the state government, community opinion)

militated against the elevation of these bodies to a level approaching that of

the older universities. The effect of conservatism is a factor that is difñcult

to evaluate but one that should not be underestimated.

wishing to avoid a similar outcome to that in New South wales but, at the

same time, recognising the need of SASMI to relinquish its old' image in

order to develop the higher technological sid.e of its work, the University of

Adelaide supported its red.esignation as an institute of technology'
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Central to the on-going relationship between the University and the new

South Australian Institute of Technolog-y \ ¡as the jointly administered

faculty of technology which had existed since 1957. Unmatched elsewhere

in Australia, the faculty of technology represented the continuing

successful cooperation between the two institutions despite various

differences that had emerged from time to time. What was particularly

important about the faculty of technology was that, unlike the earlier

periods of cooperation between the two bodies, there was less incentive for

the University to maintain the joint agreement because of lack of money

and equipment. Although by no means well endowed frnancially, the

University of Adelaide had fared well in terms of funding from both the

state and. federal governments in the early post-war period (see Table

Three). Nevertheless, despite a strong internal drive to create its own

engineering school, the University evidently saw the advantage in

developing a new faculty of technology to which SASMI would contribute a

major share of teaching and resources (although not status - it was, after

all, a purely university faculty in terms of the awarding of degrees)' The

formation of the faculty allowed the University to participate in areas

where the School had already d.eveloped considerable expertise. At the

same time the joint faculty gave SASMI/SAIT students access to

university degrees and, this added to the institution's status in the

community. The existence of the joint faculty therefore assisted the

process of upgrading SASMI/SAIT's profrle as an educational body

emphasising higher technologY.

P61-f965: Relationship with the Education Departuent

While the Institute was expand,ing its involvement in the area of

technological education, it continued to divest itself of certain courses to

the Education Department. This program had commenced in 1960 and

was not completed until the transfer of the home science department at
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the en¿ of 1g70. The most important of the early transfers included that of

the Plumbing and Sheetmetal Trade School to new quarters in Grenfell

Street at the end of 1962 (after 37 years at the School./Institute), of Adelaide

Technical High School to Glenside in August 1963 and of the Radio Trade

School in May 1964.

However, while the Institute was content to see most of the trade and craft

courses transferred to the Education Department as soon as possible, a

problem emerged with ""gttd to the so-called 'women's courses" The

three d,epartments of dressmaking, home science and millinery were

considered by council and the director as being in the same category as

those of frtting and turning and welding. It was therefore decided that

their transfer should take place along with these other departments. In

August :1962 council discussed a letter which had been received from the

director of education asking when it was suitable for women's crafts to be

moved. from the Institute to the Department.3 A reply to this letter was

delayed while council d.iscussed the future of these departments which, as

yet, d.id not have a separate institution to go to. In earlier discussions with

the premier and government offrcers, 'emphasis had been placed by

Institute representatives on the necessity for a central site for a nelv

school'.a The premier, in his broadcast talk in September 1959 on the

future of SASMI, had, stated that the government was investigating 'the

practicability of establishing in a reasonably central position a special

Domestic Science School for women'.s As this had not yet'occurred, the

Institute decided not to go ahead with the transfer of the 'women's

courses' to the Ed.ucation Department. There \tras a feeling that the

Institute had an obligation to the public to ensure that if it could not

provid,e the tuition in these popular areas, then it should ensure that the

government did so. The reluctance of the South Australian government to

build a special domestic science school for women (and perhaps also the
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example of the Emily McPherson College associated with RMIT)

effectively delayed the transfer of dressmaking and millinery to the

Education Department until 1968 and of home science until 1970.

Relationship with the University of Adelaide

Although the transfer of the Institute courses to the Education

Department was crucial in enabling it to restructure its identity, it was the

relationship with the University of Adelaide that was vital to its future

development as a tertiary institution

The cornerstone of the Institute's relationship with the University of

Adelaide was the joint faculty of technology which, from 1957, offered

courses leading to the bachelor of technology degree (the first candidates

were admitted to the degree in April 1958).6 In 1961 there were 528

enrolments in eleven degree courses, including three new four-year

courses leading to the bachelor of applied science.? These new courses

replaced existing three-year bachelor of technology programs in chemical

technology, physical metallurgy and extractive metallurgy. Later, applied

science courses \Mere also introduced in applied physics, data processing

and mineral engineering. In accordance with the agreement made

between the University and SASMI in 1956, the administration of the joint

degree courses was reviewed at the end of 1961. A renewal of the

agreement for a further five-year period was approved by the two councils,

with one important amendment regarding the appointment of the dean of

the faculty. This amend.ment removed the existing restriction that the

dean was to be elected only from University staff members. In addition,

'the election of an Associate Dean was also recommended and was to be

from the University in the event of the Dean being from the Institute''8
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From the beginning of 1962, the director of the Institute, Dr S I Evans,

became the new d,ean of the faculty with Professor Harry Davis of the

university's mechanical engineering department elected associate dean.

As Dr Evans himself has written:

The appointment of an Institute staff member
as Deän of the University Faculty was an event
of momentous constitutional importance to
the Institute, it had far-reaching implicat-ions
\Mith the fact recognised by the University of the
Institute's nev/ role in their relationship'e

In December 1968 the faculty was renamed 'the Faculty of Technology and

Applied Science' and Dr Evans continued as dean until its disbandment in

ir977. The faculty continued to draw an increasing number of stud'ents

reaching a peak in 1966, when a total of 672 students rwere enrolled (see

Table one). However, the recommendations of the Martin Report

published in March 1965 ultimately led to the end of the joint agreement

and. the introd.uction of parallel courses at both institutions. It was in the

years up to the mid-1960s therefore, that the period of cooperation between

the university and the Institute was at its peak and widely recognised as

both useful and benefrcial. Although the agleement increased the

Institute's prestige by its involvement with degree-level teaching, it did

however create some internal friction. This was related to the fact that the

staff in the three Institute schools (engineering, applied physics and

applied chemistry and metallurgy) who taught courses jointly with

university staff received. university-Ievel salaries, while the rest were paid

at sub-universitY rates.lo

Administrative Reorgan i sation

The division between these two sections of the Institute had been created by

the reorganisation of its academic structure in 1962' Prior to this date
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there was no conventional academic structure and the council directly

managed all aspects of the Institute's operations.ll The previous

arrangement had been that the heads of the nine major departments,

three \ilomen's departments and three trade departments (plus the

various part-time sections and ATHS), atl reported to the director, who in

turn was accountable to the council. There had been no real delegation of

authority nor attempt to strenmline administrative procedures. The new

director, Dr Evans proposed a framework in which three schools, for

d.egree level courses, and four departments would encompass and be

responsible for all the Institute's teaching activities. As the heads of the

three schools would. be closely involved with degree level teaching, he

considered that they should have the same status as their university

counterparts and proposed that they be given the title of professor.l2

However, while in general agreement with the director, the council

decided that the time was not yet appropriate to press for the introduction

of the professoriate. Accordingly, it was decided that the new heads of

schools be known as assistant director (engineering)', assistant director

(applied chemistry and metallurgy) and assistant director (applied

physics). As a result of these changes, it was also agreed that the

arrangement with the University of Adelaide concerning the department

of chemical, mining and metallurgical engineering (which had been

operating since 1948) be discontinued from 31 December L962- This

decision meant that Professor E C R Spooner of the University would no

longer be the head of the joint department and director of îhe Bonython

Laboratories, the latter reverting entirely to the Institute's control. The

d.issolution of the arrangement allowed the Institute to create its own

school of chemical technology and metallurgy, âs part of a new academic

structure.ls
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Steps were taken in 1962 to fill the three new positions of assistant director

by advertising in Australia and overseas. The first successful candidate to

take up his position was Dr S Armstrong from the university of New

south wales who became the head of the school of engineering in

February 1963. He was followed by J W Crompton as head of applied

physics in April and finally Dr E W Mills arrived from Britain to become

the head of chemical technology and metallurgy in February 1965.

However, the period of the three divisional directors did not last long with

Dr Armstrong's departurå fot Britain in April 1965 followed by

Crompton's return to the Weapons Research Establishment at Salisbury

in September. This left Dr Mills as the sole remaining assistant director

and created a signifrcant gap in the Institute's fledgling and still largely

inadequate administration. Already in July 7964, the director, Dr Evans,

had established. a small committee of enquiry into the existing

administrative structure and procedures and to make recommendations

'for the more effective administration of the Institute'la. The committee

consisted. of Dr Mills and R G Lathey, head of the department of business

administration, and. the frrst recommendations were made to the council

in early 1965. By that time, other events had occurred which placed a new

perspective on the future development of the Institute, and its relationship

with the University of Adelaide.

ThelVlartinReport

The first two volumes of the Report of the Committee on the Future of

Tertiary Ed.ucation in Australia were presented to the federal government

in August 1964. It had been three years since the committee was

appointed by Prime Minister Menzies, 'to consider the pattern of tertiary

education in relation to the needs and resources of Australia and to make

recommendations to the Australian tlniversities Commission on the

future development of tertiary education'. Chaired by Sir Leslie Martin'
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the committee had found that 'the ramifrcations of the problem

confronting it' was much greater than anticipated.ls Nevertheless, a

valiant attempt was made to produce a comprehensive overview of the

tertiary sector, its present and future needs, and directions for future

d.evelopment. Above all, the committee believed that'technological and

other non-university institutions should be strengthened'.10 In

discussing technical colleges, it said:

that the education which can be provided by
these institutions has long been undervalued
because of the overvaluation of the social
status of a university degree. Nor is the wide
function of these colleges in fulfilling the
various needs of commerce and industry fully
appreciated by the public. The Committee
thérefore recommends that efforts be made to
strengthen and raise the status of technical
college s.17

Part of the problem faced by the technical college sector was the

considerable differences between states 'associated with the degree of

ind.ustrial development and the educational policies which thadJ been

ad.opted'.re Another was the wide variety of functions which the colleges

fulfiIled in the education system. Apart from the professional training of

engineers, the Committee identifîed frve categories of educational

activities which the colleges undertook. These were recreational courses,

general educational courses (often at high school public examination

level), trade courses, certifrcate courses for technicians, and diploma

courses in various areasle

To assist in raising the esteem of technical colleges, the committee

suggested increasing the status and. scope of 'humanities' subjects and

separating students in the recreational and trade courses from those in

the diploma courses and certifrcate couïses. In addition, it was
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recommended that there should be more student amenities such as

cafeterias and common rooms and that conditions of appointment be

improved to attract staff well qualified to teach at the technological level.

A frnal suggestion was that the state governments create a central

authority in each state to coordinate the work of technical colleges known

as an 'Institute of Colleges'.zo

Press reaction to the publication of the first two volumes of the report in

March 1965 was both widesp"ead and extensive. As the Institute's own

annual report commented, it was undoubtedly the major academic event

of the year.2l Ilowever, this was something of an understatement for the

nature of the Martin Report and its 'sweeping recommendations'22 - even

if they were not all acted upon - made it the most important educational

event of the decade. It was the Martin Report which introduced the idea of

developing colleges of advanced education as a more flexible alternative

and adjunct to the universities.

Financial support for this sector of education was to be provided for by the

introd.uction of triennial funding based on matching commonwealth and

state government grants for capital and recurrent expenditure. The

funding of the colleges were therefore to brought into line with that of the

universities -'equal but cheaper'.23 In addition, the committee

recommended that teacher education also become federally funded in

ord.er to improve the supply of teachers and the quality of their training.2a

The commonwealth government, however, rejected the notion of support

for the teachers colleges which it considered to be the responsibility of the

states, It was not until 7973, after the election of the Whitlam Labor

Government, that teachers colleges were fînally redesignated as

autonomous colleges of advanced education (CAEs).25 With the exclusion

of the teachers colleges, the new CAE sector was restricted to the existing
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technical colleges and institutes of technology. These were to develop

rapidly during the 1967-69 triennium and special capital grants were set

aside for their physical expansion. This, of course, was of major interest

to the Institute which was already in the process of discussing the need for

an additional campus site.

Equally, if not more, important were the committee's recommendations

relating to the introduction of three-year diplomas in technology. The new

diplomas, based on an á.rtty standard equivalent to university

matriculation, were to be an alternative to longer and more 'academic'

courses at the universities. In relation to the existing three-year bachelor

of technology courses conducted by the Institute, the committee considered

that they should only be awarded following the completion of an extra

year.26 However, the committee stressed that such a lengthening 'should

be accompanied by the reinstatement of the three-year associateship

diploma courses'. These recommendations foreshadowed important

changes to the Institute's relationship with the University of Adelaide and

the probable dissolution of the joint arrangements regarding the bachelor

of technology degree.

In April 1965 council of the Institute discussed the report and passed

several resolutions. Among these \¡¡ere that the director should see the

minister of education and propose that an advisory committee be convened

to report on the establishment of an institute of colleges in South

Australia; that the new three-year diplomas from an entrance standard at

matriculation or its equivalent be instituted from the beginning of 7967;

that immediate steps be taken to select new sites for the Institute's future

activities and that at an appropriate time a department of general studies

be established.2? The advisory committee, chaired by R A Simpson of the
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Australian Universities Commission was appointed and had its frrst

meeting in July 1965.

The release of the Martin Report was followed by the establishment of the

Commonwealth Ad'visory Committee on Advanced Education (CACAE) in

late 1965. This committee, chaired by Dr. Ian'Wark:

\Mas appointed as an alternative to adopting tþe
Martin recommendation that a single
tertiary education' commission should be
establilhed with responsibility for making
recommendations on the development of all
forms of tertiary education. The reports of the
committee emphasises the vocational functions
of the colleges.2s

The Commonwealth Advisory Committee considered that SAIT was

responsible for conducting d.iploma and degree courses in 'non University'

areas such as para-medical education and business administration. Not

only had. the Martin Report urged the expansion and formalisation of

training in these areas (particularly the former), but the University of

Adelaide also favoured the transfer of non-degree courses to the Institute.

As early as April l-962, the vice-chancellor, Sir Henry Basten of the

University approached the director, Dr Evans, regarding the possible

transfer of the pharmacy department to the Institute.2e The grounds for

this transfer were that because of problems with accommodation, the

University was unable to give the pharmacy department the space it

required.

Despite the scepticism of Some membersso, the Institute's council

approved the transfer of the course which, vrith the University's consent,

was to be raised from diploma to degree level. Details of the move were

finalised by the end of 1963 and the date for the take-over by the Institute
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set for January 1965. This took place as planned and the school was

renamed the school of chemical technology, metallurgy and pharmacy.

In the same year, the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science's course

for medical laboratory technologists was also transferred to the Institute

and reformulated as the medical laboratory certificate.3l The pharrnacy

d.egree and the medical laboratory certifrcate were the frrst two para-

medical courses introduced at the Institute and heralded the beginning of

a much more extensive involvement in the field of health sciences.

The next course to be transferred from the University to the Institute was

the diploma in social studies. In May 1965 the minister of education

forward,ed to Dr Evans a minute from the minister of social welfare (Don

Dunstan) regarding the discontinuance of the University's undergraduate

course to train social workers. A new post-graduate diploma was to be

offered by the University at Bedford Park (later Flinders University) but,

accord.ing to the minister, this was to be an additional course and not a

substitute for the otd diploma which had been 'of considerable value to this

department and other government departments ...'32 The minister went

on to recommend that the Institute be officially approached to introduce a

diploma course for social welfare students from the beginning of 1966'

The question of a social studies courses at the Institute \ilas addressed by

council in June 1965 when approval in principle was given to the idea. Six

months later it was decided to place advertisements for the position of

head of a new d.epartment of social and general studies in February the

following year.33 With this action, the Institute moved into a new area of

teaching distinct from the applied sciences (including the paramedical)

and became more involved with meeting the social needs of the

community.
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The years 1966-1972 were important in the development of SAIT. Changes

to all aspects of its structure and operations occurred; the Institute was

not alone in this, however, for it was a time of rapid change throughout

the entire Australian tertiary education system and especially within the

non-university sector. The non-university sector had been a neglected

area of higher education, but following the Martin Committee, it received

gleater attention and funding which allowed existing institutions within

the non-university sector to Lndertake capital expansion and' broaden the

range of courses offered. To the federal government in Canberra,

upgrading existing colleges was a less expensive and a more socially

acceptable alternative to developing an entirely new tertiary education

system based on a range of equal but different institutions.3a Creation of

CAEs, however, accentuated rather than alleviated existing divisions

within Australian higher education. As before, the universities occupied

one d.istinct area, senior technical institutions another, and teachers

colleges a third. While universities and senior technical institutions were

to receive both fed.eral and state funding, teacher education remained the

sole concern and responsibility of state governments until the early 1970s'

Rather than unifying post-secondary education, therefore, the Martin

Report and the federal government's response to it created a multi-levelled

system which is only now, in the late 1980s, being seriously questioned for

the first time.

The situation in the 1960s was further complicated by attempts to follow

and partly implement policy decisions taken in Britain. In 1958, the first

d.iplomas in technology were awarded to graduates from eight colleges of

ad.vanced technology in Britain. These colleges of advanced technology

\Mere previously senior technical colleges which had been chosen for

accreditation to university-level standard, and the diploma of technology
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was the first award. of university degree standard to be granted by a non-

university in Britain. By 1962 the colleges of advanced technolory (there

\ilere now ten) had developed so rapidly that instead of remaining under

the control of local authorities, they were given the status of institutions

which were directly controlled and funded by Westminster.3s The term

'diploma in technology' used by the Martin Committee \¡/as therefore

taken directly from the British example although, unlike the British

award, it was not meant to be equivalent to a university degree. In the

same manner, the Australian CAEs were to be similar to, but not

identical to colleges of advanced technology, the chief difference being that

colleges of advanced. technology comprised the elite of the existing colleges,

whereas in Australia (after lg72) all non-university tertiary institutions

became CAEs.

More important from the Institute's point of view was the introduction of

direct funding from and therefore accountability to, Canberra. Following

a long history of independent development and freedom from supervision,

the Institute now had to adjust to educational policy and guidelines made

at a national level. This meant not only the evolution of a new

administrative bureaucracy, but also the regular production of documents

such as submissions for triennial funding.

CACAE Submission

In February 1966 SAIT mad.e its first full-scale submission (for the 1967-

1969 triennium) to the new commonwealth Advisory committee on

Advanced Education which had been established by the commonwealth

government in 1965 to supervise the growth and development of tertiary

education outsid.e the universities. The government had, by establishing

this committee, reaffirmed the existing division between the universities

and. other senior tertiary institutions which became part of the new CAE
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sector. While this distinction was viewed with concern by the Institute

because it threatened its long-standing association \Mith the University of

Adelaide, the promise of increased funding (especially for capital works)

ameliorated the situation to some extent.

After lengthy consideration, the council of the Institute resolved to

introduce three-year diploma courses '. . . of a broad educational nature in

line with the recommendations of the Martin Report"36 However, as

stated in the submissiorr's i.rttoduction, the Institute wished to continue

'its established degree activity',3? although the new degree courses

envisaged were to integrate closely \Mith the diploma courses. If financial

support could. be obtained then students would enrol for the new diploma

courses '. . . with the knowledge that they could, if successful in obtaining

a diploma, proceed immediately into new degree courses'.38 Should this

support not be forthcoming, then the council wanted to continue the

existing arrangements with the University of Adelaide '. so as to

remain eligible for the Australian Universities Commission support for

d.egree courses'.3e However, the Institute was aware that such an

arrangement might not be welcome because of the difficulties in

administering the new diploma-degree courses.

Matriculation

Despite misgivings about the probable loss of formal degree status for its

courses, the Institute's council was prepared to support the diploma of

technology concept. This not only meant discontinuing the old bachelor of

technology and bachelor of applied science degrees awarded by the

University of Adelaide, but also the restructuring and revision of the

Institute's existing courses. In addition, the state government decided to

raise the standard of matriculation to university by adding a further

year's study after leaving (or fourth year)' Matriculation was now to be
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awarded to students gaining passes in five prescribed subjects at a public

examination to be held after the completion of five years of secondary

schooling. The fi.rst students to take the new matriculation examination

at the end of 1966 would be eligible to enter tertiary education in 1967.

Accord,ing to the Institute's submission, it was appropriate that its new

diploma courses, which were scheduled for introduction in 1967, should

also have an entrance requirement '. . . related to attainment at the end of

the twelfth year of schooling'.+o The academic attainment required for

entry to the Institute', ,r"* courses, known as registration, was to be

awarded to students who had obtained passes in three or four subjects

taken at the matriculation examination or who had similar qualifications.

The implementation of the registration requirement was regarded as an

important and positive step in the Institute's development, especially by

the director, Dr Evans, who for a long time had held the opinion that four

years of high school 'was an inadequate preparation for tertiary study.

This had become progressively more importantal as the number of school

leavers entering full-time tertiary study increased dramatically and

started to match the number of part-time students. The growth in school

leavers attending tertiary institutions was assisted by an increase in

commonr,Ã¡ealth government scholarships, which had also been one of the

recommend.ations of the Martin Report. trVhile council looked forward to a

larger number of full-time students attending the Institute, it completely

rejected the suggestion that sAIT should, '. . move towards confining its

functions to the provision of d.iploma and degree courses''a2 The

suggestion had been made in the frrst report of the South Australian

government's institute of Colleges Advisory Committee (known as the

Simpson Committee), which was considered at a special meeting of

council in January 1966. Writing to the minister of education, R R
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Loveday, in February, the d.irector commented that the Institute's council

believed that there \Mas:

. a strong and continuing demand in public
service, industry and commerce fo1 -perggn-s
trained.'to sub-piofessional level in fields which
would be catõred for most effectively and
economically in the institute. The transfer
ðise*hete oi such certifrcate courses and
ifre institute's withdrawal from this area of
activity would., in council's view, be a retrogra{e
step aîd a disservice to the community' -It
.orrld well deny many part-time students the
opportunity to which they are entitled . . .a3

The Institute, in this view, was to continue to cater for the needs of both

part-time and full-time stud.ents, and also to provide vocational training at

varying levels from certificate courses through to post-graduate diplomas'

Although many sub-tertiary courses had been transferred to the

Ed.ucation Department, council did not envisage the Institute

relinquishing completely its educational role in the lower echelons of

technical and technological training. while the degree courses occupied

the most acad.emically important and prestigous position in the Institute's

curriculum, it was the diploma and certificate courses that had the vast

majority of student enrolments. In 1966 there were only 873 students

enrolled. for a bachelor of technology, applied science or pharmacy

compared, to 2258 stud,ents undertaking diploma courses and 3617 students

in forty-nine different certiflrcate courses.aa It was not surprising'

therefore, that council had rejected the idea put forward by the Simpson

Committee that it confine its functions to the provision of diploma and

degree courses. Nevertheless, the future growth of the Institute lay in the

expanding area of full-time post-matriculation education.

Between 1969 and.7972 the academic course structure of the Institute was

almost completely revamped and. changed. Already pharmacy and social
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work had been transferred from the University to the Institute and the

Martin Report had. emphasised the necessity of the further development of

para-professional courses in the business, medical and social frelds. In

early '1,967, therefore, Dr Evans again raised the issue of transferring the

'women's departments' to another educational establishment. A letter

was sent to the minister of education advising of the Institute's wish to be

relieved of work considered inappropriate to its aims and function-aõ As a

result, arrangements were made for the removal of the dressmaking and

millinery department at the end of the year. OnIy woolclassing and home

science were therefore left as reminders of the old South Australian

School of Mines and Industries.ao

Also, in 1967, the flrrst group of diploma in technology courses \¡¡ere

introduced; twelve of which lvere identical in content to existing bachelor

of technology and bachelor of applied science courses. The only difference

between the two was the entry requirement: registration for the Institute

and matriculation for the university, based on the new Public

Examinations Board matriculation examination. The addition of an extra

year at high school before tertiary study could be attempted also made the

restructuring of the first year of each course necessary' In addition, the

Institute agreed with the University of Adelaide that no new enrolments

in degree courses given by the joint faculty of technology and applied

science would occur after 1969; from then on, Institute students could only

enrol in diploma of technology courses.aT

Certiflrcate courses \¡/ere also revised during 1967, and a common entry

requirement at the leaving certificate level introduced' Students, most of

them in employment, were to study for the award on a part-time basis over

three years, after which they were etigibte to proceed on a further three-

year part-time course leading to the advanced certificate' The content of
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the new certificates and advanced certificates was upgraded to inake them

'. . . more relevant and appropriate for the needs of industry, commerce

and. the public service'.a8 In the long-term, it was envisaged that the

majority of the certificate courses would be transferred to the Education

Department, '. Ieaving the higher level work (advanced certifrcate

courses) at the Institute'.as

While the restructuring of the Institute's course went relatively smoothly,

there were some unexpecteå obstacles. These were mainly involved in

obtaining accreditation for courses by professional bodies, such as the

Australian Institute of Engineers. While, in accordance with the Martin

Report, three-year diplomas in technology \Mere being introduced, the

Institute of Engineers notified the Institute that in future years it would

only accept for membership graduates from four-year courses.so This

came at the same time that the Australian Planning Institute announced

that it too would only recognise four-year courses, leaving SAIT concerned

about its three-year d.iploma of technology in town planning. one of the

main problems was that the diploma of technology terminology \ryas a

direct copy from Britain and, people in Australia were unsure of how

diplomas and degrees related to one another.sl Apart from causing

confusion in the public mind, it also led to various professional

organisations not recognising the new qualification. Although differences

with professional bod.ies \¡¡ere eventually ironed out, the question over

length of courses in some subject areas proved difficult to resolve'

Phannacy

In 1gG5 the transfer of the University of Adelaide's pharmacy department

to SAIT had taken place, and a bachelor of pharmacy degree, through the

joint faculty of technology and applied science, was introduced. However,

in 1g67, the Institute accepted the Martin Committee's recommendation
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that diplomas in technology replace the existing degree courses available

through the joint agïeement \rith the University. As a result, a diploma

in technolory in pharmacy was offered from 1968, and gradually replaced

the bachelor's degree which was phased out along \Mith the other bachelor

of technology and bachelor of applied science courses'

The loss of degree status for the pharmacy course \¡/as regarded as a

setback by both the department's staff and the profession as a whole.

Interstate, agitation for the awarding of degrees to students enrolled at the

Victoria College of Pharmacy resulted in ninety graduates being conferred

with a bachelor of pharmacy from the Victorian Institute of Colleges in

June 1968. This was despite the fact that:

. Only weeks before the ceremony, the
common\ilêdth government had tried to force
the Victorian Institute of Colleges to abandon
plans for a degree. Intense pressure .was
äpplied to the Victorian government for it to
intervene and persuade the Victorian Institute
of Colleges to issue a diploma only; it wa¡ 

-e-ven
suggested that commonwealth aid to the College
of-Pharmacy might be cut off. The Victorian
government successfully resisted this
pressure.s2

The victorian example raised hopes that, regardless of federal

government policy, bodies such as SAIT would eventually be allowed to

grant their own degrees. Indeed, only four years later the Institute was

awarded this right and pharmacy was one of the 13 existing Institute

courses accredited as degrees by the new south Australian Board of

Ad.vanced Education; in 1973, therefore, the bachelor of pharmacy degree

was re-established.
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Pan-Medical Shrdies

Apart from teaching courses in pharmacy, the school also became

responsible for the associate diploma, degree and (from 7972) graduate

d,iploma courses in medical technology, and the medical technician's and

science technician's certificate courses. These courses serviced the needs

of the health sector for skilled professional and technical personnel, and

in addition, enabled good relationships to be maintained \Mith hospitals

and bodies such as the Institute of Medical and veterinary science.

While courses in pharmacy and medical technology were well established

by the late 1g60s, para-medical studies \Mere still in their infancy at the

Institute. The trend. towards greater participation in the freld of para-

medical studies by the Institute in 1965 was stimulated by the release of

the Martin Report which favoured the upgrading of para-medical

studies.ss In 1g67, a committee appointed to examine the Institute's role

regarding the teaching of para-medical studies, found that this area could

be defined as including pharmacy' physiotherapy' medical laboratory

technology, chiropody, rad.iography, radiotherapy, occupational therapy,

speech therapy, dietetics, dental auxiliaries, optometry and advanced

nursing. However, despite the fact that the Institute was already involved

in three of these areas - pharmacy, chiropody and radiography - the

committee believed. that the future of para-medical studies did not lie with

the Institute because the professions thought that their disciplines should

eventually be taught in separate institutions and because 'it was alien' to

the main puryose of the Institute.sa

The director, Dr Evans, was not in complete agreement with the

committee and thought the Institute should consider the establishment of

a separate division of paramedical studies in 1970, as this was when it was

probable that physiotherapy would' leave the University' In February 1969
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the University vice-chancellor, G M Badger, wrote to Dr Evans about the

transfer of physiotherapy noting that:

In its last report the Australian lfniversities
Commission rìcommended that all university
courses leading to sub- graduate diplomas
should be tránsferred to other tertiary
institutions before the end of 1969; and this
recommendation has been accepted by the
governments concerned.

He stated that some time ago the University had discussed the future of

the diploma of physiotherapy with the then minister of education. As a

result, the minister had, written to the Institute asking if it would be

prepared to take over the course. Discussions had been in progress for

some time, but the Institute's council had not yet agreed to accept the

course. The vice-chancellor commented that a decision had to be made

soon because of the uncertainty of the staff of the physiotheraphy

department about their future.

The unease of the staff of the physiotherapy department reflected not only

concern about their future, whether they were to remain at the University

or be transferred to the Institute, but a long-standing discontent over their

unsatisfactory position at the university. Atthough part of the medical

faculty at the University since 1945, staffof the physiotherapy department

felt that the discipline received inadequate recognition and support from

within the faculty itself and from the University's central administration'

Of particular concern were problems with inadequate staffrng,

accommod,ation, Iack of equipment and dependence on arlangements

within the Royal Adelaide Hospital.so

In July 1969 the Institute council discussed a letter which had been

received from the minister of education which stated that the state
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government sarw no alternative to proceeding with the transfer of

physiotherapy from the University of Adelaide. The reason for this was

that the universities received no money under the Martin Committee

recommendations for non-degree work which was to come within the

provinces of the colleges of advanced education. However, the Institute

council \ilas concerned that it did not have enough funds to provide

adequate accommodation for the physiotherapy department. In addition,

the state government also wanted the Institute to give courses in

occupational therapy for *úi.rr there was no training as yet in South

Australia. Given the pressure exerted by the government, council decided

to accept physiotherapy from 1970 provided the University would continue

to provid.e medical service subjects such as anatomy, and it would also

consider introducing occupational therapy in 1971'57

Despite these difficulties, when physiotherapy did finally transfer to the

Institute the staff was welcomed with pleasure and 'regarded as

professionals in their own right'.s8 In addition, the Iqstitute was pleased

to receive a contingent of female students and the new perspectives and

input from the staff. Indeed, para-medical studies as a whole broadened

the Institute's role as a tertiary institution which had previously been

almost exclusively directed towards engineering, applied science and

business studies.

Ertering tlre 1970s

Along with the need to develop its structure' resources and curriculum,

the Institute faced the challenge of finding its role within the still new

colleges of advanced education sector of Australian tertiary education.

Not only had its old relationship with the University of Adelaide been

disrupted (effectively terminated), and its previous independence lost as it

became part of a national system, but that system itself was in a
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considerable d.egree of flux. After having adopted and revised the

Institute's curriculum to conform to the recommendations of the Martin

Report, the council of the Institute was confronted by the Wiltshire Report

into Acad,emic Awards in Colleges of Advanced Education which was

released in late 1969. Appointed to investigate the type of awards to be

given by CAXs, the committee:

. recommended the award of bachelor's

level studies and for shorter courses
introducing new knowledge or extended
undergraduate work.se

These recommendations changed the complexion of former decisions, in

relation to postgraduate stud.ies for example, made by council. In August

1964 a special meeting of council was held to discuss questions of Institute

policy initially raised by the vice-president, E M Schroeder, who was

concerned that the Institute:

. was tending to place more emphasis on
University typJ work leading to honours and
higher dõgréõs and that the real needs of
industry and of students themselves were being
overlooked.oo

Schroed.er's comments were supported by other members, and at the

special meeting a resolution was passed which stated, '. . that the

provision of higher and honours degrees shall not be the general policy of

council, but may be instituted in special circumstances'.61

Five years later, in 1969, the question of postgraduate courses had

emerged. again, but this time with more force and urgency' The
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Education Committee of the Institute supported the recommendation that

a diploma of master of technology in pharmacy (the first master's course

to be offered by the Institute) be introduced in 1970 and a graduate diploma

in mathematics the following year.62 This Ïvas approved as was the

red.esignation of the highly successful fellowship diploma in business

administration (first introduced in 1963) as a graduate diploma. However,

the Institute decided to defer approval of a second higher degree, the

diploma of master of technology in social work, pending the release of the

Wiltshire Report on academic awards.63

Residential Conference

The question of academic awards, among other issues, was raised at a

residential conference held for Institute academic staff at Victor Harbor

during February 1970. The conference was attended by ninety-five people,

including eighty-two members of staff, and generated 'vigorous

discussion' in response to papers presented and raised '. . many matters

of fundamental importance to the institute's future'.6a Don Anderson,

professorial fellow at the Australian National lJniversity, opened the

conference with a paper on 'The role of cAEs - the student perspective'.

His argument concerned the difference in the nature of the student

populations of the universities and the CAEs and that '. . . the high status

and visibility of universities compared with colleges (made) them more

attractive to students'.65 However, he also commented towards the end of

his paper that there was a danger:

. . . that if the advanced colleges had been made
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In reply, Dr Eric Mills, the Institute's academic director, questioned the

real role of colleges of advanced education and went on to say whether it

was that the universities were too expensive to be used 'as a vehicle for

mass higher education' and that the role of the colleges \¡¡as 'to provide

that education on the cheaP.'68

concluding his comments, Dr Mills spoke about the commonwealth's

acceptance of the Wiltshire recommendations that CAEs could introduce

degree courses, although ,rrrâ"" the supervision of a national accrediting

body. The dilemma of developing an institution which had the same

status as a university, but the difference and flexibility of a CAE was to

dominate the affairs of the Institute for the next frve years.

New Act of Parliament

The need to redefrne the Institute's educational mission was reflected in

JuIy 1970 when a subcommittee \Mas appointed by council to examine the

regulations of the Institute of Technology Act promulgated a decade

earlier in 1960. The subcommittee considered that there \ilas a need for

the Act to state clearly the objectives of the Institute. These included the

provision of ad,vanced education and training in the applied sciences,

technologies, applied arts, administration, commerce and social sciences.

Another major aim was the promotion of the practical application of

knowledge in areas with which the Institute was involved 'to the

advancement of industry and commerce and for the bênefit of the

community generally'.os

In order to redraft the act it was suggested that the parliamentary

d.raftsman, Sir Edgar Bean, be approached to prepare the ne\ü

regulations. while discussions about revising sAIT's Act began in 1970,
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other important events, such as the formal opening of The LeveÏs caYnpus'

took place which underlined changes in the Institute's direction.

Following the decision to amend the Institute's Act, the council decided to

review its basic policy guidelines which had been first laid down in

August t964. In September 1970 it passed several resolutions which

included the statement that:

. the prime objeotive of the Institute is
technologiðal and commercial education and its
function is basically to teach.To

Although it had decided to update its objectives, the Institute council also

attempted to retain some of its existing priorities, such as servicing the

needs of part-time students. The aim was to create a higher proflrle for

SAIT in the area of advanced technologies and applied science' This aim

was strengthened. by the recommendations of the Wiltshire Committee

which enabled the CAEs formally to enter the area of post-graduate

teaching which had previously been the exclusive province of the

universities. SAIT's tentative foray into this area \/as therefore validated

by the committee's report, which reduced some opposition within council

itself to the Institute moving more strongly into this field. In addition, the

state government's decision to implement the Sweeney Report on

Acad.emic Salaries from October 1970, gave the Institute's staffparity \Mith

academics employed by the University of Adelaide.

The Institute had every reason to be optimistic in the early 1970s; the new

Levels campus was well advanced, SAIT was to be allowed to grant

degrees in its own right and funding was still relatively plentiful. In

addition, the process of transferring its non-tertiary work to the Education
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Department was substantially completed with the move of the home

science deparbment at the end of the year.

The next major event which was to have an effect on the Institute's

development involved the creation of bureaucratic structures at both the

state and federal level to supervise the activities of CAEs.

South Australian Board of Adanced Education

The creation of the South Australian Board of Ad.vanced Education

(SABAE) in April Ig72 was the state government's response to the report of

the Committee of Enquiry into Education in South Australia 1969-1970

which had been conducted by Professor Peter Karmel. Published in 1971,

the Karmel Report \Mas the first major examination of the South

Australian education system since the late 1930s' In its survey of

ed.ucation, the report recommended that the state's teachers colleges be

developed as independent and autonomous institutions,Tr thus expanding

and. broadening the CAE sector (previously restricted to SAIT, the South

Australian School of Art, Roseworthy Agricultural College and the School

of Dental Therapy). In this it followed the lead of the Martin Report of 1964

which stated that teacher training should be considered part of tertiary

education.

The commonwealth government had, for various reasons' chosen to

ignore this recommendation at the time, but by the early 1970s there was a

widespread feeling that only an expanded CAE sector could cope with the

ever-increasing numbers of students entering post-secondary education.

The development and. organisation of this second, larger tier in the

tertiary education system, however, needed to be coordinated at both state

and. federal level. From 1965, the Commonwealth Advisory Committee on

Advanced Ed.ucation (CACAE) under the chairmanship of Dr (later Sir)
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Ian rwark monitored the national development of the CAEs (excluding

teachers colleges which were not incorporated into the CAE sector until

1973).

However, coordination of tertiary education within the states was more

recent, and substantial variation existed between them. In South

Australia, the Karmel enquiry found that there was no machinery for

regular liaison or consultation between tertiary institutions and

considered that this was t 'r."iorra deficiency'.?2 To ensure that resources

were properly allocated in an expanding sector of education, the enquiry

therefore recommended that a tertiary education committee be established

to ad.vise the South Australian government '. . . on developments in the

field of tertiary education, the needs of the state in this field, and how best

these needs can be met'.73 In addition, the new advisory committee would

ad.vise the various tertiary institutions of South Australia '. . . with a view

to promoting coordination and mutual assistance and diversity .74

Ad.dressing the only argument against establishing such a body, that of

restricting the academic freedom of individual institutions, the enquiry

was optimistic that this could be avoided by clearly defining its role as an

ad.visory one only, with no powers of control over the constituent

institutions.?r It was not a view shared by the council of SAIT, however,

which, when informed in early 1971 of the proposed establishment of the

SABAE, raised objections to the fact that the Institute was to come under

the board's supervision while the two universities were exempted from

any state interference.T6

NewFeder:alBody

Not only were changes in the administration of advanced education in

South Australia foreshadowed in 797t, but important developments \Mere

also occurring at the federal level. As part of the 'upgrading' of the
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advanced education sector, the CACAE was replaced by the Australian

Commission on Ad.vanced Education (ACA-E), established under federal

act of parliament to promote the '. . . balanced development of advanced

education in Australia so that the resources of the institutes of advanced

ed,ucation can be used to the greatest possible advantage to Australia'.7?

The ACAE (later the Commission on Advanced Education from 1974) was

a parallel body to the Australian lJniversities Commission and controlled

funding of all non-university tertiary education until 1977, when it was

replaced by the Tertiary Éducation Commission. Nevertheless, the

formation of the new ACAE did not prevent the difference in status

between the universities and the colleges. The universities continued to

use the funds granted. to them as they wished, but CAE courses had to be

individually approved. The question of autonomy was carried over to the

states where, in most cases, the universities remained outside any

administrative structure set up to control the development of tertiary

education. In South Australia the SABAE, established by an Act of

parliament, was given several broad objectives, one of the most important

of which was the accreditation of courses. SAIT was represented on the

fourteen member SABAE by Dr Eric Mills, the Institute's assistant

director (academic) and by Lyall Braddock, head of the department of

accountancy, who was appointed chairman.Ts

The task faced, by the SABAE in relation to course accreditation was

formidable, because entirely new procedures had to be formulated and put

into practice. Problems \¡/eïe soon encountered, and in December 1972 the

Institute's council was informed that no action had yet been taken on the

twelve courses submitted to the board six months earlier for

accreditation.Te Eventually the difficulties were solved, but the effort

involved, in bringing all the Institute's courses up to a new' accredited
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d.egree standard involved considerable time and effort during the early-

mid 1970s. This, however, was not the only challenge facing SAIT.

In April 1972, the same month the SABAE Act was assented to by the

Governor, the Institute came under a new Act of Parliament which

empo\Mered council to award its own degrees for approved courses.so

White it took most of the 1970s before the accreditation of undergraduate

courses through SABAE was completed, the first Institute degrees \ilere

awarded in 1g23. At the ¡påf Graduation Ceremony held in the Adelaide

Town Hall, an academic milestone was reached when 147 degrees from

SAIT were awarded to graduating students of the Institute. Over the

following years progressively more of the Institute's own degrees \ryere

awarded in place of diplomas of technology, and bachelors of

technology/applied science from the University of Adelaide, the last two of

which rvvere awarded in 7977 .

Postscript

Ergineering and the Applied Sciences

In !g77, the University of Adelaide's and SAIT's jointly administered

faculty of technology and applied science was dissolved after twenty years

of operation; d.uring this time it had produced a total of 1143 graduates.

Not only were the regulations relating to the faculty repealed but the

statute which had, formally affitiated in late 1937, SASMI (later SAIT) to

the University was also removed. The era of formal cooperation had

ended, although many informal links between departments and schools of

the two institutions remained, and SAIT no longer required the

partnership with the University of Adelaide in order to maintain its

position as a tertiary institution.
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The period from the early 1960s to the late 1970s saw the transformation of

SASMI into an independent tertiary institution emphasising technology,

commerce and applied science (including health sciences) as its main

fields of expertise. As it reached maturity as an educational institution, it

no longer had to depend heavily on the University of Adelaide to augment

its prestige and reputation, nor to fear take-over bids by the Education

Department. In addition, as tertiary education in Australia became more

centrally directed and differences between states \Mere reduced, SAIT

formed bonds \Mith other i.r.íitot", of technology. This was illustrated by

the formation of the Directors of the Central Institutes of Technology

(DOCIT) group in 1975, the main aim of which was to advance the

interests of the institutes of technology as a separate and distinct group

within the CAE sector.8l Atthough apparently unsuccessful (the group

disbanded in 1982),82 the attempt by DOCIT to gain recognition from the

federal government for the special needs of the institutes of technology

highlighted the re-emergence of technological education as an important

issue in Australia. SAIT's role in DOCIT underlined the fact that it had

abandoned much of its old identity as an institution dependent on a

cooperative arrangement \Mith its neighbour and instead saw its interests

more clearly aligned with those of other institutes of technology.
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CONCLUSION

The history and. development of the relationship between SASMI and the

University of Adelaide is significant for a number of reasons' Not only

\Mas the joint agTeement unique in Australian terms but its progression

was also ind.icative of wider trends in tertiary education' The success of

the special relationship between SASMI and the university lay in various

factors: the close geographical proximity of the two institutions; the small

size of the city with its centralised cultural/social/political precinct; a

shared pool of influential acad.emics; and the patronage of a powerful and

wealthy public figure in sir Langdon Bonython, who actively supported

both SASMI and the university. In addition, there wel"e not the resources

available to build up and. maintain two completely independent

institutions. The absence of some of the deeper educational divisions and

rivalries which existed interstate allowed the University and the School to

exist in relative harmony, even if there \MeÏe underlying elements of

discord, which emerged from time to time. Cooperation between the two

bodies was also strengthened by the School's autonomy from the state

education department, a situation not matched by any institution of its

kind in Australia.

Although important as a case study in cooperation, the wider signiflrcance

of the joint agreement between sASMI/SAIT and the university of

Adelaide lay in the fact that it was not d.uplicated in other states; indeed it

\¡¡as not even attempted. The origins of the wide and continuing

ed.ucational gap which separated technical institutions and universities

can be traced back to the nineteenth century when the importance of

education and. training in the economic performance of nations was first

realised.



It is not surprising that the first area of education to be affected by national

rivalry as expressed through economic competition was technical

education. Technical education in its broad defrnition included most

forms of vocational training from the traditional trades through to the

newer technological occupations such as engineering. In the quest for

economic gain through technological advancement, a theme common to

both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, technical or vocational

education \Mas regarded in a different perspective than a traditional liberal

education. Although some reformers repudiated the idea of a division

between 'technical and vocational instruction on the one hand and non-

vocational and, humane stud.ies on the other'l, the notion of such a

distinction remained fi.xed in the minds, not only of experts, but also of the

general community. This distinction not only had a profound affect on the

development of education in Britain but was also carried over to, and

perpetuated in, the Australian colonies.

Strongly influenced by the British example, technical and technological

education in Australia was largely relegated to the various technical

colleges and schools of mines. During the course of the present century

the universities gained a foothold in the applied sciences, mainly through

the teaching of engineering, but they were nevertheless prepared to leave

most technical and technological education to bodies such as SASMI or

the state government education departments. The division between

universities and. technical institutions with respect to the teaching of

applied science was further reinforced by the undeveloped nature of

'technological' education until after the Second \Morld War' As the status

of technological education increased, and divisions between tradespeople,

technicians and. technologists began to be more firmly drawn and publicly

recognised (see Appendix Six), so the universities began to show more

interest in this area. Aided by the new wave of post-war industrialisation,
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technology and, technological education assumed a higher profrle in

Australia. This development was not only a result of local economic

conditions; it was also assisted by events in Britain where technological

education had received a major impetus after the war. This was reflected,

for example, in the establishment of faculties of technology/applied science

at the universities of Adelaide and Melbouïne. Inspired by the need to

provide the technological training required for some economic gtowth, as

Britain had done, changes began to be implemented in Australian tertiary

education.

Despite this increased attention, however, the applied sciences were not

easily incorporated into the mainstream work of the older universities (it

is notable that at both Adelaide and Melbourne Universities, the above

faculties were eventually disbanded). Further progress in this area was

prevented by the Martin Report of the mid-1960s which ensured the

transfer of all non-d.egree work from the universities to the new colleges of

advanced education (based around the institutes of technology). In

particular, the report recommended that development of the applied

sciences, health sciences and business studies areas should take place

within the CAEs, instead of in the university sector.

As a consequence, the traditional universities neither expanded the scope

of their curricula nor undertook higher level technological work to the

same extent as the institutes of technology during the 1960s and 1970s.

Indeed, the difference between the educational missions of the universities

and the institutes of technology continued until well into the 1980s.

During recent years, the central institutes of technolory in each state have

sought to become universities of technolog-y; one of the chief reasons put

forward. by them for redesignation as specialist universities is their

special emphasis on technolory and applied science (including business
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and commerce), which have generally been accorded a secondary status

in other tertiary institutions. Although the boundaries around technolory

and applied science are often hard to defrne, the present federal

government has assigned a special status to these areas of tertiary

education because of their acknowledged economic importance. As stated

in the policy statement on higher education by the Minister for

Employment, Education and Training in July 1988, '. . the government

reaffirms its intention that an increasing share of total higher education

resources should. be directed io those frelds ofstudy ofgreatest relevance to

the national goals of industrial development and economic

restructuring'.2 In the late nineteenth century, economic considerations

played a critical role in the promotion of technical education. Now, as

then, economic requirements are having a major impact on education,

especially vocationally-Iinked education and training, which is receiving

primary consideration and attention, and on which many expectations

regarding national development are placed.

In Australia, the artifrcially maintained distinction between science and

technology (perhaps even more vigorous than in Britain) helped to prevent

further examples of cooperative enterprise such as that which existed

between SASMI and the University of Adelaide. In addition, there was the

problem of the relatively narrow ed.ucational profile of the universities and

the multi-purpose roles of the technical colleges/schools of mines. In the

case of Adelaide however, the factors already mentioned' were strong

enough to overcome any disadvantages or opposing forces between the

school and the university. At one point during the 1950s, it seemed

possible that the universities in Melbourne and Adelaide would expand

sufficiently to absorb the higher level work of the Melbourne Technical

College and SASMI respectively. However, this did not eventuate and both

technical institutions remained intact. The motivation for assuming the
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mantle of these colleges was not sufficient for the universities to challenge

and overcome the desire of the colleges to retain their integrity and to have

their role as technological institutions recognised and upgfaded.

The failure of the New South Wales University of Technology to remain

predominantly a technological institution and its transformation into the

University of New South'Wales in the late 1950s provided yet more evidence

that Australia had failed permanently to raise the status of technological

e¿ucation. Unlike Britain where technological education made

considerable progress during the early post-war period, the only real

example of innovation in this area in Australia was SASMI's and the

university of Adelaide's new joint faculty of technology. However, this

was inspired as much by examples of cooperation in Britain as by the

previously successful collaboration between the two bodies.

The relationship between SASMUSAIT and the University of Adelaide

went on to exist for another twenty years until 1977 when the faculty of

technology and applied science was dissolved. The eighty-year history of

the relationship between the two institutions went through a number of

phases. Initially, the early joint agreement reflected a very basic sharing

of resources with no underlnng philosophy and with the university

constrained by its inability to offer degrees in engineering. During the

crisis years of 1912 to 1915, the agreement was severely tested because of

the University's determination to award degrees in engineering and

expand. its work in technological education and by the government's

attempted take-over of the School. In this respect, South Australia

mirrored national trends, albeit somewhat later. However, the joint

agreement continued, primarily because the School survived with its

independence intact, and was strengthened after the end of the First

World 'War, particularly in the field of mining but also in other areas such
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as architecture. Cooperation between SASMI and the University proved

highly practical and useful. With the revamping of the agreement in the

late 1g30s and the statute of affiliation between them, the joint agreement

seemed secure.

The Second World War, however, created new pressures on the

relationship, particularly due to an increased demand for technical

training and the promise of funding for separate facilities for both bodies.

As in the rest of Australia, the War ushered in a ne\¡/ period of growth for

tertiary institutions, especially the universities which greatly increased

the level of their enrolments. With the possibility of expansion for both

SASMI and the University, the basis of the joint agreement was

threatened, yet it managed to survive through the 1940s and early 1950s

until it was revised in the middle of that decade.

Through extensive negotiation and agïeement that SASMI should be

upgraded to the status of an institute of technology, the University and the

School rwere able to retain a formal working arrangement. Unlike its

sister institution in Melbourne, SASMI was willing to abandon most of its

sub-tertiary work in order to maintain its relationship with the University

and to expand its higher level courses. Only \Mith the release of the Martin

Report and the new funding conditions for colleges of advanced education,

among which SAIT was classified, was the end of the joint agreement

foreshadowed. As national funding and control became increasingly

important in tertiary education, local variations were subordinated to

centralised bureaucracy. Apart from this, the increased revenue made

available to the tertiary education sector during the late 1960s and early

1g70s and the granting of degree awarding po\ilers to CAEs effectively

meant that there v¡as no longer any reason for SAIT to continue the joint

agreement, even if the University wished to do so'
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The relationship between SASMI/SAIT and the University was also

illustrative of a number of issues in the field of tertiary education. For the

School, the teaching of technology was the apex of its vocational work; for

the University, participation in the applied sciences was basically

designed to broaden its curriculum. The prime purpose of the joint

agreement for the school was to produce qualifred engineers and

technicians who would make an economic contribution to the nation, for

the University it was to geíe"ate a group of highly-skilled professionals

who would. become leaders in industry. The creation of frrst the joint

faculty of engineering and, later, of technology, revealed an area of overlap

between the two institutions, one which highlighted the ambiguous

position of the applied sciences in tertiary education throughout most of

the present century.s

The issue of prevention of duplication between the work of the School and

the University was strongly influenced by the attitude of the state

government. In Australia the role played by governments (state, and

later, federal) has strongly influenced the direction and development of

technical/technological education. Institutions such as the School and the

University, which were primarily dependent on public monies, could not

formulate policy without reference to both the state and the community'

The joint agreement between the School and the University operated

successfully because the state goverrunent was neither able nor willing to

support the growth of competing schools of engineering and also because

the general community accepted cooperation between the two bodies. In

fact, it was regarded as mutually benefrcial. Despite the apparent

differences between the educational roles of the two institutions, they

managed to cond.uct their joint agreement without undue trouble or

diffrculty. This was because, in essence' both were capable of teaching
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applièd science and engineering courses. That is, both the School and the

University were themselves quite adequate to the task of undertaking

higher level technological education. However, instead of unifying the two

institutions, the agreement in the end retained and strengthened existing

divisions and led SASMI and the University to develop separate areas of

technological expertise.

Another result was that the School, when it became SAIT, expanded its

curriculum to specialise in technological teaching, while the University

continued, to maintain applied science/engineering as only part of its

overall profile. In other words, as elsewhere in Australia, the University

failed to incorporate the promotion of technology and applied science as

one of its primary aims, leaving SAIT to take over the challenge of

developing the full range of applied sciences, including newer areas such

as the health sciences. The opportunity for creating a more uniflied and

uniform tertiary education system was lost in the early post-war period

and the old divisions between universities and technical colleges were

retained. and. merely put into a new framework, a framework which the

Martin Report of the mid 1960s effectivety did not challenge. Ilowever, as

the need to provide economic justifications for tertiary education increased

during the 1g70s and 1980s, so debate over the direction tertiary education

should take reached a new level of intensity.

In a 1g80 paper entitled 'Post-secondary education in the Australian

economy of the 1980s', South Australian academic Brian Abbey wrote that:

It might be said that where once education's goals
were cast more in terms of society's cultural ideals,
thus rendering an indirect service to the politico-
economic structure, it is now the case that
education's goals are increasingly rendered more-or-
less directlyln the language of the econo-my because
that has become the dominant cultural discourse.
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of support in Australia indicates a particular sense of economic concern

and urgency for change. As the 1988 discussion paper on 'Higher

Education in South Australia - Future Directions and Organisation'

states:

agricultural industries.6

Economic imperatives have caused governments at both state and federal

level to re-examine the nature of tertiary education in Australia to see

whether it is fulfrlling certain national and local objectives. However,

whereas in previous decades the connections between tertiary education,

technology/apptied science and the economy were less clearly appreciated,

there is now more emphasis and examination on the manner in which

they interact with each other. As a result, technology, commerce and

applied science are receiving greater attention and support. In this sense

the situation is far removed from the one where SASMI and the University

of Adelaide were forced to combine resources in order to teach engineering

and the applied sciences. However, despite apparent changes in policy,

the same underlying attitudes and opinions which shaped the history of

tertiary education in Australia, and therefore South Australia, and

created the social and economic divisions between the teaching of various

tpes of knowledge still remain.

One of the main keys to understanding the nature of the joint relationship

between SASMVSAIT and the University of Adelaide is to recognise that
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engineering and the applied sciences were accorded a special but

somewhat ambiguous position which allowed the two bodies to cooperate

without considering that their respective roles or identities rwere

threatened. That this was so underlies the divisive manner in which the

Australian community, who for a long time adopted the perspectives of a

non-industrialised society, regarded applied sciences and technology. On

the one hand, its importance in the nation's well-being \¡/as claimed to be

understood but, on the other hand, it received limited recognition or

support. These restrictions meant that it fell to the technical institutions

such as SASMVSAIT to undertake the majority of teaching in this area.

It also caused them, at times, to seek a link \Mith the universities in order

to increase the status of their work. only SASMI/SAIT however,

managed to create, develop and maintain this link for any length of time.

This was a product of particular local circumstances, and individuals

who were willing to look to Britain, as well as inside Australia, to frnd a

solution for their own specifrc needs. Although borrowing from the

British model did not resolve the problem of the position and status of

technological ed.ucation, it was crucial in the development of the joint

agreement. Cooperation between the University of Adelaide and

SASMI/SAIT satisflred the needs of both institutions in the area of

technology/applied science for a considerable time. It was, perhaps, the

optimum outcome given the situation. A more radical solution, such as

following European examples was probably not possible for various

cultural and political reasons.
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APPET{DD( ONE

PROFTT,F OF STIJDENITS 188S1967

brtroduction

The primary motivation behind the South Australian government's

establishment of SASMI was the need to create a technical institution

which would train the skilted personnel required by mining and industry.

sASMI's other major role was to act as a working man's college, a college

which would. offer the opportunity for self-improvement through education

to the working classes. White the basis of support for the School rested on a

mixture of pragmatism and moralism, most emphasis was placed on the

utilitarian value of technical ed.ucation even if this was often couched in

idealistic terms. While no specific section of the community was singled

out, it was clear that many reformers regarded the broad mass of the

working class as the School's main clientele. For most people in the late

nineteenth century, âny form of education outside the primary schooling

provided, by the government was simply unavailable; it,was the province of

the 'better sort' who could send their children to private colleges and to

university. SASMI provided an alternative pathway to higher education,

although this aspect of its function as an institution was never defined,

rather it d.eveloped over time. Indeed, the School offered three distinct

educational services to the public, tertiary level diploma courses for those

people unable to gain entry and./or afford university fees; various trade and

other practical subjects that were not provided by the Education

Department; and. Adelaide Technical High School, a highly regarded

academic technical school which charged no fees but had highly

competitive entry examinations for its limited places.

The result of fulfrlling these different educational roles \Ã/as the

development of a multipurpose institution which in many respects,



resembled the 'People's University' that SASMI was claimed to be in 1903.

The positive aspect of this situation was that the School catered to a wide

variety of people from different social classes, not simply the lower socio-

economic bracket, but on the other hand, the disadvantage was that the

School never became a working man's college in the true sense. From the

statistical information available, it can be shown that even from the first

decade of its operation, SASMI did not cater primarily for the working

classes of Adelaide.

Listof Occupations

a) Information from Annual Reports

Every year from 1889 to 1967 inclusive, the annual reports of SASMI

(from 1960, SAIT) included a list of the occupations of all enrolled

stud.ents. In order to examine this data, every third year rwas

selected and analysed by organising the different occupations into

thirteen groups (Table 1). Later, for the purpose of graphical

representation, the six main groups were further reduced to a total

of four (see Diagrams 1-4). The revised table (Table 2) shows the six

main gToups in terms of percentages of the total figure.

From Tabte 2 it is evident that although the category 'trades' 'was

generally the largest single occupational group until the 1950s,

sizable numbers of students were located in other categories,

especially 'administrative/clerical' and 'unpaid', the I atte r

comprising full-time students, part-time cadets and housewives'

However, there were also signifrcant percentages in the 'other'

category comprising nurses and teachers, people employed in the

retail and service sectors, in rural occupations and those that could

be defrned as un- or semi-skilled. Breaking this category down
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further, we see from Table 1 that the retail/service sub-group was

the most important component of this category, only being

overshadowed. once by the un/semi-skilled in the late 1940s probably

because of the influence of the reconstruction training scheme'

TABT,E 2

Revised Percentages of Occupations

Year Prof. Tech. Trades Admin/ Unpaid Other
CIer.
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From the 'technical category', it is clear that the number of students

with occupations in this area were relatively small until the 1960s

when technician training underwent a major expansion. Finally,

the 'professional' group was, as might be expected, a relatively

minor category and, as \Mith the technical category, did not undergo

much growth until the 1960s. Part of the reason for the increase in

size of this group was related to the increase in the number of

managers and other senior business personnel who \Mere enrolled
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b)

in the expanding schools of business management and

accountancy.

Survey of Accountancy Graduates 1947-1956

In 1957, shortly before the details relating to the new joint faculty of

technology with the University of Adelaide were finalised, SASMI

proposed the establishment of a joint faculty of commerce with the

University. Obstensibly the reason for this was to replace the

School's associate diploma course in accountancy with a degree in

commerce award.ed by the University. What in effect the School was

trying to do was to upgrade all its associate diploma courses to

d.egree stand.ard if possible. To document the high level of the work

of the accountancy diploma, various supporting evidence was

offered including a survey of 160 (out of a total of 202) students who

completed the ordinary diploma during the ten years 1946-1956. The

suïvey indicated the length of time taken to complete the course

(Table 3A), the average age at commencement (Table 3B) and

student occupations (Table 3C).

TABI,E 3A

Tim.e taken to complete ordinary diploma

Nurrber of Years Number of students
on conree comPleting in that "nre

The average time taken by these 160 students was 5.97 years

3
5
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g7

ß
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4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
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What the survey results illustrated was that the majority of students

were mature age (63.1 percent) (over 21 years) studied part-time

while in employment (95 percent) and as might be expected, aII held

white-collar jobs. Significantly, completion of the course enabled

graduates holding clerical positions (131 at commencement, 29 in

1957) to move to higher positions as accountants, company

secretaries and managers.

TABLE 3B

Student ages
Age inyears

Under 18
1&21
22-25
2G29
3G33
M-37
3841

Over 41

The average age of these 160 students at cornmencement of their course
was 24.26 Years.
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Occupation

Full-time students

Clerical
Clerk
Bank clerk
Cost clerk
Book-keeper
Cashier

Accountant
Accountant
Assistant accountant
Internal auditor
Cost accountant

Secretary
Company secretarY
Assistant
Secretary and Director

Manager
Managing director
Manager or asst. manager
Offrce manager
Departmental manager :

Education
Lecturer

State Public Service
Clerk or cost clerk
Accountant/auditor

12
15

Commonwealth Public Service
Clerk
Tax clerk
Tax assessor
Audit and investigation
Accountant

Public practice
Employee
Principal

TABLE 3C
Occupationof Shrdents

Cornmencement
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The figures given for the 158 students enrolled in the newer

associateship diploma in accountancy (introduced in 1952) also

con-fi.rmed the small number of full-time students (Table 3D) and the

predominance of adult students (Table 3E) over one-third of whom,

as the report stated, attended day classes by permission of their

employers. While the survey \Mas specifrcally confined to

accountancy graduates, rather than covering the full scope of the

department's activities which included various short courses and

seminars, it d.oes indicate the presence of an important 'non-

manual' and 'non-technical' presence in the student body' The

refusal of the University to accept the School's suggestion of a

combined faculty of commerce not only reinforced the existing

division between academic 'economics' and practical 'accountancy',

but also the concept that the latter was best taught in a more

technolo gical institution.

TABLE 3D

Occupations of students
enr-olled in Associateship conrse

Position Nr¡mber of shrdents

Full-time students

Accountant or assistant accountant

Clerk
Finance (banks, insurance, etc.)

Public practice

Public service

Other

7

9

65

\7
12

38

!
158
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TABLE 3E

Age gfoup

Years
Under 20

20 and under 25

25 and under 30

30 and under 35

35 and under 39

40 and over

Nt¡mber of students
43

52

33

15

5

10

158

Socio-Economic Groutrls

The tables and graphs of occupations show that a wide variety of

occupational groupings existed among the student population of SASMI

indicating that the School was not simply catering to one segment of the

population. While those students who fell into the 'trades' category

(almost entirely male) r¡/ere the largest single grouP, they never comprised

much more than one-third of the student population at their peak, which

was during the late 1940s. Significantly, their presence was balanced by a

substantial white-collar presence as reflected in the

administrative/clerical category combined with the'professional' and

'technical' categories and the nurses/teachers sub-group of the 'other'

category. Middle-class people r¡/ere drawn to the School to study subjects

an¿ courses which were simply not available or too costly to undertake at

other institutions. SASMI \¡¡as especially attractive as an educational

institution because many classes r¡¡ere given at night, and so could be

combined \il-ith employment, and because individual subjects could be

taken without necessarily completing a course. Another factor for the

School's popularity \Mas, of course, its central location on North Terrace

near the central business district of Adelaide and its close proximity to

public transport.
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1

2

3

Adelaide City

Northern and north-eastern local government areas (St. Peters,
Walkerville, Prospect, Yatala N & S, Campbelltown)

Western and north-western local government areas (Pt. Adelaide,
Queenstown & Alberton, Rosewater, Semaphore, Woodville,
W.Torrens, Thebarton, Hindmarsh)

South-western local government areas (Glenelg, Brighton, Marion)

Eastern and south-eastern and southern local government areas
(Kensington, Norwood, Burnside, Unley, Mitcham)

4

5

6. Country.

Table 4 shows the results of this distribution as well as diagram 5. This

diagram reflects the participation rate of students per geographic area,

that is, if atl regions participated equally then the rate would be the same

for each. Examination of the diagram reveals differences existing

between various localities from which some generalisations can be made.

TABLE 4
1895 enrclments at South Aush'alian School of Mines and Industries

and University of Adelaide

Pop of
Region

37837

16640
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4318
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32fl23
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U ofA
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Figures for University of Adelaide based on ne\ / enrolments for period

1892-1895 inclusive (students were required to sign roll book only once, at

time of enrolment - names were not re-recorded each year at this time so a

sample was taken over four years to indicate range of undergraduates -

first to fourth years - present in 1895).

Diagram 5 indicates that the highest participation rate lay in the south-

south western local government areas, followed by the north-north eastern

suburbs, then the City of Adelaid.e, the east-south eastern suburbs and

then the large group of western-north western local government areas. It

must be emphasised that these groupings are very broad and can only give

some general indications as to where students of SASMI resided. Given

this qualifrcation however, it is noticeable that proportionally fewer

students came from the western-north western districts which contained

a large segment of Adelaid.e's working classes which was the locality of a

majority of ind.ustries (plus shipping facilities). Whether this imbalance

was later rectified in the 1920s and 1930s with the growth of trade classes,

particularly in the newer areas such as sheetmetal working and welding

cannot, unfortunately, be ascertained. Nevertheless, the information

obtained from the occupational distribution suggests that the numbers of

working class students did not experience a substantial increase. The

attraction of the School to white-collar workers and those employed in the

service sector continued to be strong throughout the history of SASMI.

A comparison of the histograms of the participation rates of sASMI and

the university of Adelaid.e reveals a striking simil anty in the source of

students for both institutions. As in the case of the school, the small (in

terms of population) south-western area of Adelaide exhibited the highest

participation rate perhaps because the two beach-side suburbs of Glenelg

and Brighton contained. a gïoup of prosperous residents' This area was
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followed by the northern and north-eastern councils, most of which would

now be defined as inner suburban, and the City of Adelaide which in the

1890s still had a large residential population.

Assigning class status to particular urban areas is always diffrcult

because of variations that occur within localities. However, the low

participation rate of the large western and north-western areas of

Adelaide indicates that a signifrcant section of the working class was not

participating in the educational opportunities of either SASMI or the

University of Adetaide. (If Adelaide's population was 125 73\ then the

western-north western districts - as defined in the sample with 33 904

people - represented 27 .1 percent of the city's total population.)

The eastern, south-eastern and southern areas had a signifrcantly lower

participation rate than one would expect in a modern context while the

western and, north-western districts of Adelaide (besides rural areas)

which contained a signifrcant portion of the city's working class

population had the lowest rate of all areas.

Age hrofile

As can be seen from Table 5, the largest category of students throughout

the period 1889 tot967 was in the 16-20 age group. The peak of this group

in terms of enrolments occurred in the early 1930s, coinciding with the

worst years of the depression in terms of unemployment. During the

Second World War, there was an upswing in the number of mature age

students attending SASMI and this is reflected in the increase in

percentages of the 26-30 , 3L-45 and over 45 age groups' The post-\Mar years

showed. a steady d.ecline in the youngest (under 16 years) age group, and

also a significant d.rop in the 1-6-20 age range from the 1931 peak' On the

other hand, enrolments in tine 26 plus age brackets showed substantial
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improvements, accounted for over a third of all enrolments in 1946, t952,

1961 and 1967. The explanation for this lay not only in the students

attending the School under the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training

Scheme but also the introduction of technicians courses and the expansion

of areas such as business management and accountancy which had large

numbers of mature age students. The group that shows the most

variation is the 2l-25 age range with a peak in 1967, as the Institute was

developing into a true tertiary institution and low points in 1925 and 1943;

the latter probably a resu-Lt of rfr. fact that many people of this age were in

active service. (1916 was another low point \Mith trle 2I-25 age group when

they accounted for 11.89 percent of enrolments.)

TABLE 5

Age of students fr"om annual reports

Year Under
16

16.10

7t.94
23.47

19.1

74.4t

27.80

26.60

23.68

20.41

20.47

16.04

1]..41

9.74

2.U

16-20 2I'-25 2ß3lJ-. 3L45 Ovtr
45

1889

1895

1901

1907

1913

1919

t925

193r

1937

1943

7gL9

1955

1961

!%7

42.93

48.96

47.æ

47.02

47.33

39.69

47.il
48.M

43.&

39.05

33.48

31.39

34.90

36.02

18.93

20.6

16.44

19.17

23.74

14.88

10.32

13.31

r9.72

11.93

16.54

t9.44
17.58

25.06

9.88

8.06

6.11

7.25

9.22

8.34

8.51

7.32

8.35

11.04

75.70

13.48

12.03

72.94

t2.75
8.96

5.52

5.74

5.13

7.6r

6.33

6.36

6.88

14.26

r3.76

19.60

22.38

18.25

0.85

t.72
0.76

1.68

0.71

1.30

1.01

2.67

4.5r

4.68

3.97

5.04

The age profile of the SchooVearly Institute reflected the diversity in the

student body with significant percentages in all groups except that of the
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over 45S, which never accounted for more than frve percent of the

enrolments and, before the Second World 'War, less than two percent.

Nevertheless, although the School \4¡as primarily oriented towards

ad.olescents and young adults, there was always a significant proportion of

mature adults attending over the age of 25 years. The presence of these

students, most of whom would have been in paid employment (except

those who had the responsibility of 'home duties') added a distinct

characteristic to SASMI and further reinforced its role as catering to a

broad spectrum of peoPle. 
't

Women

Figures on the participation rate of women are difflrcult to obtain,

particularly as the different numbers of female and male students

attending the School were not specified until 1941.

TABLE 6

Year
I?T1

19{3

TgLg

1955

1961

7%7

Male
4227

3397

5n5
7104

8157

8254

(76.04)

(65.3e)

(62.11)

(73.06)

(76.66)

(77.60)

Total
5551

5795

8396

9727

10641

10637

Female
1330 (23.96)*

1798 (34.61)*

3181 (37.89)

262,3 (26.97)

2484 (23.34)

2383 (22.40)

*Note increase between 1g4]- and 1943 which may be attributed to the
impact of World'War Two.

In 1g67, \tromen and girls comprised 22.4 percent of the School's student

population. The main question however, is what did these students study

at the Institute and where they were equally distributed throughout the
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various departments? This, unfortunately, was as untrue in 1967 as it

was in 1895.

Using the list of students taken from the 1895 registry books, it was found

that there were 265 females included in the total of 770 students listed (the

actual total of students for the year was 670 but there was some overlap of

students between the 'technical' and 'scientific' classes). More significant

than the actual number of female students \Mas, that apart from four

females studying junior chemistry, they were all located in the 'technical'

classes enrolled. in subjects such as dressmaking and cookery. The

pattern of sex segregation was thus established from the early years of the

School's operation and was maintained throughout its history being

carried on into the early years of SAIT and indeed to the present day'

Examining the situation in 1967, the last year in which class enrolments

for individual subjects were given, we frnd the following:

TABLE 7

Total enrnlments

Dept. of Dressmaking

Dept. of Home Science

Dept. of Millinery

Term I Tenn II Term III
7n 726 æ7

5A, 489 444

w.wru
1489 1458 r4r9

(Aver. over three terms - 1455'3)

Conclud.ing from Tabte 7 above, we can see that enrolments in the

departments of dressmaking, home science and millinery, which were

almost exclusively female, accounted for nearly two-thirds of female

students attending the School in 1967 (61.1 percent of the total of 2383

female stud.ents). Furthennore, the 1967 Annual Report states lhat 574

stud.ents (accounting for 24.09 percent of female students) had the
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occupation of 'home duties' in that year. The Annual Report of that year

also records that amongst the Institute's students there were 19

comptometrists, 57 computer operators, 20 receptionists, 114 secretaries,

168 stenographers, 17 telephonists andt22 typists; a total of 523 people who

can probably be regarded to have been predominantly female. Thus,

another major component of female enrolments at the Institute belonged

to women and girls working in an office environment. Although some

may have studied subjects in the dressmaking, home science and

millinery departments, othe"s would have taken courses such as

'secretarial practice' or 'book-keeping and accounts' offered by the schools

of accountancy and business administration. What is clear from the list of

graduates with associate diplomas from the School/Institute or bachelors

of technotogy/applied science from the University of Adelaide, is that

females were almost entirely absent from the engineering and applied

sciences. Up to the end of World War Two in 1945, there had been no

women who had gained an associate or fellowship diploma from SASMI.

Ind.eed, the only female graduates to that point were the 33 women who

\Mere awarded a certiflrcate in domestic science, the one woman who

gained a certifi.cate in cost accountancy (1943) and the five women who had

completed the diploma in accountancy (two in 1939, two in 1942 an one in

1945). The creation of the joint faculty of technology with the University of

Adelaide in 1957 did not assist the entry of women to the applied sciences

and as a result not one female student at the Institute was a\ryarded a

bachelor of technology or bachelor of applied science.

This timited analysis of women's participation at SASMVSAIT indicates

that it was limited to a distinct enclave of activity surrounding traditional

\¡¡omen's trades and skills. In fact, this remained so until the 1960s and

was (partly) removed by the transfer of the so-called \Momen's departments

to the Education Department. The women and girls lost to the Institute as
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students through these transfers rtrere replaced by the growth of the health

and social sciences (in the sense of social work and librarianship) during

the 1g70s. However, little inroad was made in the area of engineering and

the applied sciences.

Shrdent profile 1967

In 1967 SAIT had 10637 students; it was the last year in which the

occupations of students were recorded in the annual report. In this year'

all but nine students indi."i"¿ their occupations and these groupings are

shown in Diagram 7 overleaf. It is interesting to compare this with the

situation in 1889 as shown in Diagram 8. Note in both cases' the large

proportion of students in the administrative/clerical category; the main

difference between the two periods lies in the growth of the professional,

technical and unpaid groups (due to the increase in the number of full-

time students).

In terms of ages, the students in 1967 were mainly located in the !6-25 age

group (85.6 percent) and2I-25 age gïoup Q4.8 percent) followed by the 3l-45

age group, over 45 and under 76 age groups. This is illustrated in

Diagram 9 while the age breakdown of students in 1889 is shown in

Diagram 10.

FuIl and part time

Of the 10637 students enrolled, in 1967, 6638 (62.4 percent) wére enrolled in

tertiary level courses; 2968 in d.egree or diploma courses and 3617 in

certifrcate courses. Thus, 37.6 percent of students were not enrolled in

formal coufses but were completing single subjects. At this stage, the

Institute still contained the departments of dressmaking, home science,

millinery and woolclassing which drew several hundred enrolments.
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Significantly, the number of students enrolled full time in degree, diploma

or certificate level courses in 1967 was still only t2.7 percent of the total,

although this was a substantial increase over the 3.8 percent of full time

students in 1961. By 1972, the percentage of full time students in

'professional' and certifrcate courses had increased to 26.7 percent,

reflecting the changes in the composition of the Institute's student body.

Although figures are unavailable for the percentage of full time students

priorto 1961, these canbe assumedto be of the order of the 1961 level or

less, especially in view of the low number of graduations from SASMI to

that date. From 1891, when the first associate diploma \¡/as presented up

to and including 1961, the School awarded 3463 fellowship diplomas,

associateship diplomas, diplomas in accountancy and certifrcates in

various areas (see Table Two). Considering the large volume of students

who passed through SASMI, this is a small number indeed, although the

figures d.o not include the award of the bachelor of technology which came

into force in 1957 (only a few (136) students from the School had graduated

with this University of Adelaide award by 1960). (The arrangment with

the University for the awards of the bachelor of engineering to students of

the School is covered because recipients of the fellowship diploma qualified

for the bachelor of engineering.)

Sum-marry

A description of the student profile of SASMI and the early years of SAIT

would, probably be encapsulated in the following description; a large body

of students, predominantly adult but with a signifrcant percentage of

adolescents, d.rawn from a variety of socio-economic groups but chiefly the

middle and skilled. working class, dominated by males but with an

important enclave of female activity. Most students attended classes part

time in the evening and. enrolled. in single subjects rather than the higher
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level diplomas or degrees (offered through the University of Adelaide).

There were consequently fewer students in the professional courses

(engineering, mining) and many more in the trade, technical and

'women's classes'. In addition to the students enrolled in the classes

given by SASMI, were the pupils of ATHS which was controlled by the

Council of the School. The students of ATHS, Iike the students of SASMI,

'were drawn from a mixed social background because entry was based on

a vigorous series of entrance examinations, not on the ability to pay fees.

The role of ATHS was to provide an alternative to both the expensive

private secondary colleges and the government-run high schools, which

\Mere not regarded as having the equivalent status or high standards

offered. by the private schools or ATHS. ATHS and SASMI therefore

operated. as alternative educational facilities between the state and private

sectors (if one includes the University). The South Australian School of

Mines and Ind.ustries attempted to cater for as broad a base of clientele as

possible, not simply the working classes, partly to ensure its own survival

and partly because the underlytng philosophy of the School was to act as a

general service to the entire community. In this sense, its name School of

Mines and Industries was far more appropriate than the title working

men's college used by technical institutions in other states.
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DIAGRAM 5

PARTICIPATION RATE BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA
SASMI 1895
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DIAGRAM 6

PARTICIPATION RATES BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE 1892-1895
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DIAGRAM 7

SAIT
Students by OccuPation 1967
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DIAGRAM 8
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DIAGRAM 9
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DIAGRAM 1O

SASMI
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS 1889
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APPENTDD(TWO

COPY OF FIRST AGREEIVIE\TT
(189¡/)

THE UNNZER^SNY OF ADEI"AIDE
andthe

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF MINES AI\{D INDUSTRIES

Memo of a conference between representatives of the University and the
School of Mines on the 9th December, with clause 5 amended as suggested
by the President of the school of Mines on 10th December.

1. The Chancellor explalned that the course in mining engineerin-g
and metallurgy is än advanced course, post graduate in the fourth
y"ur, and in ñõ *uy competes with the course for the Associateship
in mining and metallurgy in the School of Mines'

2. oI of Mines retain to themselves
their own curriculum,

each of these Institutions
ases in which the teaching

staff of either Institution can assist in the teaching work of the
other.

g. The students of the University in the new course in mining {nd
metallurgy witl continue to stúdy agsqnnS as heretoforg,. and also
quànUtaíiïe analysis at the Schoõl of Mines, ald the.teaching_of MT,

Èiggin, or some oih"r instructor appro_ved by the.University Council
wit"t-be accepted by the University fot that part of its course. Possibly
other subjects will be added.

4. Whilst the teaching of any part of the University course in mining
engrneering and mõta[urgy-is carred on at the School of Mines, the
diplomas granted in those sul
cases in which the student har
the School of Mines to the
issued in conjunction with th
and Induri¡"", and entitles the holder to the Fellowship of that
Institution in mining engineering and metallurry"'

5. The School of Mines will on application grant such Fellowship to -the
holder of such Diploma, and iuch Fellowship will only_be granted to
the holders of rnôtt Uipiomas, and to such School of Mines students
as have úlen the Felliwship course in Mining and Metallurgy,.and
who have passed examinalions equivalent to the examinations
purr"¿ by^ the students presenteã for the Fellowship by the
University.

6. As the University receives students from the School of Mines, Dr.
Rennie and Mr. chapman will accept the title of Honorary
Lecturers in wt"tutturgy' and Mining respectively in that institution'
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(Sgd.) S.J. Way
Chancellor of the UniversitY

December 11th, 1897

The third year students of the School of Mines in Mining and
Metallurry will be at liberty to attend the lectures in those subjects at
the Univõrsity on payment of such fees as may be arranged.

This arrangement is conditional on its receivilg the sanction of the
Councils of"the University and the School of Mines respectively, and
may be d.eterminined by either of those bodies on three month's
notice to the other.

(Sgd.) J. I-angdon BonSrtlron
President of School of Mines and
Industries

(Copies of 1897 and 1903 agïeements contained in Minutes of Joint Faculty
of Àpplied Sciece 1903-1Þ37 (stored at SAIT); also copies located in
Univèisity of Adelaide Archives Document File 176a.)
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APPET.IDD(TTIREE

TTIE UNTTIERSNY OF ADEI,AIDE

RPORT ON APPLIED SCIEhICE COIJRSES, 1908

The Engineering work at the University dates its beginning from that of

the agreement arranged with the School of Mines in 1897, under which

students rvere to be granted a joint Diploma in Mining Engineering and

Metallurgy. The first student to obtain this Diploma received it in 1901. A

more elaborate set of couïses in Applied Science is now provided for by the

second agïeement with the School of Mines made in 1903. Under this

students have a choice of Mining, Electrical, Metallurgical or Mechanical

Engineering. The University teaches practically the whole of the

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Geology required for these courses,

and in addition, a number of common fundamental engineering subjects,

and it teaches the whole of the Mining and Electrical Engineering. These

courses now occupy an important place in the work of the University. Of

the science students more than half take an Applied Science course'

which requires 4 years' study at the UniversitY, âs against 3 for the

ordinary degree. Amongst the degrees conferred by the University during

the last 5 years, there have been 41 Bachelors of Science; of these 21 took an

Applied Science course. During the same period 27 degrees \trere

conferred in Law, 31 in Medicine and 5 in Music.

My own classes comprise, with the exception of the Mining, such subjects

as are fundamental to the whole of these Applied Science courses. None of

them are first year subjects, and the numbers this year are as follows.
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Sr¡ltiect
Applied Mathematics
eþþnea Mechanics (with laboratory work)
Hydraulics
Railway Engineering
Mining I and Ore Dressing
Mining II

Students
16
10

7
4

14
1

I append a list of the students who have passed through the Applied

Science courses since 1901, with their present occupations, which may

give a better idea of the work of the Engineering School. The majority of

the men have not been out long enough to have made positions that will

probably be theirs in another 10 years' time, but it is a very good list.

(sieÐed) R.W. CHAPMAN

(copy of Report located in university of Adelaide Archives.)
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T ist of shrdents who have passed thrcugh the Applied Science Courees
since 1901, with theirpresent occupations.

whitington, B - Lecturer at Ballarat school of Mines, victoria
connor, J D - Foreman on MiIl, Perseverance Mine, Kalgoorlie, wA
Boas, I H - Lecturer at Technical School, Perth, WA

Clark, A S - Surveyor, Proprietary Mine, Broken Hill
Wainwright, C L - Surveyor, Proprietary Mine, Broken Hill
Bayly, B B - Recently appointed Inspector of Mines, Straits Settlement

Bell, IV G - Metallurgist, WA

Cleland, W L - Director School of Mines, Port Pirie, SA

Fairweather, A - Asrsistant Underground Manager, south Mine,

Broken HilI
Gardiner, B L - Metallurgist, Lancefield Gold Mine, \MA

Greenway, T C - Metallurgist, Copper Mines, Cordova, Spain

Greenway, Harold - Assistant Manager, Mt. Everest Copper Mines,

NSW
McArthur, D W S - Manager, Queensland.
shaw, J - Manager, Many Peaks Mine, belonging to Mt. Morgan Co.,

Qtd.
Judell, L M W - Metallurgist, now in Charge of Conrad Stamite, Co.

NSW
Heseltine, F A - Milt Foreman, Kalgoorlie, WA

Hooper,CW-Assayer,WA
Langdon, R T - In charge of Slime Dressing Plant, Golden Horseshoe,

WA
Martin, V G - Assayer, Stannary Hills Mines, Queensland
Moore, B H - Lecturer on Metallürgy, Kalgoorlie School of Mines, WA

Gartrell, H W - Lecturer on Applied Mechanics, Kalgoorlie School of

Mines
Paton, A E - Chemist, Kalgoorlie GoId Mine, WA

Moore, G D - Surveyor, w'ith Government Party, Kangaroo Island, SA

Robinson, R L - Rhod.es Scholar, in Forestry Departmeit, India

Brookman, J R - Draughtsman, South Mine, Broken Hill
Rennie, E J C - In Charge electro-metallurgical works, Great Cobar

Copper Co., Cobar, NSW

Smith, H W - Angas Scholar, now in USA

Chapple, E - On electrical works in England

wight, A R - Lecturer at school of Mines, charters Towers, Qld.

West, J S - Electrician, Great Cobar Cooper Co., NSW

Tassie, R W - Angas Scholar, on his way to USA
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Stuckey, V C - In MetaUurgical works, Zee}nan, Tasmania

Ellis, F - $'ith Tramways Tnrst, Adelaide

Lang, - - 
rffith Adetaide Electric SuppllCo.

Darän, E.R.H. - $rith Survey Party, Engineer-in-Chiefs Department,

Ëâ*.rr, H C - with General Electric Co. England

Phillips, H Tarleton - Station ovrner, NSW

Basedow, H - Assistant Government Geologist, SA now studying in
Europe

Gilbert, J - with Martin & Co., Gawler¿s
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List of teachers at the University and at tlre School ofMines
who gave inshruction to students ùr the cor¡rees of

Diplorna in Applied Science 1912

Univetsity
Professor Kerr Grant, BSc
(Physics)

J L Glasson, DSc (Demonstrator
and Assistant Lecturer in Physics)

R V Clark, BSc (Lecturer on
Electric Engineering)

\M Howchin, FGS (Lecturer on
Geology)

Douglas Mawson, BE, DSc
(Lecturer on Mineralogy)

Professor E H Rennie, MA, DSc
(Chemistry)

W T Cooke, DSc (Lecturer on
Chemistry)

Professor R W Chapman, MA,
eCE (Applied Mechanics and
Mathematics)

H W Gartrell, BA, BSc
(Lecturer on Mining Engineering)

School of Mines
F W Reid, ASASM
(Metallurgy and Assaying)

RALLaughton,ASASM
(Assistant Lecturer on Metallurgy)

J P Wood, BE
(Mechanical Engineering)

G Chittleborough, ASASM
(Assistant Lecturer on
Mechanical Engineering)

L L Smith, BSc (Building
Construction)

S Tilley (Carpentry)

J D T \Malters (Fitting and
Turning)

J Dalby, BA (First Year
Mathematics)
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T.ist of teaclrers at tJre University and 'he School of Mines
who gave inshnrction to shrdents i¡l the connses for tlre- Diploma inApplied Science in 1903'

when tJre present agrrcement was drawn up

R W Chapman, MA, BCE
(Engineering and Mining)

University

ProfessorWHBragg,MA
(Mathematics and Physics)

Professor E H Rennie, MA, DSc
(Chemistry)

School of Mines

J Crowther, ARSM,
(Metallurry)

H E Hooper, ASASM
(Assistant Lecturer on
Metallurgy)

W H Ledger, BE, MCE
(Mechanical Engineering)

L L Smith, ASASM
(Assistant Lecturer on
Mechanical Engineering)

J Dalby, BA
(First year Mathematics)

W H Basford
(Carpentry)

W E Leask
(Fitting and Turning)

C J Sanders
(Surveying)

W Howchin, FGS
(Geology)

W H Woolnough, BSc
(Mineralogy)

A J Higgins, FIC
(Lecturer on Chemistry)

J P V Madsen, BSc, BE
(Lecturer on Electric Engineed.g)
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(CoPY of 1903)
AGREENIM{TBEITWMI

THE UNTVERSITY OF ADEI"AIDE
AND

TTIE SCHOOL OF MINES AI\D INDUSTRIES

It was agreed between the university of Adelaide and the south
Australiañ School of Mines and Industries that:-

1. In ord.er to avoid duplication of work and expenditure the
Institutions named uniìe in providing courses of instruction and
examinations in all subjects 

-ralifying for the University_Diploma
in Applied. Science and the Fellowship of the School of Mines and
Industries. ¡

2. The University surrend.ers to the School of Mines the teaching of
Metallurgy, Surveying, and Building Construction'

g. The instruction - both lectures and practical work - in Physics and
Geology, and the lectures in Chemi-qtry, botþ -for 

the Fellowship and
Assocläteship Courses of the School of Mines, as well as the
instruction - toth lectures and practical work - in Mineralogy for the
Fellowship course of the Schóol of Mines are to be given at the
University. The practical Chemistry for both courses is to be taught
at the Universily or at the School of Mines as may be most
convenient and is for the present to be under the supervision of the
Professor of ChemistrY.

4. The University Lecturer on
Mines, the lectures on Mining
lecturer, and the fees shall
Institutions. The advanced cou
to the University, as hitherto.

5'EngineeringLaboratoriesoftheUniversi.tyand^
ur"îo be used conjointly for the benefi,t of students of
s : and. the Univeriity lecturer on Electrical
for the present to have the supervision of both

laboratories.

6. The loma and Fellowship Courses' as set
out heretor, are adopted' subject-to
alte eement' Other courses maY be

add titutions maY from time to time
agree to determine.

7. When the subjects of the Diploma and Fellowship courses are the
same as those äf tfr" Bacheloi of Science course at the University the
standard is also to be the same.

APPED\TDD(FOUR
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8.

10.

11.

\2

13.

I4

15.

16.

17.

A standing Joint Board consisting of an equal -number_ - 
of

representati-ves of the two institutions is to be appointed to consider
ali questions arising out of the carrying out of this agreement and to
maËe recommendations thereon to the two Councils.

A Faculty of Applied Science is to be appointed con-sistinq of.the
Chanceilõr of the University, the President of the School of Mines
and Industries, and four members of the staff of each Institution,
and is to report to the Joint Board.

Before entering upon any Diploma and Fellowship Coulse-students
are to satisfylhé Faculty of Applied Science of their frtness to
proceed with that course.

Students must attend lectures regularly, and must, on entering
their names for examifration present certificates showing that they
have regularly attended the prescribed lectures and done written,
laboratõry uåd oth"r practiõal work to the satisfaction of the
lecturers.

Candidates may be excused attendance at lectures on any subject in
which they desire to be examined but only upon special- grounds to
be recommended by the Joint Board and approved by the two
Councils.

When Associate students of the School of Mines attend classes
conducted by a University lecturer under this agïee_ment, the
School of Mines is to provide an examiner to assist the University
Iecturer in the examinatio of such associate students.

Outside examiners are to be appointed to assist in conducting the
fi.nal examinations in Mining, Electrical Enginêering, Metallurgy,
Assaying, and Mechanical Engineering : and the two Institutions
are tã *ñat" the cost of providing such examiners. Such examiners
shall be recommended Ui the Joint Board and appointed by the two
Councils.

The two Institutions are to share the cost of any printing, stationery,
and advertising authorised by the Joint Board.

The details of the courses as arranged by this agreement, with
dance of students and such explanatory
d necessary are to be printed and issued at
: and in future are to be printed in the

Calendars of both Institutions.

Either Institution wishing to terminate the agreement is to give a
year's notice to the other.

(SSd.) S.J. Way'
Chancellor of the UniversitY
3rd May, 1903.
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APPENIDD( FIVE

(Copy of 1988)
RE\ZISED AGREEEYIM{T BET\ryM'i
THE UNNMRSrIY OF ADEI,AIDE

AI\TD
TTIE Sá" SCHOOL OF MINES ANTD INDUSTRJSS

Whereas the University of Adelaide has resolved to repeal the regulations
relating to the Diploma in Applied Science and the Faculty of Applied
SciencJand to constitute a faðulty of Engineering, the agreement made in
1g0B between that body and the S.A. School of Mines and Industries for the
purposes of avoiding duptication of work and expenditure by uniting to
p"orriaittg courses -of instruction ¿ nd examinations in all subjec-ts
qualifyin-g for the University Diploma in Applied, Scien-ce and the
Éelowship of the S.A. School ol Mines and Industries, is he_reby annulled,
as is alsoihe further Agreement in reference to Mining made in 1923, and
they are replaced by the following new Agreement.

It is agreed between the University of Adetaide and the South Australian
School of Mines and Industries that :

1. The Institutions named continue to cooperate in providing courses
of instruction for the B.E. Degree of the Universitv and for the
Fellowship of the School of Mines.

2. Each Institution shall frame its own regulations relating to the
Degree or Diploma which it confers.

3. (As amended).
The University will establish a Faculty of Engineeriq9 of which the
President and the Principal of the School bf Mines shall be
members. The University Cõuncil will also appoint to the Faculty of
Engineering such School of Mines lecturers as are Heads of
Defartments in which the School of Mines is responsible for the
most advanced work.

4. Items in the report of the 'aculty of Engineering- which the
Principal of the-school of Mines wishes to be considered by his
Council before being flrnally determined by the Council of the
University shall be deferred for that purpose.

5. The University will be responsible for the most advanced work in
Mining, Civil- Engineerinþ and Electrical Fngineering and in_

Mathelmatics, Phlsics, Chemistry and Geology. The_School of
Mines will be respónsible for the most advanced work in Metallur9Y,
Mechanical Engineering and Architecture. Other courses may be

added as the Councils of the two Institutions may from time to time
agree to determine.

G. The Council of the School of Mines undertakes to provide lecturers
qualified to give instruction of University standard in the advanced
subjects for which it is responsible.
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7. On account of the facilities provided in the Bonython Laboratories,
the instruction in Mining will be grven ühere, but the University will
provide the Lecturer or Lecturers in Mining.

8. Either Institution wishing to terminate this agreement shall give
one yean's notice to the other.

signed on behalf of the university of Adelai{e -_ chancellor
SieÐed on behalf of the School of Mines and Industries - President

(Copy of Revised Agreement located in University of Adelaide Council
Minutes.)
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APPENDD( SD(

ED(]:RACT FROM 'TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN SOUTH
AUSTRALIA'

(UniversiW of Adelaide Education Committee
18 Octoberl956)

In South Australia, the responsibility for technological education !s shared by
the University of Adelaide and the South Australian School of Mines and
Industries, two institutions which have lived in harmony,- sì9.e by side-, for
some seventy years. The spirit of goodwill which prevails- between these
institution te in Australia, and is based on mutual
respect an spective- functions are not competitive
but compl it has been the p-ractice of the two
institutiôns to share accommodation, staff and facilities with resultant benefrt,
not only to the institutions, but to the students and to th9 taxpayer.
Furthermore, this cooperation has been effected with almost total absence of
written agreements and suchlike formalities. This-year_the alliance between
the Univãrsity of Adelaide and the South Australian School of Mines and
Industries has been brought even closer by joint participation in a scheme for
technological education which is believed to be an advance on arrangements
existing anywhere in Australia today.

At this stage it is perhaps advisable to make brief reference to the terms
'technologyi 'technótogistì' and 'technicians'. Technology is simply another
name for 'science as applied to industr
such as exists in New South Wales, is
teaching of the applied sciences. All U
and most University graduates in engi
holders of equivalent qualifrcations) b
has full proféssional stáfus with the qualificatio¡rs and experience required for
membership of professional institütions. Technicians form the semi-
professiottrf gtor¡p and are dist ty the possession. of
Ëpeciàtised tãchnical ed.ucation Examples are senior
draftsmen, analytical chemists ors.

The scheme outlined below for techno
the outcome of some years of quiet ne
juncture can, however, be traced to
technicians in industry, a need empha
Wfrit. Paper (February'1956) on 'fechnical Education', and by Sir Ian Clunies
Ross in his Oration uf th" Melbourne Jniversity Centenary on Tuesday, !4th
À"g".t this year. Nevertheless, whilst recognisin-g the ilnPortance of meeting
the- indust¡at d.emand, other factors have had considerable influence on

determining the character of the new scheme.

The second factor has been recognition of the need for a system of technological
education which would enable ã student to receive formal training in direct
proportion to his academic aptitude.

(Extract taken from University of Adelaide docket No. 795/1954')
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I PROPOSITION
The Council of The South Australian School of Mines and Industries
submits the following proposals for consideration by The University:-

1. That a Faculty iú Commerce be formed jointly between The
University and The School.

2. That the proposed Faculty offer a couïse for a degree styled
Bachelor of Commerce.

3. That consideration be given in constituting the proposed Facult¡r,-to
the inclusion of somJpersons who will be representative of the
Commercial communityas well as to equal representation between
the two educational institutions.

4. That the present course for the Associateshtp - Diploma in
Accountanôy should provide the basis for, and determine the
nature of, the proposed degree course.

5. That the major part of the teaching in the subjects included in the
degree shall b" üttd."taken by The School of Mines.

REASONS AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:
With the establishment of the F rculty of Technology, most of the
Associateship Diploma courses of the School have been discontinued.
One of the rðmaining Associateship courses is that in Accountancy_. Tþ"
School Council is cõncerned with the status of all courses under its
jurisdiction, and believes that there are many cogent reasons supportil-g
ihe establishment of a Faculty in Commerce offering a degree which will
replace our present Diploma in Accountancy.

1. The present situation
In 1g51 the University appointed a subcommittee to consider
recommendations for lhe^Degree in Economics (Commercial
Studies). As a result of that Committee's recommendations, the
University Diploma in Commerce was discontinued in 1952 and
the degreé in b.onomics (Commercial Studies) was introduced. At
the same time this School expanded its old Diploma course into an
Associateship Diploma in Accountancy.

Relevant extracts from the report of that University subcommittee
are:-

APPD.TDD( SEVE.I

EXilRACTFB,OM

,MEMORANDUM. PROPOSED FACULTY OF COMMERCE

(South Australian School of Mines and Industries
14 August 1957).

II
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"The Board recognised the necessity of catering fo1 two rather
distinct types of students. First there are those who requi-re a
training to ftt them for positions in the public service, teaching
professlon and the higher administrative levels in industry and
õo-*"r.". Secondly, ihere are those who require a training of a
purely technical cháracter in accountancy and allied commercial
åubjeãts. The proposed (degree) course will cater for the former
catðgory. Hence, provided that training for the_ latter category be

availabie at the School of Mines, the existing (University) Diploma
in Commerce will become unnecessary."

"Provided that appropriate commercial courses are qeiag given at
the School of Minós nõ .te* students be enrolled for the Diploma in
commerce as from the beginning of the academic year 1952."

(Memorandum located in university of Adelaide docket No. 25411957.)
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APPENDD( EIGITT

BROADCA,ST BY TTIE PREMIER
(TI{E HONOIJRABLE SIR, THOMA,S PI,AYFORD)
F'ROM STATION 5AD ON 16 SEPTEMBER 1959*

My Government has been Fving a great deal of attention to the future of
hiþher technical education in South Australia in recent months. I had a
veiy interesting discussion with the Minister of Education, Mr. Pattinson,
atd 

""p"esentalives 
from the University, the Qouth Australian School of

Mines and Industries, and the Education Department in my office
recently, when plans for higher technical education were reviewed,
particularly in relation to the future of the School of Mines.

The School has been our seníor institution for technical education since it
was established by the Playford Government 70 years ago, and has served
the State very well. Many of our leading men in both mining and
secondary indústries have bêen trainees of the School. Included are men
such as Wainwright, Bradford, Fairweather, and Essin-gton-Lewis'
However, with thJ rapid development of South Australian industries over
the last 20 years, and the prospective future development upon an even
greater scal-e, it has become nècessary to review the future scope and
õtrtos of the School, and higher technical education generally.

In the fi.rst place, the name is outdated. I have asked the Council of the
School for a recommendation for a name which is adequately descriptive
and in line with modern educational trends. The name "South
Australian Institute of Technology" has been suggested by the Council,
and I believe the Government will adopt this name.

Secondly, there is the question of adjusting the functións of the School of
Mines, which are at preient very extensive, and the School is "bursting at
the seams".

From t957, the School has extended its activities in the training of
professional men in engineering and metallurgy þV giving courses

achelor of Technology. In a measure
usly given by the School, and at the
fication. The degree of Bachelor of

Technology is awarded by arrangement with the University_o_f Adelaide,
the wholõ- of the teaching being provided by the School of Mines. The
Technology degree is a thiee-yeãtìourse in what migJr! be called "applied
sciences" ãs distlnct from the University's own Bachelor of Engineering
courses which occupy frve years and are much more extensive and

mic content. The Technolory degree
dern industry, and I
six technologists to

ling the immediate
needs of ind,ustry for engineering technologists the provision of the School
of Mines course is a clear economy to the State, for the training of persons

to the grade of a University graduate takes much longer and is obviously
very much more expensive.
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To allow the School of Mines the o rportunity to extend its training oq

t".¡trotogists it is becoming necessary to relieve the School of a number of
its lesseî functions. ThJ Adelaide- Technical High School, which is a
secondary school conducted by the School of Mines, will be transferred to
itte a¿míoistration of the Education Department as soon as practicable.
Either there will be a comparable school established at a new location or
th" pto.pective students will be absorbed, together \Mith staff, at the other
departmental High Schools.

Evening secondary classes conducted by the School of Mines will be taken
over byihe Educalion Department and so will the few remainin-g trade and
.pp""åti.eship classes bdtransferred to our departmental Trade Schools.

The various adult education and craft subjects taught upon a part-time
basis can doubtless be absorbed at our suburban Technical High Schools

operating as adult educatiorÍ centres, though the special women's classes
ú domestic sciences pose a rather more diffrcult P1obl9m. The
Government is investiþating the practicability of establishing in a

reasonably central positiõn a Jpecial Domestic Sciences School for Women.

The design for the School of Mines, or the new Institute of Technology, \¡/ill
be as thõ senior institution specialising in applied sciences or technology.
Èetween the grade of tradèsman oñ the one hand and engjneering
technologist on- the other there is a rapidly growing -category {-persons
required"by industry who may be best described as technicians. These are
geåerally õlosely adied with [he enginee{ng technologist and are likely to
6" required ú the future in ðonsiderably Sleater -numbers than
technoiogists. It has been the traditional function of the School of Mines to
Iook afte"r this form of specialist training, although latterly there has also

been a - 
hniõian training g¡ven by the larg-e

seconda n organisations. It was from such
high"" chool has progrbssed^to providing
Uñivers The Government is fully seized of
the necessity to not only continue but to extend such lPecialist-technician
training. Oïty two days ago in a put lic statement the President of the
Metal Iîdustries Associatioñ of Souih Australia made a well justified plea

for more attention to technician training. Though the bigger industrial
organisations can in some measure continue to look after their own

i"ui.ti"g, that is not possible with the great majority of s^econdary industry.
There ãre two possible \¡¡ays of making public provision for this.

One is for the School of Mines to cont
of training higher technicians, an
extensive than provision for technolo
major function. The othe
set up and provide this
kindergartens, primary
trade schools, and teacher traini
procedure, but, in view of the very h
the Education Department, and t
Mines, I feel it would be wise for
ràspoísibility at this time. The State's interest and those of industv and

tecÎrniciatt., g".t."álly, will be best served Þy the .S:þgo1 of Mines
continuing to take the main responsibility foi specialist training of
technicians.
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There have been suggestions that the proper place of the University_ d-egree

training of technololfrsts may be ,¡rith the University of Adelaide. I do not
s and technicians may ProPerIY and
Institute of TechnologT dealing with
ucation. There is no necessitY to
an institution doing only University

ade arrangements with the
the Bachelor of TechnologY at

the School of Mines shall be subsidised by the Commonwealth just as if
they were conducted at the University.

I would like to make it quite clear that the Government does not
contemplate that the School of Mines shall develop as a second general
purpose University in Adelaide.

There is no suggestion that its new functions shall extend to undertaking
any other Uniî"ersity-grade courses than those in teclrnologl or ap_plied

sciänces. There is no-intention to follow the lead of New South Wales,
*ni.fr created a new University out of its Technical College 1nd permitted
it to embark upon the whole ránge of University courses, and a_t_the same

time largely abandoned its technician training. The School of Mines, as

the Souãh Australian Institute of Technology, will work in the closest
alliance with the Adelaide University and will supplement the University
and not in any way d.uplicate its activities or com_pete with it. Duplication
and competiüän wôuld-only raise the cost to the Government of University
educatio^n, which is already very high and growing rapidly. W-e- have not
yet reached the stage of riquiring a seco-nd general Pqrposg University'
bechnology degreeÃ will ðontinue to be awarded þy -!tt." Adelaide
Universiti, an¿i am sure the Engineering faculties of the University anq
the tecftnotogy d.epartments of the SchoõI of Mines will cooperate and
coordinate tñäir áctivities to keep costs to a reasohable level, whilst
providing to the best advantage of the community the professional people

required in industry.

Good night listeners!

(*Taken from SASMI Docket No. 40/1959.)
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APPENDD(NINE

SIR I,AI\GDON BONIYTHON

PRESIDHVT OF TTIE SOT.]TI AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL

OF MINES AI.ID INDUSTRIES 1889'1939

Sir John Langdon Bonython was born in London on 15 November 1848 of

Cornish parents, and his 'Cornishness' was something he treasured to a

very great degree throughqut his entire life. It was reflected in his

continuing involvement in the Cornish Association of South Australia, of

which he was president at one time. His father was a carpenter and

builder, and in 1854 migrated to south Australia with his family,

including young Langdon, his second son.

In 1864 Bonython joined the staff of the Advertiser as a reporter and, before

long, was rewarded for his hard work and ability by the editor, J.H.

Barrow, who put him in charge of the literary staff. In December 1870, he

married Mary Louisa Fredericka Balthasar, daughter of a German

emigrant from Berlin. They had eight children, two of whom died in

infancy. Following some successful speculation in mining shares,

Bonython was able to buy into the Advertiser in 1879 when he was accepted

as junior partner in the syndicate that owned the ne\ilspaper. One year

later, he became a co-partner, and in late 1884, he took the position of

editor, a title he held for forty-frve years until early 1929- He was sole

proprietor from July 1893 and, under his direction, the newspaper gTew

and flourished.t

Despite his strong personal commitment to the newspaper' Bonython was

highty active in both the educational and political fields, and was also a

staunch supporter of charities. He was knighted in 1898 for services in the
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cause of public education, at which time he was chairman of the Adelaide

School Board of Advice (1883-1901) and chairman of the Roseworthy

Agricultural College (1895-1902), as well as president of SASMI. An

advocate of federation, like his friend Kingston, Bonython was elected to

the first federal House of Representatives in 1901 and reelected for a

further three years in 1903. The demands of politics, plus the

inconvenience of travelling to Melbourne for parliament, however, decided

him against contesting the 1906 election and this was the end of his formal

involvement in politics. In recognition 'for services rendered to the

commonwealth', he was appointed CMG in 1908 and KCMG in 1919. He

made considerable financial donations to various causes and institutions,

the most significant sums being to SASMI (ß22 750), the University of

Adelaide (over f70 000) and to the state government (f100 000 to complete

Parliament House).2

In 1926, Bonython gave the University f20 000 to endow a chair of law, an

action which received much praiseworthy comment¡ and between the

years 1930 and1934 he donated a total of f,52 329 for'a great hall'which

was named in his honour.3 At this stage, he had been a member of the

University council for many years, having first been appointed in 1916 and

to some extent remedying the imbalance of representation between the

University on SASMI's council and the School on the University council.

With this role on both councils and his substantial financial assistance to

them, Bonython \üas a pivotal flrgure in the development of the two

institutions, although his influence was undoubtedly much stronger at

SASMI which he guided as a benevolent, if determined, patriarch.

In Lg2g, Sir Langdon celebrated his fortieth anniversary as president of

SASMI and also relinquished. control of tlne Aduertiser which was sold for

f!.25 million. To mark the end of his fourth decade as president, a
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complimentary dinner was given to him in October of that year. One

hundred and twenty guests including the premier, R.L. Butler; the chief

justice and chancellor of the University, Sir George Murray; the vice-

chancellor of the university, Sir William Mitchell; the warden of the

senate, Justice Angas Parsons (Bonython's son-in-Iaw); the speaker of the

House of Assembly, G.R. Laffer; the minister of education, M. Mclntosh;

the director of education, W.J. Adey; and the lord mayor of Adelaide,

Lavington Bonython (Bonython's eldest son); gathered at the Grosvenor

Hotel, North Terrace, to pay their respects to Sir Langdon. Aside from

these noted guests, many past associates and fellows of the School were

present.

For most of SASMI's first forty years, Sir Langdon was its powerhouse

and prime mover, constantly using his extensive political influence to

secure and. improve its position within the state's education system.

Ind.eed, one of the School's prominent mining graduates, G.C. KIug,

related. at the dinner an incident that was said to have happened between

Sir Langdon and the former premier, Charles Cameron Kingston. It took

place when the Technical Education Board was sitting in the late 1880s

and one day, Sir Langd.on, upon meeting Charles Kingston in the street '. .

. impressed upon him the desirability of establishing a school of mines

and, suggested that this question be referred to the board then sitting. This

was accordingly done, and the result was the establishment of the School'.

Undoubtedly, the truth was a little more complicated, but an interviewer

from ttte Register, w]rlo spoke to Sir Langdon on his birthday in 1928,

revealed that 'He \Mas a great champion of Charles Cameron Kingston,

an¿ the statesman and newspaper proprietor grew to be fast friends'.4

The reporter also stated that Bonython had close relationships with a

number of other important politicians, including Alfred Deakin, prime

minister of Australia, sir John cockburn and sir Frederick Holder.
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Kingston was attorney-general in Thomas Playford's first ministry from

188? to 1889, during which the Technical Education Board produced its

final report and SASMI was founded. He was a great reformer, and as

premier from June 1893 to November 1899, introduced many reforms and

innovations. Notably, both Cockburn and Holder rilere part of Kingston's

cabinet and each \Mas a strong supporter of the School; Cockburn as its

first president and Holder as a member of council. llnfortunately, the

economic problems of the f A'gOs prevented government from assisting the

institution as much as it would have liked, but the close political

connections between Sir Langdon and men such as Kingston remains

critical in an understanding of how SASMI was not only established, but

also how it survived and gre\M during the early decades of its history.

At the dinner in 1929, therefore, the array of dignitaries present was not

only a reflection of the important position hetd by the president of the

School, but it was also a mark of the personal stature of Bonython himself

in the wider community. That Bonython chose to dedicate so much of his

own personal time and resources to SASMI \¡/as a reflection of his own

family background and ethnic heritage. For, despite his great personal

wealth, Bonython did not come from an affluent family; rather he was

what was termed a 'self-made' man, who had created his fortune entirely

by his own efforts and abilities.

The question remains as to what sort of person Bonython was. \Mhat

emerges is a picture of someone who was demanding of both respect and

loyalty; someone whose thoroughness, dedication and self-discipline

ensured, the success of most, if not all, of his ventures. His grandson, Eric

Bonython, wrote that Sir Langdon followed a consistent daily routine
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during his ownership of the Aduertiser, and that everything in the offi.ce

had to be done with absolute thoroughness:

. . he did not suffer fools gladly, and no one
ever dared to take any liberties with him
whatsoever. He was a devout Methodist and
neither drank nor smoked, yet he loved poetry
and was attracted to Cornish humour
Cornwall was always in grandfather's thoughts

Nothing pleased him more' as a patriotic
Cornishman, than the honour of being the only
representative from the dominions to be elected
president of the Royal Jnstitution of Cornwall . .

. he succeeded . . . in 1931-32.6

The man who was often strict and stern \Ã¡ith his family and his staff, was

also a romantic at heart, and one who valued achievements above

material possessions. This was clearly indicated by a speech he gave at a

banquet held by the South Australian Cornish Association in February

1901. He spoke about the special qualities of the Cornish and said that:

The race is full of romance, and it may be that
romance has largely made Cornwall . The
enemy says the Cornishman is a dreamer - he
prefers to stand about and think rather than do
some of the things which are so popular with
other people . . . To him there are other things
in the world better worth the doing than the

because his wealth of imagination is one of the
great assets of the race.6

To Bonython's mind also, it was the things of the mind, of education and

knowledge, that mattered, and this explains the extent of his commitment

to the cause of higher education in South Australia. That Bonython was

no radical was certain, like many other liberals he did not want access to

education to change the nature of society and its class structure, but he

sought to improve the condition of the working class and to provide
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opportunities for those individuals who wished to increase their social

position by means of hard work and application. This man then, an

entrepreneur, a politician, a reformet, a philanthropist, led SASMI for

the first fifty years of its history. He died in October 1939 at the age of

ninety-two - it was the fiftieth year of the School's operation.

Foobrotes
1. AustrøIian Dictionary af Bíography, Vol.7, 1979 pp.339-341.

The donations to SASMI comprised
9250 Stained glass windows for new main building (1903)
f1500 Contribution to building of Bonython Laboratories
95000 New building for Adelaide Technical High School;

redirected towards extension of Bonython Laboratories
916000 Donation towards Bonyihon Jubilee building.

3. Exact figure obtained from University of Adelaide calendars.

4. The Register,12 December L928.

5. E G Bonython, History of the farnilies of Bonython and Bonython of
Carclew, printed for private distribution, 1966, pp.98,11 6-71^7 .

6. Cornwall : Interesting history and rornantic stories by the Hon. Sir
Løngdon Bonython cMG - Talks at meetíngs of the sA cornish
Asso ciøtio¿, Adelaíde, Adu ertise r, 1932, pp.26-27 -
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TABI,E ONE

ENROLME\TTS INAI.ID GRADUATES OF

FACIILTY OF Alrpr .rRD SCIENCE 1957 -197 7

Year Number of Enrolnents Num.ber of Graduates

L957
1f)58
1959
1%0
196t
1962
1963
79€4
1965
1966
t96il
1968
19,69
1970
197r
LW2
r.973
t974
t975
t976
7977

2.57

3&r
49
492
528
563
578
591
585
672
656
592
505
u7
n5
111

56
%
14

2

39
4
67
51
59
51
æ
82
56
77
70

101
104
104

g2

49
%
13'8

2

(Information from Memorandum prepared by Dr S I Evans, Director, SAIT in L977.)
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TABLE TWO

SouthAush'alian School of Mines and Industries/
South Ar¡sfuafian rnsütute of Technology

Year Yearly
Total

0
1
4

6
2

11
9

18
10
77
16
19
n
%
%
15
%
11
n
14

8
7

n
n
18
15

7
5
I

n
n
n
n
æ
25
2/L

m
n
m
n
n
ffi
38
4

Yearly
Total

38
43
58
ffi
ffi
53
43
g7

39
33
39
39
û
61s

111
139
1æ
t57
7g+
717
109
138
]-70
186
,,n
223
25,2
275
zrc
335
38r
427
ffi
5æ
640
68r
566
512
482
560
619
625

1889-90
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
tw2
1903
1904
1905
1906tw
1908
1909
1910
1911
t9t2
1913
Lgt4
1915
1916
r9t7
1918
1919
rqn
LqZ,
1922
1923
t92L
t9?5
t9?ß
rqn
1928
tqm
1930
1931
7932
1933
rqu

Nr¡mber of Graduates*
Cum. Year
Total

0
1 1935
5 1936
5 1937

11 1938
13 1939
2/L 1940
33 ' 79[L
51 r9L2
61 1%3
78 lw
9+ 1g[5

11,3 IW
133 1gL7
161 1948
189 1949
zu 1950
2n 1951
2A7 t952
26J. 1953
275 tqil
2Í13 1955
m 1956
910 1957
332 1958
360 1959
375 1960
æ2 1961
387 7962
396 1963
419 19&
442 1965
462 1966
482 7%7
574 1f168

539 1969
563 1970
592 Im
619 7972
648 rw\
675 7974
7M 7W5
760 !976
798 1W7
æ2

900
94t

1001
1057
1113
1166
72t9
t246
t2ß5
1gr8
7357
1396
1436
]'497
1595
1706
1845
m7
nu
2,P/8
2,{:15
2521
2æ2
2ß32
3018
32n
w3
3775
3990
42Æ
458r
4962
5389
5845
uLt
7051
77n
8304
8815
9297
9857

tM76
11101

(From information provided by the South Australian Institute of Technology.)
*includes fellowship diploma, associate diploma and various certificate awrds but excludes

degree awards.
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TABLETHRM

Financial Support from the SouthAr¡sh'alian C'overnment to tlre
South Ar¡shmlian School of Mines & hrdustrie.s

and the University of Adelaide
1890-1960

Year SA,SMI
r,

1500 (a)
32,25
4080
æ2,5
6274
8104

t47TL '
Lt42
23374

University ofAdelaide
f

3182 (b)
3801
6556
6639
7no

12060 (c)
24577 (d)
42747
39Ly

+ 1 3500 (Waite Agric. Inst.)

36600
+ 18500 Waite Agric. Inst.)

1890
1895
1900
1905
1gr0
1915
7920
192.5
1930

1935

1940

tw
1950

1955

1960

ML4

30784

35890

78/43
+ 3398
169682

+ 104
2W

CRTS Subsidy

CRTS Subsidy

46600
+ 20000 (Waite Agric. Inst.)

56600
+ 23000 (waite Agric. Inst.)

132600
+ 47 500 (Waite Agric. Inst.)

629100
+ 98500 (Wait¿ Agric. Insi.)

138r000
+ 280000 0vaite Ag¡ic.Inst.) (e)

(a) 6 months 3In2/89 to 30/6/90.

(b) Early funding from the SA Government to the Univerqit¡r of Adelaide was

in the form oT subsidies on private endo\üments - the School of Mines and
Industries had no such endowments.

(c) In 1911, SA Parliament voted the University of Adelaide an extra f4000
per annum.

(d) In 1920, SA Parliament voted the University of Adelaide an extra 920000
per annum.

(e) Includes funding from the commonwealth Government.

(NB. Figures have, in some instances, been rounded off to the nearest f . Figures obtained from

i,'r,oat-neports of SASMI and the University of Adelaide and South Australian Parliamentary

Papers.)
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TABI,E FOUR

UNNZER.SNY OF ADEI"AIDE . NIJMBER,S OF STUDENITS 1889.1967

Year Under-
grad.

Non-
grad.

1356
1135
r.020
1228
r4%
16J,4
1016

Elder Cons.
students

Higher Deg.
& Post-grad.

Total

1889
t892
1895
1898
1901tw
7W
1910
19r3
1916
1919
7922
t925
t9?ß
193r
LgU
\937
1940
1943
t946
1949
1952
1955
1958
1961
IW
7967

e03 (103)
972(t27)
ee6 (85)
ß7

118
87
96

100
2j,7
M
388
393
395
284,
û2
781
732
807

1056
702ß
1M9
\272
1168 (1e5)
210e (200)
2447 (t45)
2095 (71)
2.69
3367
4498
572/+,

7085

198
717

92
NL
ru
?/t:0 (62)
266 (53)
270 (33)
305 (46)
207 (53)
4tr (66)
5& (50)
676 (63)
870 (63)
900 (64)

316
2M
188
301
2,59w
990
913

1038
775

1449
1995
2X18
2ßL4
2Æ8
w2
23Á8
2æ2
nu
4310
4752
4r78
4165
5189
æ55
8304
9L67

7r78

n
17
15
ß
78

101
136
w

752
1-75
162
436
306
382
428
2ñ.
331
535
7n

*]
336
2N
gr8
2ß7
õn,
æ2
632
536
366
2Æ
235
2l,9
2ß7
587
u9
ffiw
373
Æ5
4Tr
339

Figures in brackets show the number of students from SASMI.
(Figures obtained from University of Adelaide Calendars.)
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